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ABSTRACT 

In this dissertation we contribute to the investigation of Organizational 

Virtuousness, which is a concept of Positive Organizational Scholarship. More 

specifically, we examine a) the antecedents of organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions, b) the effects of organizational virtuousness’ perceptions on employee 

outcomes, c) the explanatory factors of these effects, as well as d) the interplay 

between organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and employee exchange-based 

processes. To explore these issues we conducted a preliminary qualitative study, as 

well as two field studies in which 250 and 354 employees took part.  

Generally, our findings indicate that employees evaluate their own 

organizational treatment, the motives attributed to this treatment, as well as the 

behavior of the organization towards the community in order to form their 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions. The results of the first field study bring to 

light that the fulfillment of employer obligations (economic, socio-emotional, 

developmental) is important for the formation of organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions. In addition to the fulfillment of employer obligations, Perceived 

Disinterested Support (PDS) seems to be an important antecedent of organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions. According to our findings PDS is positively related to 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and moderates (weakens) the importance of 

economic, socio-emotional and developmental fulfillment for the formation of 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions. Last, our findings suggest that Community-

Focused Climate is also important for the formation of organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions. In Study 2 we incorporate the concept of psychological contract breach 

(non-fulfillment of employer obligations) as an antecedent of organizational 
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virtuousness’ perceptions. In line with the findings of Study 1, Study 2 indicates that 

psychological contract breach is negatively related to organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions. 

Regarding the consequences of organizational virtuousness, this dissertation 

indicates that organizational virtuousness’ perceptions are positively related to 

willingness to support the organization and work intensity, while they are negatively 

related to intent to quit. Organizational virtuousness’ perceptions have also a weak 

positive relationship with employees’ time commitment. These beneficial effects of 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions on employee outcomes seem to be the result 

of both pro-social motives and exchange-based considerations sparked as a result of 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions. According to our findings, pro-social 

motives expressed as a response to organizational virtuousness’ perceptions drive 

employees’ willingness to support the organization, work intensity and time 

commitment. In contrast, employees’ exchange concerns (social exchange and 

personal sacrifice) seem to be the main reason driving employees’ intent to quit, while 

they also contribute to the formation of employees’ time commitment.  

These findings indicate that employees who perceive high organizational 

virtuousness behave positively both because they have developed an intrinsic 

motivation to benefit their organization and they consider it advantageous to stay with 

the organization. It is noteworthy that the exchange concerns sparked by 

organizational virtuousness do not contribute to the development of impression 

management motives and organizational virtuousness’ perceptions are negatively 

related to this kind of motivation.  
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Last, this dissertation indicates that organizational virtuousness’ perceptions 

interact with exchange-based considerations making them less salient and important 

for the formation of subsequent employee reactions. More specifically, according to 

our findings, organizational virtuousness’ perceptions weaken a) the relationship 

between social exchange and intent to quit, b) the relationship between personal 

sacrifice and intent to quit, as well as c) the relationship between impression 

management motives and work intensity.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1. Theoretical framework and gaps in the existing literature 

 Existing literature has mainly viewed the employee-employer relationship as 

an exchange and self-interested relationship. Employees evaluate the benefits and the 

resources that they receive from their organization and they behave positively when 

they believe that working in this organization is advantageous for them (e.g. Allen & 

Shanock, 2013; Baran, Shanock, & Miller, 2012; Cropanzano & Mitchell, 2005; 

Eisenberger, Armeli, Rexwinkel, Lynch, & Rhoades, 2001; Mignonac & Richebé, 

2013; Rhoades & Eisenberger, 2002). On the contrary, they behave negatively when 

they believe that their employee-employer relationship is unfavorable (e.g. Cassar & 

Briner, 2011; Chao, Cheung, & Wu, 2011; Restubog, Hornsey, Bordia, & Esposo, 

2008; Restubog, Zagenczyk, Bordia, & Tang, 2013; Robinson & Morrison, 2000; 

Shoss, Eisenberger, Restubog, & Zagenczyk, 2013; Suazo, 2009; Suazo & Stone-

Romero, 2011; Zhao, Wayne, Glibkowski, & Bravo, 2007). They do so in order to 

retaliate the organization for its treatment and bring a balance in their employee-

employer relationship. Generally, the partners of the employee- employer relationship 

return the treatment previously received. They do so in order either to continue the 

beneficial circle of advantageous exchanges or “break” the circle of non-advantageous 

exchanges.  

 Despite the fact that the above perspective is until now the most influential 

paradigm for explaining the behavior in the workplace (Cropanzano & Mitchell, 

2005), it is also possible that both the employer and the employees can transcend their 

self-interested and exchange concerns (Cameron, 2003; Cameron & Winn, 2012). 
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Organizations are able to prioritize positive human impact and act beyond their self-

interested benefit (Cameron, 2003; Cameron, Bright, & Caza, 2004; Cameron & 

Winn, 2012). Similarly, employees can become emotionally attached to their 

organization, thus developing a pro-social motivation to benefit it.  

The field of Positive Organizational Scholarship focuses on positive outcomes, 

practices and attributes of organizations and its members (Cameron, Mora, Leutscher, 

& Calarco, 2011, p. 267).  The concept of Organizational Virtuousness is one of the 

key components of Positive Organizational Scholarship (Cameron, 2003). 

Organizational virtuousness is a concept referring to a combination of organizational 

virtues (Cameron et al., 2004; Cameron & Winn, 2012). However, it is distinct from 

the concept of virtue, as the latter refers to individual attributes associated with moral 

excellence, while the first refers to a constellation of virtues in the aggregate 

(Cameron & Winn, 2012). Organizational virtuousness is fostered by policies, 

practices and processes expressed in organizational settings and is manifested by 

collectives of people (Cameron & Winn, 2012).  

Organizational virtuousness is characterized by intended positive human 

impact (Cameron, 2003). The positive human impact is always an end in itself and it 

is never subservient to instrumental outcomes, such as profits (Cameron & Winn, 

2012). Organizational virtuousness excluding instrumental motives is different from 

concepts such as those of Corporate Social Responsibility or Corporate Citizenship, 

which may hide self-interested and instrumental concerns (Cameron & Winn, 2012). 

For the same reason, organizational virtuousness is different from perceptions of 

organizational support. Employees who feel supported, believe that their organization 

is committed to them, cares about their well-being and values their contribution in the 

workplace (Eisenberger, Jones, Aselage, & Sucharski, 2004). However, this does not 
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exclude the existence of instrumental motives from the part of the supportive 

organization and is not equated to the actual presence of organizational virtues. 

Organizational virtuousness despite its disinterested nature has been found to 

benefit the organizations and is associated with better organizational performance 

(Cameron et al., 2004). The existing literature has focused on whether employees 

perceive organizational virtuousness and how they respond. Research findings  have 

brought to light that employees who perceive higher levels of organizational 

virtuousness express more positive attitudes and behaviors towards their organization 

(Nikandrou & Tsachouridi, 2015a; Rego, Ribeiro, & Cunha, 2010; Rego, Ribeiro, 

Cunha, & Jesuino, 2011; Tsachouridi & Nikandrou, in press). Moreover, employees 

with higher organizational virtuousness’ perceptions tend to express additional 

demonstrations of virtuousness and cope up better with crises (Bright, Cameron, & 

Caza, 2006; Nikandrou & Tsachouridi, 2015b).  

Despite the fact that organizational virtuousness has begun to attract academic 

attention both at a theoretical and an empirical level (e.g. Beadle, Sison, & 

Fontrodona, 2015; Fernando & Almeida, 2012; Rego, Vitória, Magalhães, Ribeiro, & 

Cunha, 2013; Rego, Reis Júnior, & Cunha, 2015; Sison & Ferrero, 2015), there are 

still many important issues that need further attention. We need to study 

organizational virtuousness from an employee point of view to understand both the 

formation of organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and employees’ subsequent 

reactions.  

First, we lack empirical findings regarding the antecedents of organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions. Taking into account the beneficial effects of organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions (e.g. Nikandrou & Tsachouridi, 2015a; Rego et al., 2010; 
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Rego et al., 2011; Tsachouridi & Nikandrou, in press), it is very important to 

understand what employees need in order to perceive their organization as virtuous. 

Existing literature has paid extensive attention to how employees form various 

organizational perceptions (e.g. Dulac, Coyle-Shapiro, Henderson, Wayne, 2008; 

Mignonac & Richebé, 2013; Muse & Wadsworth, 2012; Rhoades & Eisenberger, 

2002; Wayne, Shore, & Liden, 1997; Wayne, Shore, Bommer, & Tetrick, 2002). 

Despite that, to the best of our knowledge, the antecedents of organizational 

virtuousness have never received empirical attention.  

Second, existing literature has paid scant attention to the mechanisms 

explaining the relationship between organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and 

employee outcomes (Rego et al., 2010; Rego et al., 2011; Tsachouridi & Nikandrou, 

in press). More specifically, existing empirical research has indicated that Affective 

Events Theory can partially explain the relationship between organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions and two employee outcomes (affective commitment and 

organizational citizenship behavior) (Rego et al., 2010; Rego et al., 2011). Social 

identity processes have also been found to explain the relationship between 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and pro-social employee behavior 

(Tsachouridi & Nikandrou, in press).  Future research is necessary to understand the 

mechanisms explaining the relationship between organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions and other employee outcomes (e.g. intent to quit, effort etc.). Additional 

theoretical perspectives can enable us to better explain the effects of organizational 

virtuousness perceptions on employee attitudes and behaviors.  In reality, we need to 

combine theoretical perspectives, as more explanatory factors may be hidden in the 

formation of employee responses to organizational virtuousness. 
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Existing literature has never combined theoretical perspectives to explain the 

relationship between organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and employee 

outcomes. Multiple mediator models are needed to provide a more realistic and 

parsimonious view of the explanations of the examined relationships (Hayes, 

Preacher, & Myers, 2011; Preacher & Hayes, 2008). Models with multiple mediators 

reduce statistical biases and enable us to better understand whether one mediator 

contributes to the explanation of the examined relationship above and beyond the 

other mediators of the model (Preacher & Hayes, 2008).  

Third, we are lacking empirical findings regarding the role of the social 

exchange perspective in the study of organizational virtuousness. Concepts associated 

with social exchange processes have been incorporated into the study of the 

relationship between various employees’ perceptions and their subsequent reactions 

(e.g. Agarwal & Bhargava, 2014; Byrne, Pitts, Chiaburu, & Steiner, 2011; Dulac et 

al., 2008; Eisenberger et al., 2001; Mignonac & Richebé, 2013; Shore, Tetrick, 

Lynch, & Barksdale, 2006; Zagenczyk, Gibney, Few, & Scott, 2011). Social exchange 

theory is the main paradigm used to understand employee behavior in the workplace 

(Cropanzano & Mitchell, 2005). Employees have generally been viewed as rational 

actors who seek to build beneficial exchange relationships. Nevertheless, we do not 

know the role of social exchange processes in explaining employee reactions to 

organizational virtuousness. Are exchange concepts able to mediate the relationship 

between organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and to what extent? One of the main 

theoretical arguments in favor of the “uniqueness” of organizational virtuousness in 

the field of organizational behavior has to do with its ability to transcend exchange 

concerns and spark an intrinsic motivation to do something good (Cameron, 2003). As 
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such, it is of utmost importance to understand whether exchange considerations are 

hidden behind employees’ responses to organizational virtuousness. 

 Fourth, existing empirical research has paid no attention to whether 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions interact with social exchange processes 

affecting their importance for subsequent employee reactions. Employees’ 

instrumental and exchange concerns are important predictors of subsequent employee 

reactions (e.g. Bolino, Klotz, & Daniels, 2014; Byrne et al., 2011; Dawley, Houghton, 

& Bucklew, 2010; Eisenberger et al., 2001; Shore et al., 2006). Given that during 

period of crisis and turmoil organizations lack the resources to spark “circles of 

exchange and reciprocity” from employees’ part, it is necessary to understand whether 

there are factors weakening the importance of social exchange processes. 

Organizational virtuousness’ perceptions could be such a factor.  

Theoretical arguments have suggested that organizational virtuousness affects 

the way employees feel and think towards their organization. Individuals who observe 

virtuousness transcend their self-interested and exchange concerns and behave 

positively, motivated by pro-social motives (Cameron, 2003). In other words, 

organizational virtuousness can affect individuals’ motivation rendering instrumental 

and calculative consideration less salient and important for subsequent employee 

reactions. Nevertheless, no empirical study has investigated whether organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions are able to moderate the predictive ability of exchange and 

self-interested concerns, thus “substituting” their importance for subsequent employee 

reactions and “breaking” the circle of exchange in the workplace.  
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1.2. Research objectives of the present dissertation. 

In this dissertation we contribute to the investigation of all the above issues. 

More specifically, we focus on 1) the antecedents of organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions, 2) the outcomes of organizational virtuousness’ perceptions, 3) the 

mediating role of concepts of social exchange theory in the relationship between 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and employee outcomes, and 4) the 

moderating role of organizational virtuousness’ perceptions in the relationship 

between exchange and self-interested considerations and employee outcomes. Our 

study incorporates a preliminary qualitative study and two field studies which 

examine the above issues. The second field study aspires to replicate and 

constructively triangulate the results of the first. 

The antecedents of organizational virtuousness’ perceptions: Regarding the study 

of the antecedents of organizational virtuousness’ perceptions, this dissertation 

investigates whether the fulfillment of employer obligations, is important for the 

formation of organizational virtuousness’ perceptions. The fulfillment of employer 

obligations is central in the literature of organizational behavior (e.g. Bal, Jansen, van 

der Velde, de Lange, & Rousseau, 2010a; Morrison & Robinson, 1997; Robinson & 

Morrison, 2000; Restubog et al., 2008). Employees evaluate their treatment and form 

organizational perceptions based on these evaluations (Eisenberger et al., 2004). We 

examine whether the fulfillment or non-fulfillment of employer obligations affects 

employees’ organizational virtuousness’ perceptions.  

Taking into account the received treatment, employees enter attributional 

processes trying to understand the hidden motives. As such, we examine whether 

Perceived Disinterested Support (PDS) is important for employees’ perceptions of 
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organizational virtuousness. PDS could be defined as employees’ belief that their 

organization supports them without hiding calculative and self-interested 

considerations (Mignonac & Richebé, 2013). Given the importance of 

disinterestedness for organizational virtuousness, we study the role of PDS in the 

formation of organizational virtuousness’ perceptions (Cameron, 2003).  

 Theoretical arguments suggest that disinterestedness is an integral aspect of 

organizational virtuousness. Nevertheless, we do not know whether employees 

consider disinterestedness a precondition for translating favorable treatment into 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions. We thus, examine the interaction between 

PDS and the fulfillment of employer obligations in the formation of organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions. Investigating this issue will provide us the opportunity to 

understand the extent to which employees need both disinterested motives and 

fulfillment of employer obligations in order to consider their organization as virtuous.  

 Organizational virtuousness has been associated with positive human impact 

(Cameron, 2003). Positive human impact refers to both internal and external 

constituencies. We need to understand whether employees take also into account the 

organization’s behavior towards the community to form organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions. Community-Focused Climate refers to the existence of a climate oriented 

to the community and the customers (Treviño, Butterfield, & McCabe, 1998). 

Community-Focused Climate can be an important antecedent of organizational 

virtuousness and as such it deserves our further attention.  

The effects of organizational virtuousness’ perceptions on employee outcomes: 

Without demonstrated benefits organizations and managers are not willing to pay 

attention to positive practices and more specifically organizational virtuousness 
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(Cameron, 2003; Cameron & Winn, 2012). Thus, it is important to establish the 

positive effects of organizational virtuousness’ perceptions of employee outcomes. 

Willingness to support the organization, time commitment, work intensity and intent 

to quit are important employee outcomes. In this study, we contribute to the 

investigation of the effects of organizational virtuousness’ perceptions on employee 

outcomes (Nikandrou & Tsachouridi, 2015a; Rego et al., 2010; Rego et al., 2011; 

Tsachouridi & Nikandrou, in press). 

Both self-interested considerations and pro-social concerns can motivate 

individuals’ subsequent behavior (Cropanzano & Mitchell, 2005; Meeker, 1971). We 

seek to understand which kind of motivation is more salient and more important for 

explaining the relationship between organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and each 

employee outcome. The investigation of this issue enables us to gain insight into the 

psychological mechanisms activated by organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and 

understand the extent to which the exchange and self-interested concerns motivate 

employee reactions to organizational virtuousness.  More specifically, we focus on 

exchange considerations and pro-social motives as explanatory mechanisms of the 

relationship between organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and employee 

outcomes.  

The interaction between organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and social 

exchange processes: In this dissertation we provide insight into the ability of 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions to make employees transcend their 

instrumental concerns, thus rendering exchange mechanisms less salient and less 

important for employee reactions. It is important to understand whether employees are 

inspired by organizational virtuousness, thus paying less attention to the calculation of 

the expected benefits. This dissertation focuses on this issue by investigating whether 
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the effects of exchange considerations on employee reactions are contingent on 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions. The role of organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions as moderator of the relationship between exchange or self-interested 

concerns and employee outcomes (willingness to support the organization, time 

commitment, work intensity and intent to quit) is examined.  

Below we present an overview and outline of the dissertation. 

1.3. Overview and outline of the dissertation 

Chapter 2: Chapter 2 focuses on the presentation of the concept of virtuousness. 

Organizational virtuousness is based on the Aristotelian concept of virtue, but it is 

different from that, as virtue refers to the individual level of analysis, while 

virtuousness refers to the organizational level of analysis (Sison & Ferrero, 2015).  

 In Chapter 2, we try to shed light on the definition and attributes of these 

concepts. First, we focus on the concept of virtue. As such, we present the definition 

and the main characteristics of virtue. Moreover, we underline the moral and social 

importance of virtue in order to justify the increased attention that it has received and 

continues to receive (e.g. Beadle et al., 2015; Sison & Ferrero, 2015; Wright & 

Goodstein, 2007). We also explain how the concept of virtue differs from the concept 

of character. These two concepts, despite being similar, are not identical. It is 

important to understand their differences in order to gain insight into the role of virtue 

in the formation of character.  

 Chapter 2 also discusses why organizations care about avoiding harm and 

whether organizations can be considered virtuous. Moreover, in this chapter we 

present virtue ethics as an approach of business ethics. We also focus on the concepts 
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of organizational virtue and virtuousness. Additionally, in this chapter, we analyze 

how the characteristics of individual virtue (as defined by the traditional virtue ethics 

perspective) are implemented in the case of organizations.  Additionally, we present 

the existing categorizations of virtues in the workplace, while we also justify why we 

adopted one of these categorizations for the purposes of this dissertation. Last, we 

discuss about the study of organizational virtuousness in organizational behavior 

literature. 

Chapter 3: Chapter 3 focuses on Social Exchange Theory, which is the main 

theoretical framework of this dissertation. First of all, we present the main principles 

and premises of social exchange theory. Then, we explain how social exchange theory 

has been implemented in the literature of organizational behavior. As such, we focus 

on: a) Organizational Support Theory, b) Psychological Contract Theory, c) the 

concepts of social and economic exchanges in the workplace. Last, we highlight 

aspects of social exchange theory that remain underutilized and need further empirical 

attention. We focus on the presentation of these gaps.   

Chapter 4: Chapter 4 focuses on the issues covered by this dissertation and explains 

the role of social exchange theory in the antecedents and consequences of 

organizational virtuousness.   

First of all, we focus on the antecedents of organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions and we analytically explain why we focus on the suggested antecedents. 

Moreover, we explain the role of social exchange theory in the relationship between 

the proposed antecedents and organizational virtuousness’ perceptions. The role of 

attributions in the formation of organizational virtuousness’ perceptions is also 

explained. 
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 Second, we focus on the consequences of organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions. We focus on willingness to support the organization, time commitment, 

work intensity and intent to quit, as outcomes of organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions and we explain why we study these specific variables. Moreover, we 

discuss about the role of social exchange theory in explaining the relationship 

between organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and employee outcomes. 

 Third, we focus on the role of organizational virtuousness’ perceptions in 

moderating the relationship between exchange-based concepts and employee 

outcomes. We explain the theoretical reasons making us believe that organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions will act as moderator of the aforementioned relationships.  

Chapter 5: Chapter 5 presents the preliminary qualitative research conducted before 

the quantitative studies. We discuss about the qualitative methodology employed 

(focus group research), and we present the methodological concerns, as well as the 

main findings. We also discuss how these findings helped us design our quantitative 

research. 

Chapter 6: Chapter 6 presents the Hypotheses of the first quantitative study (Study 

1). Hypotheses regarding main effects, mediation, moderation and moderated 

mediation are developed. 

Chapter 7: Chapter 7 addresses the methodological concerns of Study 1.  This 

chapter provides information on the research design, the data collection process and 

the sample used in the study. Moreover, this chapter describes the measurement 

instruments employed for the measurement of the concepts included in our study. 

Information on the validation of the whole measurement model is also presented. 

More specifically, chapter 7 presents the results of a Confirmatory Factor Analysis 
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(CFA), as well as analyses associated with the convergent validity, discriminant 

validity and reliability of our variables. The results of Harman’s Single Factor are also 

presented in order to alleviate concerns regarding the existence of common method 

variance in our data. Last, this chapter provides valuable information regarding the 

validation of the multidimensional instrument used for the measurement of 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions.  

Chapter 8: Chapter 8 presents the findings of Study 1. In this chapter we present 

analyses based on Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) employed in order to 

understand the relationships among the variables. Moreover, we present analyses of 

mediation, moderation and moderated mediation based on PROCESS macro. The 

chapter ends with summarizing the main findings of Study 1.  

Chapter 9: Chapter 9 introduces the second quantitative study of this dissertation 

(Study 2). In this chapter we explain how Study 2 builds on the findings of Study 1 

constructively replicating and further extending the findings of Study 1. We also 

present some additional Hypotheses developed for the purposes of Study 2. 

Chapter 10: Chapter 10 presents the methodological concerns of Study 2. Similarly 

to Study 1, we discuss issues associated with the research design, the data collection 

process, the sample, the measurement instruments and their validation. 

Chapter 11: Chapter 11 presents the findings of Study 2. Similarly to Study 1, Study 

2 includes analyses of main effects, mediation, moderation and moderated mediation 

based on Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) and PROCESS macro. The chapter 

ends with summarizing the results of Study 2 and discussing whether they are line or 

opposing to the findings of Study 1. 
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Chapter 12: In this last chapter we analytically discuss the main findings of this 

dissertation. The contribution of this dissertation to the field is analytically explained. 

We also discuss the limitations of the present dissertation and the suggestions for 

future research created by our findings. Last, we discuss the practical implications of 

this dissertation and we present the conclusion. 

  

1.4. Contribution of the present dissertation to the existing literature 

 The present dissertation makes numerous significant contributions to the 

existing literature. First of all, as we have already mentioned, we contribute to the 

study of organizational virtuousness. It is the first time that the antecedents of 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions are examined. We suggest that to form 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions, employees take into account their own 

organizational treatment, the motives attributed, and the organization’s behavior 

towards the community. Employees evaluate their relationship with the organization 

based on the treatment they receive. Existing research has indicated that employees’ 

perceptions of their organizational treatment are affected by whether their 

organization fulfills its obligations or not (Suazo, 2009; Zagenczyk et al., 2011). 

However, we do not know the role of such fulfillment in the formation of 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions. Similarly to the fulfillment of employer 

obligations, employees evaluate the organization’s social responsibility. Perceptions 

of Corporate Social Responsibility have been found to affect employees’ view of their 

organization (De Roeck, Marique, Stinglhamber, & Swaen, 2014; Moon, Hur, Ko, 

Kim, & Yoon, 2014). We extend this stream of research by investigating whether 
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Community-Focused Climate can contribute to the formation of organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions.  

From an individual level of analysis, disinterested motives are a precondition 

for considering an actor as virtuous (Collier, 1995; Sison & Ferrero, 2015). It is 

important to understand whether employees examine the motives of the organizational 

behavior towards them in order to form organizational virtuousness’ perceptions. To 

provide a more complete investigation of the role of Perceived Disinterested Support 

(PDS) we also examine its role as moderator of the relationship between the 

fulfillment of employer obligations and organizational virtuousness’ perceptions.   

Moreover, this dissertation contributes to the investigation of the effects of 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions on employee outcomes. This dissertation 

examines the relationship between organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and 

willingness to support the organization, as well as intent to quit (Nikandrou & 

Tsachouridi, 2015a), while it is the first time that the effects of organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions on effort (time commitment and work intensity) are studied.   

Despite the fact that effort is a critical variable in organizational settings, its 

antecedents have received until now limited empirical attention (Brown & Leigh, 

1996; Piccolo, Greenbaum, Den Hartog, & Folger, 2010).  

Additionally, as we have already mentioned, this dissertation contributes to the 

investigation of the explanatory factors of the relationship between organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions and employee outcomes. Testing models of mediation with 

parallel mediators (exchange motives and pro-social motives), we have the 

opportunity to provide a complete insight into the reasons explaining each employee 

response to organizational virtuousness’ perceptions. The aforementioned models of 
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mediation can also contribute to the literature of social exchange theory.  Individuals 

may base their behavior on their pro-social desire to benefit others. Egoistic and self-

interested motives are not the only drivers of exchange. Pro-social and altruistic 

motives can also activate exchanges (Cropanzano & Mitchell, 2005; Meeker, 1971).  

Despite that, organizational behavior literature has largely focused on the explanatory 

role of egoistic motives, like reciprocity and self-interested motives (e.g. Eisenberger 

et al., 2001; Byrne et al., 2011; Korsgaard, Meglino, Lester, & Jeong, 2010; Shore et 

al., 2006). Only one study has incorporated both the role of altruistic and egoistic 

motives in explaining employee responses to perceived organizational support 

(Lemmon & Wayne, 2015). In this study, we extend these findings by incorporating 

egoistic and pro-social concerns as explanatory factors of the relationship between 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and various employee outcomes.  

Furthermore, as previously mentioned, it is the first time that organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions are examined as moderator of the relationship between 

exchange-based concepts and employee outcomes. The effects of exchange-based 

constructs have received a great attention (e.g. Allen & Shanock, 2013; Byrne et al., 

2011; Dulac et al., 2008; Eisenberger et al., 2001; Mignonac & Richebé, 2013; 

Rhoades & Eisenberger, 2002; Riggle, Edmondson, & Hansen, 2009;  Shore et al., 

2006). Nevertheless, the study of the moderators of these effects has received less 

attention (Eisenberger et al., 2001; Eisenberger, Shoss, Karagonlar, Gonzalez-

Morales, Wickham, & Buffardi, 2014; He, Pham, Baruch, & Zhu, 2014; Marique, 

Stinglhamber, Desmette, Caesens, & De Zanet, 2013; Neves & Eisenberger, 2014; 

van Knippenberg, van Prooijen, & Sleebos, 2015). We do not know whether 

organizational perceptions (like organizational virtuousness’ perceptions) can act as a 
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boundary condition of the effects of exchange-based processes on employee 

outcomes. 

Generally, the legitimacy of Positive Organizational Scholarship has been 

associated with the pragmatic value of organizational virtuousness (Cameron & Winn, 

2012). In this study we contribute to this issue by examining the antecedents, 

outcomes, mediated and moderating effects of organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions on employee outcomes.  
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Chapter 2: The concepts of virtue and virtuousness 

In this chapter we focus on the concept of virtuousness, which is the central 

concept of this dissertation. Virtuousness refers to the organizational level of analysis 

and is a concept of Positive Organizational Scholarship (Cameron, 2003). It is 

important to understand how the concept of virtuousness builds on the concept of 

“classical virtue”, which refers to the individual level of analysis and draws from the 

neo-Aristotelian tradition (Sison & Ferrero, 2015).  

In the first sub-chapter we focus on the concept of “classical” virtue. First of 

all, we focus on the definition and the main characteristics of virtue. We analyze the 

moral as well as the social aspect of virtue to underline its importance for the 

individual and society. Then, we present its difference from the concept of character. 

The concepts of character and virtue are closely related and may be confused. As 

such, it is important to understand their differences and interrelations. 

In the second sub-chapter, we focus on virtue at the organizational level of 

analysis. We discuss whether organizations hold moral agency and can be considered 

virtuous in a way similar to human beings. We also focus on the reasons driving 

organizations to avoid harm or even have a positive human and societal impact. 

Furthermore, we explain how virtue has been integrated into business ethics research 

and the difference between virtues ethics and the traditional deontological and 

teleological approaches. Later, we define the terms of organizational virtue and 

virtuousness and we discuss their main characteristics. Last, we present the existing 

categorizations of virtues at the organizational level of analysis.  

In the third sub-chapter we discuss the gaps in the existing literature regarding 

the study of organizational virtuousness. Finally, we explain how the present 
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dissertation will contribute to the examination of the study of organizational 

virtuousness.  

 

2.1. The concept of virtue  

2.1.1. The definition and attributes of virtue 

Virtue is associated with human excellence. Human excellence means that the 

agent is able to perform good actions voluntarily. Virtues have to do not only with 

actions, but also with desires and intentions. Virtues can be defined as habits, desires 

and actions able to produce good (personal and social) (Aristotle, 1999, Cameron, 

2003; Rego et al., 2010). Below we analytically discuss the main attributes and 

integral aspects of virtues, which could be summarized to the following: 1) virtue as 

human excellence, 2) the dispositional nature of virtue, 3) the intentionality of an 

actor to do something good as a precondition of virtue, 4) the self-perpetuating nature 

of virtue, 5) virtue as the Golden Mean between deficiency and excess, 6) virtue as 

the precondition of eudaimonia, and 7) the contextual nature of virtue. In the rest of 

this chapter we will analyze these main characteristics of virtue.  

1) Virtue as human excellence. The concept of virtue derives from the Latin 

word “virtus”. “Virtus” is the Latin translation of the Greek concept “arete”, which is 

associated with human excellence (Sison & Ferrero, 2015). For Aristotle simply 

knowing how to do something is distinct from virtue, as virtue implies excellence and 

could be defined as ‘what is best in us’ (Arjoon, 2000; Solomon, 1992; Solomon, 

2004). Virtue is associated with “a set of qualities which will make people fulfill their 

functions as people properly and well” (Arjoon, 2000, p.162).  Only a person who 

uses effectively all of his/her faculties so as to achieve its highest human potentials 
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can be considered virtuous (Cawley, Martin, & Johnson, 2000). But how could this 

“human potential” be defined? 

Human potential is associated with the community or society. Humans are 

political animals (Aristotle, 1985; 1990, in Sison & Ferrero, 2015) and as such human 

excellence is associated with interactions with other human beings. Thus, virtues are 

“an exemplary way of getting along with other people, a way of manifesting in one’s 

own thoughts, feelings and actions the ideals and aims of the entire community” 

(Solomon, 1992, p.331) and are associated with the good of the whole (McCracken, 

Martin, & Shaw, 1998; Solomon, 2004).  

 

2) The dispositional nature of virtue.  

“Virtue talk involves notions of character, habit, disposition, inclination. It 

implies a way of being in the world, a general orientation toward the good on the part 

of the self in the living of a whole life” (Jennings, 1991, p.565). “Virtues are best 

thought of as dispositions or tendencies to act in a certain way, in certain given 

circumstances… virtue is an integral part of the make-up of a moral agent” (Collier, 

1995, p.144).  

All the above indicate that virtue as an excellence applies to character and 

dispositions for action (Sison & Ferrero, 2015). According to Aristotle impulsive acts 

cannot be indicative of virtue, as virtue presupposes a steady disposition to do 

something good (Whetstone, 2001). Virtue does not refer to specific and isolated 

actions, but to “what the agent does as a meaningful whole” (Besser-Jones, 2012; 

Sison & Ferrero, 2015, p.S81). Virtue is “concerned with the agent’s being” and not 

simply with agent’s doing (Jennings, 1991, p. 565). Virtue is not a thing or a 
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characteristic but an integral part of the moral agent (Collier, 1995). Due to its 

dispositional nature virtue has continuity in the life of the individual and constitutes a 

way to define our life (Weaver, 2006).  

Being a disposition and an integral part of the moral agent, virtue is described 

in developmental terms instead of behavioral terms (Fowers & Tjeltveit, 2003; 

Weaver, 2006). As such, the role of character and habit is central for the development 

of virtue. A virtuous character is the result of virtuous habits, while at the same time 

virtuous habits arise from the virtuous inclinations that are in accordance with human 

nature (Sison & Ferrero, 2015). “Neither by nature, then, nor contrary to nature do the 

virtues arise in us; rather we are adapted by nature to receive them, and are made 

perfect by habit” (Aristotle, 1941, II.1). This means that virtue has to do with 

dispositions, which are the result of the interaction between the human nature and the 

cultivation of habits.  

 

3) The intentionality as a precondition of virtue. The action itself cannot be the 

barometer so as to judge whether someone is virtuous or not. Doing something good 

is a precondition of virtue, but it is not adequate. There is not an essential connection 

between virtue and action (Collier, 1995). An action can be voluntary or involuntary. 

In the case of involuntary actions, people are not agents, but passive objects (Sison & 

Ferrero, 2015). The intentionality of the actor, or else the motivation to do something 

because it is virtuous, is according to Aristotle a very important condition in order to 

talk about virtue (Fröding & Peterson, 2012; Whetstone, 2001). This means that only 

“good voluntary actions may be considered virtuous actions” (Sison & Ferrero, 2015, 

p. S81).  
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Virtue is not a matter of coincidence but it has to do with the “deliberate desire 

to perform our function as human beings properly” (Arjoon, 2000, p.162). This 

deliberate desire to do something good differentiates virtues from principles 

(Hartman, 1998). Despite the fact that virtuous people adhere to moral principles, 

those who adhere to moral principles are not necessarily virtuous. Truly good 

behavior is not the result of a calculation of the pros and cons (Hartman, 1998; 

Koehn, 1995). Doing something good to get external benefits (e.g. money or power) 

is not indicative of virtue. On the contrary, doing something because it is worthy and 

intrinsically excellent, is indicative of virtue (Jennings, 1991). Agent’s motives are the 

key core element to judge the virtue of the agent (Collier, 1995).  

This lack of connection between virtue and action has one more important 

implication. We cannot characterize an action as good only because a virtuous person 

has done it (Slote, 1992 in Collier, 1995, p.145). Virtue is a latent power and a 

continual process, while an action is transient and may not reflect a continuous 

process and a virtuous motive (Collier, 1995). In order to characterize an action as 

virtuous, we have to be aware of a) the thought processes driving this act, as well as 

b) the consequences of this particular act on the ability of the agent to perform future 

acts (Koehn, 1995, p.343).  

To this point, we need to mention that the importance of intentionality for 

virtue may be underestimated by the external observers of an agent. How virtue 

appears to the others may be different from how virtue appears to self (Baumeister & 

Exline, 1999). From the perspective of the others, virtue may be equated to socially 

desirable actions, due to the fact that external observers do not have access to the 

motives of the agent and focus only on the positive outcome of an action for their self. 

On the contrary, from the perspective of the individual, virtue necessarily has to do 
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with intentions rather than actions, due to the fact that the actor is totally aware of the 

intentions and motives driving a socially desirable behavior. This means that people 

may perceive an agent as virtuous based on his/her actions, while in reality an actor 

may not be virtuous due to the existence of calculative motives driving good actions. 

4) The self-perpetuating nature of virtue. “Every action leaves a trace or mark. 

This by-product is called ‘habit’“(Sison & Ferrero, 2015, p. S82). The habit to do 

good actions leaves a modification that the individuals retain, thus making them to 

desire to perform more actions and perform them better than before (de Colle & 

Werhane, 2008; Graafland, 2009; Koehn, 1995; Sison & Ferrero, 2015). Virtues are 

the result of the habit to do good actions (Aristotle, 1985 in Sison & Ferrero, 2015). 

This means that a virtuous agent is habituated to do something good and noble 

(Koehn, 1995). Thus, virtues have a self-perpetuating nature, as virtuous agents make 

a constant effort to achieve excellence and feel proud of themselves, thus ending up 

becoming more virtuous (Murphy, 1999; Weaver, 2006).   

5) Virtue as the golden mean between deficiency and excess. According to 

Aristotle virtue has to do with passions (practical situations) as well as actions 

(responses to practical situations) (Arjoon, 2000).  “For Aristotle, in all passions and 

actions there are two opposite vices (a defect and an excess) and the intermediate or 

virtue” (Arjoon, 2000, p.163). Moderation and balance are necessary in order to talk 

about virtue (Arjoon, 2000; Murphy, 1999; Rabbås, 2015; Wright & Goodstein, 

2007). To be considered virtuous, an agent has to regulate his/her appetites and find a 

Golden Mean or else the most desirable point between giving too much or too little 

(Gowri, 2007, p.392).  
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Of course, finding the Golden Mean should not be the result of calculation. 

Far from that, it should be the result of the natural inclination to avoid both deficiency 

and excess (Hartman, 1998). This natural inclination is acquired by the repetition of 

voluntary human actions. “Virtue calls for a correct appreciation of the situation and 

the practical knowledge of how to proceed” (Sison & Ferrero, 2015, p. S86).  

As a consequence, the role of prudence (phronesis or else practical wisdom) is 

necessary for virtue (de Colle & Werhane, 2008; Fowers, 2008). Prudence enables 

agents to do “the right thing in the right way at the right time” (Schwartz & Sharpe, 

2006, p. 385).  According to Aristotle the prudence plays the role of the “executive 

decision maker” (Schwartz & Sharpe, 2006, p. 385). Prudence can lead agents to the 

right thinking, right desire and right action creating “harmony among reason, 

sensibility or emotions and behavior” (Sison & Ferrero, 2015, p. S87). Prudence can 

be very important in everyday life enabling individuals to solve conflicts (Bragues, 

2006; Fowers, 2008; Krause & Hayward, 2015; Schwartz & Sharpe, 2006). As such, 

prudence is the master virtue and the precondition of all other virtues. “Without it, one 

cannot have any other virtue; but once one has it, one has all the others” (Sison & 

Ferrero, 2015, p. S87).   

6) Virtue as the precondition of eudaimonia. According to Aristotle 

eudaimonia could be defined as happiness, flourishing or well-being. Eudaimonia is 

always an end in itself (or else the telos) and whatever we desire, we desire it in order 

to achieve eudaimonia (Aristotle, 1985 in Sison & Ferrero, 2015; Collier, 1995; 

Hartman, 2011; Kurzynski, 2012; MacIntyre, 1985 in Moore & Beadle, 2006). As 

people are political animals, eudaimonia is integrally linked to community (Aristotle, 

1990, in Sison & Ferrero, 2015; Solomon, 2004) and actions leading to self-advantage 

at the expense of the community are only misunderstandings of what can make people 
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feel happy (McCracken et al., 1998). The individual self-interest cannot be totally 

separated from the public good, as good life cannot exist without a good society 

(McCracken et al., 1998; Solomon, 1992). Good individuals are crucial for a good 

community and good community is the precondition of the good life of citizens 

(McCracken et al., 1998). This means that eudaimonia is possible when somebody 

lives and does well (Aristotle, 1985, in Sison & Ferrero, 2015, p. S87). To live well 

and do well, both material resources and virtues are necessary (Sison & Ferrero, 

2015). Without material goods an agent cannot survive and be healthy and as such, 

he/she cannot be happy. External resources, such as wealth, power and friends are a 

necessary precondition of happiness. However, these external resources are not 

adequate in order to achieve eudaimonia, because they bring no lasting benefit. A 

higher purpose is necessary in order to achieve eudaimonia. According to Aristotle 

eudaimonia is possible only when somebody is proud of himself and has a cultivated 

mind and character (McCracken et al., 1998; Sison & Ferrero, 2015). This can be 

achieved only through virtues. 

It is noteworthy that despite the fact that both external goods and virtues are 

preconditions of eudaimonia, virtues are of greater importance than external goods. 

Contrary to external goods, which are means and instruments, virtues are an end in 

itself and an integral “part of a well-lived life” (Weaver, 2006, p.342). The excessive 

possession of external goods is unnecessary or it may even cause harm (Sison & 

Ferrero, 2015, p. S88). Their possession should be limited by a higher purpose, which 

is the manifestation of virtues (Aristotle, 1990, in Sison & Ferrero, 2015). This means 

that a moderate possession of external goods and the existence of virtues can lead to 

eudaimonia (Sison & Ferrero, 2015).  
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7) The contextual nature of virtue.  “Virtues and vices are fully understood 

only by considering the overall context of life” (Whetstone, 2001, p. 105) and have to 

be examined within a “community setting” (Murphy, 1999, p.109), as they are 

cultivated within institutional contexts (Weaver, 2006). As human flourishing (or else 

eudaimonia) is context dependent, virtues are also dependent on the particular 

situation and the role of the agent in it (Collier, 1995; Weaver, 2006). What is right is 

dependent on the particular situation and the coercive pressures that we face 

(Whetstone, 2001). As such, before examining the presence of virtue we have to 

understand the environment as it affects the actor and his/her actions.  

 

2.1.2. The importance of virtue for society: The moral and the social 

aspect of virtue 

The concept of virtue has an explanatory power in moral philosophy 

(MacIntyre, 1981 in Cawley et al., 2000). Morality incorporates a set of rules, 

doctrines and lessons regarding what is right and wrong in human behavior 

(Webster’s Dictionary in Baumeister & Exline, 1999). Moral rules are necessary to 

foster harmony in the society (Baumeister & Exline, 1999). Moral rules can be 

externally or internally imposed. Externally imposed moral rules, such as external 

rules and sanctions may not suffice to produce socially desirable behavior. Internal 

psychological mechanisms, such as guilt and shame, are necessary so as to regulate 

behavior and prevent individuals from doing harm (Baumeister & Exline, 1999).  

Virtues can act as an internal psychological mechanism preventing individuals 

from doing harm. Virtues involve the internalization of moral rules and make people 

able to rationally control their own desires, thus leading to socially desirable 
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behaviors (Arjoon, 2000; Baumeister & Exline, 1999). This means that virtues can 

contribute to the societal harmony and to the creation of a community in which the 

common good is served (Arjoon, 2000).  

 

 

2.1.3. Character and virtue- Two distinct constructs with reciprocal   

relationship 

The concept of virtue is closely related to that of character. Both of them entail 

the notion of moral discipline (Wright & Goodstein, 2007). Their main difference lays 

on the fact that character is broader than virtue. Character could be defined as “the 

aggregate of features and traits that form the apparent individual nature of some 

person or thing” (Webster’s Unabridged Dictionary, 1989 in Wright & Goodstein, 

2007, p.931). “Character is the whole of which the virtues are some of the 

components” (Hartman, 1998, p.550). Character may entail not only virtues, but also 

vices and some neutral patterns of behavior (Gowri, 2007). In reality character is a 

concept similar to that of personality, but it includes a moral connotation which is 

absent in the case of personality (Cawley et al., 2000) 

 Virtue and character have a reciprocal relationship. On the one hand, character 

being broader than virtues can be important for the development of virtues. Character 

being a multidimensional construct is composed by “character strengths” (Peterson & 

Seligman, 2004; Peterson & Park, 2006). These “character strengths” can serve as the 

processes or mechanisms that define and makeup virtues (Peterson & Park, 2006; 

Wright & Goodstein, 2007). It is noteworthy that “character strengths” can exist in 
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deficient or excessive degree (Cameron & Winn, 2012). In these cases, individuals 

develop vices instead of virtues. In order to acquire virtues, “character strengths” 

should exist in the right degree, avoiding both too little and too much.  

Moreover, character can “integrate diverse habits into a whole” (Sison & 

Ferrero, 2015, p. S83). Habits influence character, but character is greater than the 

sum of habits and provides a more complete picture of a person (Sison & Ferrrero, 

2015, p. S83). This means that character can affect the development and perfection of 

habits (Sison & Ferrero, 2015). This power of character over habits makes character 

important for the formation of virtues, given that virtues arise from habits (Aristotle, 

1985, in Sison & Ferrero, 2015).    

On the other hand, virtues can also influence character, as they are important 

for the development of a strong character. The formation of character is a long-term 

process (Moore, 2005). In order to talk about a strong character the absence of 

conflict between values and short-term urges is necessary (Hartman, 1998). Virtues 

can contribute to the fixity and sustenance of character (Moore, 2005). As dispositions 

to act and feel in a particular way, virtues can “sustain us in the relevant kind of quest 

for the good” (MacIntyre, 1985, p.219). Virtues can enable people to achieve the 

goods and will make them quest for the good overcoming the harms, dangers, 

temptations and distractions (MacIntyre, 1984, in Collier, 1995). All the above 

indicate that virtues can act as an internal psychological barrier and as a disposition 

concerning choice. Virtues can regulate the behavior toward others and can restrain 

the self when desires self-interested benefits and not the best for the group or broader 

society (Baumeister & Exline, 1999). This internal restraining mechanism of virtue 

can enable the individual to develop a strong and stable character. 
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Due to these links between virtue and character, character can be categorized 

in terms of virtue (Porter, 1994 in Moore, 2005). People of true virtue are those who 

have no conflict between their passions and their will (Fowers, 2008; Moore, 2005). 

Those who belong to the category of continent (self-controlled) persons despite 

characterized by temperance and fortitude do not truly possess virtues. Incontinent 

people are those who understand the true good but act contrary to this, while the truly 

vicious individuals truly believe that their own pleasure is the most important thing 

for their happiness (Fowers, 2008).  

To sum up, it becomes clear that virtue and character are closely related 

constructs and the one can be defined in terms of the other. Components of character 

contribute to the development of virtues. So, virtue ends up being an integral part of a 

person’s character, as it is both a disposition and a behavioral issue. From the other 

hand, virtue can also contribute to the fixity of character, as once virtues are built they 

restrain the self and enable it to sustain its good qualities.  

2.2. Virtue in the workplace 

2.2.1. Can organizations be considered virtuous? 

As mentioned earlier, virtue is an attribute of human beings and has been 

conceptualized at the individual levels of analysis.  But can virtue also be a property 

of organizations? Can organizations be considered virtuous like human beings? 

Regarding this issue there are three hypotheses, the container, the synergistic and the 

intrinsic hypotheses (Bright, Combs, & Winn, 2014a; Bright, Winn, & Kanov, 

2014b). 
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According to the container hypothesis, organizations can be virtuous to the 

extent that the individuals composing them are virtuous. In other words, according to 

the container hypothesis organizations can be virtuous only because the individuals 

bring to their organization their personal virtues (Bright et al., 2014a; Bright et al., 

2014b). In this case the organization is not a moral agent itself, but it acts as a 

container of the virtues existing in its organizational members. As such, 

organizational virtue is equated to the sum of the individual virtues of its members. 

According to the synergistic hypothesis, the organization can possess virtues 

regardless of the individual virtues of its members. The organizational virtue is 

qualitatively different from the individual virtues. In this case, the organization is able 

to augment or diminish organizational virtues beyond the sum of the individual 

virtues. Organizations are not passive containers of the virtues of their members, but 

they interact with the individual-level virtues of their members (Bright et al., 2014a; 

Bright et al., 2014b).  

Last, according to the intrinsic hypothesis organizations have an intrinsic 

ability to be virtuous and are not affected by the individual virtues of their members. 

In this case organizations can be virtuous exactly like individuals can be (Bright et al., 

2014a; Bright et al., 2014b). Organizations hold moral agency and are able to make 

judgments about their actions exactly like human beings can do. Organizations 

rationally calculate means and ends and they are treated as persons before the law 

(Schudt, 2000, p.711). Organizations take responsibility for their actions and they can 

express regret, as well as suffer punishment (Collier, 1995). Organizations can operate 

in a way analogous to an individual’s personality and have their own identity (Duchon 

& Drake, 2009; Whetten, 2006). Organizational identity could be defined as “central 

and enduring attributes of an organization that distinguish it from other organizations” 
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(Whetten, 2006, p.220). This identity structures the core programs, policies, 

procedures, decision making and communication within the organization (Duchon & 

Drake, 2009, p.301). Organizational identity is different from the collective identity 

(the identity of the collection of actors) (Whetten, 2006).  Organizations are distinct 

entities from the human beings working for them and they are superior to humans in 

terms of power, money and resources (Schudt, 2000). 

It becomes obvious that the organizations can be considered virtuous either 

intrinsically, like human beings, or in a way different and distinct to that of human 

beings. Regardless of the hypothesis adopted (container, synergistic and intrinsic 

hypothesis), the discussion of virtue seems to be relevant in the case of the 

organizations. 

We will briefly discuss the issue of virtue which is relevant for organizations 

as they desire to have a positive human and societal impact. It is noteworthy that 

avoiding harm is different from doing something good. As such, the concept of virtue 

(or else ethos) is different from that of ethics (Caza, Barker, & Cameron, 2004). 

Ethics has to do with what is considered right and what is considered wrong by 

reference to some standards. Far from merely differentiating what is appropriate from 

what is inappropriate, virtue (ethos) has to do with excellence and the achievement of 

exceptional vitality and wellness (Caza et al., 2004). In the next sections, we briefly 

discuss the role of ethics in business, while we also focus on the integration of virtue 

as a separate approach within contemporary business ethics. 

2.2.2. The role of ethics in business 

Many years ago “business ethics was not a recognized academic specialty” 

and the phrase “business ethics” evoked a smirk and a joking remark as many 
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academics believed that “business has no ethics” (Shaw, 1996, p.489). Organizations 

were not interested in avoiding harm and focused only on their own interest. Business 

ethics has been viewed as a set of obstacles to business behavior rather than a driving 

force (Solomon, 1992). “Separation thesis” mainly expressed by Freeman (1994) 

argues that business and ethics are conceptually distinct and separate. 

Nevertheless, nowadays the above situation has completely changed. “More 

precisely, from the mid-1970’s to the mid-1980s more and more institutions of higher 

education came to feel the need to offer courses on business ethics to their students” 

(Shaw, 1996, p.489). Business ethics is a well-established field of applied ethics 

which investigates the ethical choices and actions of the organizations (Collier, 1995). 

Such view of business ethics has been changed due to three main reasons. First 

of all, the wealth maximization is not the only goal of business.  Common good is also 

one of the goals of business (Arjoon, 2000). This means that the organizations have 

begun to care not only about their own good, but also about the impact of their actions 

on individuals. As such, humans are not merely “used” for producing goods (Watson, 

1991) and companies should not be merely reduced to their economic function 

(Lozano, 1998, p.59). Organizations are a community with members, rules and 

expectations (Murphy, 1999) and companies have to understand human needs and 

provide them the opportunity to “shine” (Bragues, 2006; Peters & Waterman, 1982 in 

Lozano, 1998).  

Second, ethics can bring benefits to the organization. Rapid changes are 

prevalent in current organizations which strive to respond appropriately to highly 

turbulent conditions. Ethics can serve as fixed points in the welter of change helping 

the organizations to solve complex situations and dilemmas (Caza et al., 2004). Ethics 
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can enable the organizations to do what is right and avoid taking decisions with 

harmful effects for their social environment and their own reputation and success.   

Third, we should not neglect that organizations are consisted of individuals 

who act within them (Murphy, 1999). This means that the existence of people in the 

organization may “connect” organizations to ethics, as people are moral agents and as 

such they may affect the morality and ethics of the organization. In other words, the 

informal culture built by people can evolve over time to corporate character with 

ethos (Murphy, 1999).  

It becomes obvious that organizations are concerned not only with profits but 

also with ethics. In the next section, we analytically discuss this issue and we focus on 

the definitions of what is considered ethical in organizational settings. 

 

2.2.3. The integration of virtue in business ethics 

Various approaches emerged in order to define what is considered ethical in 

the case of the organizations. Deontology and teleology were the most well-known 

approaches of business ethics, while virtue has also been incorporated in business 

ethics research to cover the gaps of the previous business ethics approaches.  

The deontological approach emphasizes the act itself (Koehn, 1995) and pays 

attention to obligations, rights, principles, rules and codes (Whetstone, 2001). The 

behavior is the result of external rules and legalistic practices and emphasis is placed 

on what is right (duty). According to the deontological approach, organizations have 

to do what is right and appropriate obeying to rules and avoiding harm. In contrast, in 

the case of teleological approach, the outcome of each act is the barometer in order to 
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judge whether a decision is ethical or not (Murphy, 1999). Teleological approach 

(utilitarianism or egoism) may lead actors to rationalize any means in order to achieve 

the intended goal and maximize the overall good (Whetstone, 2001). From the 

perspective of teleological ethics, the telos is the result of non-coercive influence and 

mutual agreement between the different parts (Whetstone, 2001). Based on a 

teleological point of view, organizations should pay attention to the effects of their 

decisions, regardless of the reasons driving such decisions.  

Both the deontological and the teleological approaches can create an 

“impersonal ethic” (Whetstone, 2001) and can lead to schizophrenic organizations 

who seek for rules or for the desired outcomes. These two approaches examine only 

whether the organizations obey rules and do actions with positive outcome. These 

outcome- and act-orientation approaches pay no attention to the organization itself 

and to its role as moral agent. Mere obedience to the rules and the avoidance of harm 

does not guarantee that a positive human and societal impact is achieved. Moreover, a 

positive outcome may not have continuity if the moral agent does not truly desire to 

do something good and is driven solely by the rationale of outcome maximization.  

Aiming to shed light to issues like the aforementioned, virtue was integrated 

into business ethics. Virtue going beyond the mere avoidance of harm and being 

associated with positive human impact provides a new approach to business ethics. 

Virtue ethics provides an alternative to deontology and teleology and places emphasis 

on the character traits of the agent (Koehn, 1995; Shaw, 1996). This means that virtue 

ethics “focuses on agency rather than on action” (Collier, 1995, p.144) and examines 

the organization as a moral agent instead of merely paying attention to its actions. 

This view is crucial for business ethics. Virtue ethics offers a unique insight into 

business practice (Flynn, 2008; Koehn, 1995). Virtue ethics is aspirational and instead 
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of seeking to answer the question what should the organization do, it seeks to answer 

the question what is ennobling for an organization to do and how can the organization 

have a positive human impact.  

Virtue ethics perspective makes organizations focus not only on actions and 

rules, but also on the process of moral choice (Collier, 1995). Generally, virtue ethics 

perspective deserves our attention, as it enables us to understand the motives of the 

organization and distinguishing responsibility and benevolence.  

Virtue ethics can be a very useful perspective when we examine moral 

dilemmas within organizational settings. The rule-based ethical theories are not 

adequate, as they do not provide answers when issues of major concern arise 

providing only a baseline (McCracken et al., 1998). Rule-based theories may make 

the organizations distort the reality and adopt a narrow focus.  They only distinguish 

between actions that are right and those that are wrong but fail to distinguish between 

actions that are merely okay and those that are excellent and actually praiseworthy 

(McCracken et al., 1998). In contrast, virtue ethics can distinguish merely okay from 

excellent actions, thus enabling the organizations to achieve excellence and do what is 

ennobling (Cameron, 2003; Caza et al., 2004). This means that virtue ethics goes 

beyond problem solving and “is concerned with moral enlightenment, moral 

education and the good for mankind” (McCracken et al., 1998, p.26). 

2.2.4. Organizational virtue and virtuousness 

Virtue has been integrated in organizational research. Positive Organizational 

Scholarship has focused on the investigation of the concepts of virtue and 

virtuousness. These two concepts, despite being closely related, are distinct (Cameron 

& Winn, 2012; Sison & Ferrero, 2015).  
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Their first difference has to do with the fact that the term of virtuousness does 

not refer to specific virtues but to contexts where virtues are developed (Rego et al., 

2010; Sison & Ferrero, 2015). This means that the concept of organizational 

virtuousness does not refer to the virtues themselves, but it refers to organizational 

contexts and conditions that enable the cultivation and development of virtues (Sison 

& Ferrero, 2015). According to Cameron (2003) positive human impact, moral 

goodness and societal betterment are the three preconditions of organizational 

virtuousness, which create an organizational context conducive to virtues.  

The second difference between the concepts of virtue and virtuousness has to 

do with the fact that the term virtue captures an attribute representing moral 

excellence, while virtuousness refers to a constellation of virtues in the aggregate 

(Cameron & Winn, 2012). Virtues are specific manifestations of a particular type of 

character excellence, while virtuousness refers to the ideal state of excellence in 

character (Bright et al., 2006, p.251). This means that the concept of virtuousness is 

broader than the concept of virtue and refers to a sum of virtues that act in 

combination. Virtues seldom occur singly and it is not possible to be demonstrated 

fully in isolation (Cameron & Winn, 2012). This set of virtues that acts in 

combination within organizational settings is called organizational virtuousness.  

From the above it becomes obvious that virtuousness refers to virtuous 

organizational character, while virtues refer to the components of this character. For 

the purposes of this dissertation we used the concepts organizational virtuousness, 

virtuous organizational character and virtuous organization interchangeably.  
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2.2.5. The characteristics of organizational virtues and virtuousness 

As mentioned earlier individual virtues have the following attributes: 1) virtue 

as human excellence, 2) the dispositional nature of virtue, 3) the intentionality of the 

actor as a precondition of virtue, 4) the self-perpetuating nature of virtue, 5) virtue as 

the Golden Mean between deficiency and excess, 6) virtue as the precondition of 

eudaimonia, and 7) the contextual nature of virtue.  In this section, we will discuss 

how these attributes can be applied in the case of the organizations. 

1) Excellence as an attribute of organizational virtue and virtuousness 

As mentioned earlier, for Aristotle virtue could be defined as ‘what is best in 

us’ (Solomon, 1992, p.322) and virtuous is defined as the person who achieves his/her 

highest human potential (Cawley et al., 2000). But how could this excellence be 

implemented in the case of organizational virtue and virtuousness?  

This “excellence” in the case of the organizations could mean that they are 

excellent from every aspect. Their function deviates from healthy performance in a 

positive way (Cameron, 2003). Consequently, such organizations are characterized by 

wellness, have excellent effectiveness, extraordinary efficiency, flawless quality, 

benevolent ethics, honoring relationships and flourishing adaptation. Instead of solely 

gaining profits, they are generous toward all the interested parts (Cameron, 2003).  

As it is obvious virtuous organizations do not ignore profit making, as 

sustainable profit is a crucial aspect for the organizational function and necessary in 

order to survive competition and contribute to the well-being of human beings 

(Moore, 2005; Schudt, 2000). Far from that, in virtuous organizations the finest is 
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fostered and both the profitability of the shareholders and positive human impact are 

achieved (Cameron, 2003).  

It is also noteworthy that virtuousness can have a contagious effect (Cameron, 

2003). Those observing organizational virtuousness can become more virtuous and 

develop a pro-social motivation to surpass instrumentality and do something. This 

means that organizational virtuousness can contribute to the human excellence of 

organizational members.  

 

2) The dispositional nature of organizational virtue and virtuousness  

 Virtue can be seen from the perspective of character traits and depends on who 

we are (Chun, 2005; Murphy, 1999). Virtuous agents have a disposition and a steady 

state of character (Collier, 1995; Whetstone, 2001). This means that single actions are 

not necessarily indicative of a virtuous agent.  

This dispositional “nature” of organizational virtue is also apparent in the case 

of organizations. Organizational virtues can be viewed as aspects of corporate 

character (Chun, 2005). Organizational virtuousness could be defined as the ideal 

state of organizational character, while “virtues” are specific manifestations of such 

type of character (Bright et al., 2006, p.251). This means that separate good 

organizational actions are not adequate to characterize an organization as virtuous. 

Organizational virtues should be apparent in every aspect of organizational function 

in order to characterize an organization as virtuous.  
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3) Disinterested organizational motives as a precondition of organizational virtue 

and virtuousness 

 As mentioned earlier, according to Aristotle the intention of the agent to do 

something good is necessary in order to characterize a human agent as virtuous 

(Arjoon, 2000; Collier, 1995; Whetstone, 2001). This happens also in the case of the 

organizations. Even when an organization behaves consistently in a way that benefits 

others, we cannot characterize it as virtuous if it is not motivated by the honest desire 

to do something good. Image of virtue is different from the authentic practice of 

virtue (Duchon & Drake, 2009). In order to characterize an organization as virtuous it 

is necessary to act beyond self-interested benefit and regardless of reciprocity or 

reward (Cameron, 2003). 

A virtuous organization has to go far from setting strategy and it has to define 

purpose in terms which mean something to individuals (Collier, 1995, p.147). 

Organizational virtuousness is not a strategic choice of an organization, but a 

profound purpose which is focused on human beings. A crucial characteristic of 

organizational virtuousness is its inherent value (Cameron & Winn, 2012). Motives to 

perform the right actions in order to benefit the others differentiate organizational 

virtuousness from corporate social responsibility and corporate citizenship, as well as 

from duty and codes of conduct (Cameron, 2003; Cameron & Winn, 2012). 

 Organizational virtuousness totally differs from duty and rhetoric do’s and 

don’t, as virtuousness goes beyond the avoidance of harm or the maintenance of the 

status quo (Caza et al., 2004). Ethical standards define the minimum (Bright et al., 

2006, p. 250). However, virtuousness goes far from that. Unlike duty, virtuousness 

positively deviates from standards and honestly desires to make individual flourish.   
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Furthermore, organizational virtuousness is a concept different from codes of 

conduct and formal ethics programs (Arjoon, 2000). Codes of conduct can be 

considered an “etiquette” (Chismar, 2001) and are different from moral standards, as 

they do not concern behavior with serious consequences to human welfare (Shaw & 

Barry, 1999). Generally, rules might indicate the preoccupation of the organization 

with itself and may not go further from addressing symptoms (Duchon & Darke, 

2009).  Formal ethics programs can act as a means of self-presentation (Duchon & 

Drake, 2009). Sometimes the only motive behind the adoption of formal ethics 

programs is the improvement of the image of the organization in the eyes of the 

others. In reality, such programs often function as a kind of legal camouflage and as a 

defense against accusations of unethical conduct (Duchon & Drake, 2009).  

Far from codes and formal ethics programs, organizational virtuousness aims 

to benefit humans, instead of obtaining a self-interested benefit (Cameron, 2003; 

Cameron & Winn, 2012). For virtuous organizations the positive human impact has 

an intrinsic value and it is never used as a means to achieve other ends and gain 

personal benefits. Virtuous organization not only appear virtuous to the others but 

they are also virtuous.  

4) The self-perpetuating nature of organizational virtuousness 

 As mentioned earlier, virtue has a self-perpetuating nature and virtuous actors 

exert a constant effort to exert the self. In the case of organizations, virtue can also 

have a self-perpetuating nature. This happens due to the fact that organizational 

virtuousness has 1) amplifying effects as well as 2) buffering effects (Bright et al., 

2006; Cameron, 2003). 
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 Amplifying effects are associated with the multiplication of virtuousness. 

Organizational virtuousness is associated with positive emotions, social capital and 

pro-social behavior (Cameron, 2003). These attributes can foster escalating positive 

outcomes and can disseminate virtuousness throughout the organizations by a 

contagion effect (Cameron, 2003). Manifestations of organizational virtuousness can 

lead to additional manifestations of virtuousness (Bright et al., 2006; Cameron, 2003; 

Cameron et al., 2004). Observing organizational virtuousness can activate individuals’ 

pro-social motives making them surpass their exchange concerns and be willing to 

benefit the virtuous actor motivated by an intrinsic desire to do something good 

(Cameron, 2003). This can provide to organizational virtuousness a self-perpetuating 

nature.  

 Similarly to the amplifying effects, the buffering effects of organizational 

virtuousness can also contribute to the self-perpetuating nature to organizational 

virtuousness. The buffering effects of organizational virtuousness can protect the 

organizations against negative consequences (Bright et al., 2006; Cameron, 2003). 

Organizational virtuousness can “block” the deleterious effects of negative events 

enabling the organizations to overcome negativity (Cameron, 2003). These buffering 

effects of organizational virtuousness help the organizations facilitate the further 

development of virtuousness. 

5) Organizational virtuousness as the Golden Mean between deficiency and 

excess 

Can the Golden Mean be applied in the case of the organizations? 

Virtue has been defined as the Golden Mean between deficiency and excess. 

Too little or too much of a good thing cannot be considered indicative of virtue, as 
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virtue presupposes an inherent moderation (Cameron & Winn, 2012). Virtuous agents 

need self-control in order to stifle their impulses and pick an action between the two 

extremes of deficiency and excess (Baumeister & Exline, 1999; Wright & Goodstein, 

2007).  

Moderation and self-control are needed due to the fact that agents have 

appetites. An appetite can be defined as “a recurrent internal directive that leads an 

animal to take action in the pursuit of its own satisfaction (or to avoid pain). The 

fulfillment of an appetite often entails using other organisms or objects to serve one’s 

own desires or to placate one’s fears” (Gowri, 2007, p.392). Moderation is needed to 

control these appetites and avoid the expression of deficiency or excess which can 

finally harm the actor or the others. But do organizations have appetites that should be 

controlled? Is moderation needed in the case of the organizations? 

According to Schudt (2000) moderation cannot be applied in the case of the 

organizations. Organizations have a peculiar nature associated with sustainable profit 

making. The profit making can never be considered excessive, as it constitutes the 

main purpose of an organization. This means that the desire for wealth maximization 

is not considered an appetite that should be controlled and should never be restrained. 

Based on this rationale, Schudt (2000) argued that resource management, effective 

advertising, correct pricing, right relationships and efficient production are 

organizational virtues which can be pursued without moderation. As such, the Golden 

mean is not applicable in the case of organizational virtues as organizations by 

definition do not have to control their impulse for profit. 

The above perspective of Schudt (2000) has received criticism for two main 

reasons. First of all, wealth maximization is not the only goal of an organization 
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which seeks to have a positive impact on the others (Arjoon, 2000). Virtuous 

organizations do not neglect their own effective and efficient function, while at the 

same time they prioritize positive human impact (Cameron, 2003). To characterize an 

agent as virtuous it is necessary to possess virtues oriented towards others (Gowri, 

2007) and have an honest desire to go beyond self-interested benefit. This means that 

the “virtues” proposed by Schudt (2000) (resource management, advertising, correct 

pricing, right relationships, efficient production) are not in reality organizational 

virtues, as they focus on the organization and not on the others. As such, even in the 

case that these, so-called virtues, are not characterized by moderation, it does not 

mean that organizational virtues and virtuousness are not a mean between deficiency 

and excess.  

Second, the perspective of Schudt (2000) has received criticism for one more 

reason. According to Gowri (2007) all the virtues proposed by Schudt (2000) 

(resource management, effective advertising, correct pricing, right relationships, 

efficient production) in reality presuppose moderation and embody a Golden Mean 

between extreme tendencies. Resource Management can be taken to extremes and a 

corporation may “conserve resources either inadequately or excessively” (Gowri, 

2007, p. 394). So, the virtue of Resource Management already embodies a kind of 

moderation to achieve the goal of sustainable profit. Furthermore, advertising may be 

taken to extremes as an organization may be extremely modest or excessively proud 

of its products. As such, similarly to Resource Management, effective advertising 

never reaches up to the point of excess. Correct Pricing also tautologically represents 

a compromise between extreme tendencies (too low or too high for products). Right 

Relationships also represent a mean quality between excessive generosity and 

excessive parsimony. Similarly, Gowri (2007) argues that a corporation can be too 
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efficient from some stakeholders’ point of view and as such moderation is embodied 

in order to guarantee sustainability. Efficient production taken to extreme levels may 

imply reduction of the costs through the reduction of wages. Low wages may affect 

the whole market, thus ending up having a negative impact on corporations. 

Furthermore, too efficient production may have a negative impact on the quality of 

the products, thus leading to damages of the reputation and consequently its 

sustainable profitability. As it is obvious too efficient production may have long-term 

consequences and for this reason self-control is necessary (Gowri, 2007). 

It becomes obvious that organizations have to control their desire to become 

profitable or else they will harm both their shareholders and other human beings, thus 

expressing a lack of organizational virtuousness. But how could organizational 

deficiency and excess be defined? Below we focus on this issue. 

Defining deficiency, mean and excess in organizational settings  

 Organizational virtuousness has been defined as qualitatively different from 

deficiency and excess (Cameron & Winn, 2012). The difference among these 

concepts lies on whether and to what extent virtuous intent exists in an organizational 

context. Deficiency is associated with “anomic” contexts characterized by lack of 

virtuous intent, while excess is associated with “hypernomic” contexts characterized 

by overzealous emphasis on some virtuous intentions at the expense of others (Bright, 

Stansbury, Alzola, & Stavros, 2011, p.240).  Far from having “too little” or “too 

much” of a virtuous intent, organizational virtuousness implies moderation 

representing the Aristotelian grand mean (Cameron & Winn, 2012).  

As a consequence of all the aforementioned, it is obvious that a) intended 

positive human impact is a precondition of organizational virtuousness (Cameron, 
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2003; Cameron & Winn, 2012), b) in a virtuous organization the pursuit of positive 

human impact should be moderated by the pursuit of organizational effectiveness and 

efficiency, and c) deficiency and excess lack moderation and their virtuous intent is 

either too little or too much. We thus can assume that deficient organizations lacking 

virtuous intent are interested only in their own profitability and express no care and 

concern towards their people. On the contrary, excessive organizations 

overemphasizing virtuous intent become overly generous and indulgent towards their 

people, thus putting into danger their own effectiveness. Both deficiency and excess 

can be considered vices and can deform virtues turning them into different qualities 

which lose their original positive meaning (Cameron & Winn, 2012). 

Virtuous organizations possess practical wisdom -Aristotelian phronesis 

(Bright et al., 2011) and are able “to do the right thing in the right way at the right 

time” (Schwartz & Sharpe, 2006, p.385). As such, virtuous organizations are aware of 

the fact that profitability is a necessary –even though insufficient- condition of 

flourishing (Gowri, 2007), and they moderate their desire to have a positive human 

impact by the necessary pursuit of organizational effectiveness and efficiency.  

6) Eudaimonia in the case of virtuous organizations 

 According to Aristotle the “telos” of a virtue is the ‘human flourishing’ or else 

‘eudaimonia’ (Collier, 1995). This means that eudaimonia should transcend a virtuous 

organization (Sison & Ferrero, 2015). A virtuous organizational context helps others 

flourish and reach their highest human potential (Bright et al., 2011; Cameron, 2003). 

This means that “eudaimonia” in the case of virtuous organizations has to do with the 

well-being of employees who perceive a context conducive to virtues and experience 
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an honest empathetic concern from the part of their employer (Rego et al., 2010; Rego 

et al., 2011).  

Of course, to help human beings flourish, virtuous organizations need to 

prioritize the well-being of human beings without neglecting their own effectiveness 

and efficiency, which are a precondition of their survival (Cameron, 2003; Gowri, 

2007). This practically means that virtuous organizations end up contributing to the 

happiness of all stakeholders (Collier, 1995). Having an excellent function and 

providing excellent products or services to the customers, virtuous organizations bring 

profits the shareholders (Cameron, 2003; Cameron et al., 2004), while they also 

benefit customers (Collier, 1995).  Additionally, seeking for positive human impact 

and aspiring to do what is right and benevolent for the whole society, virtuous 

organizations end up contributing to the “happiness” of society (Cameron, 2003).  

7) Organizational virtuousness in the context of society 

 As mentioned before, virtue is contextual. Organizational virtuousness can 

also be context dependent, as the meaning of “human flourishing” is context 

dependent (Collier, 1995). What is considered “human flourishing” differs from time 

to time and from place to place. As such, cross-cultural differences may play an 

important role in what is considered virtuous in organizational settings (Chun, 2005). 

This means that in order to evaluate organizational virtuousness we have to interpret it 

within the context of a history and society and we need a holistic frame of reference 

so as to understand the role of the organization in the whole society. 

 Nevertheless, “the [cross-cultural] difference of organizational virtues may not 

be as great as in human virtues” (Chun, 2005, p. 282) and organizational virtuousness 
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is more universal than the individual- level virtue (Sison & Ferrero, 2015). Global 

economy plays an important role in this process.  

  

2.2.6. The categorization of virtues in the workplace 

 Virtuous actors possess more than one virtues, as virtues seldom occur singly 

(Cameron & Winn, 2012). But which virtues are combined in the workplace in order 

to constitute organizational virtuousness? Various researchers and business ethicists 

focused on the investigation of the above issue. To the rest of this chapter the main 

categorizations of virtues will be presented. Some of the presented categorizations 

focus on the virtues at the individual level of analysis within business settings. As 

such, they refer to the virtues that a manager should have.  Other categorizations focus 

on the virtues that an organization as a separate entity can have and as such they refer 

to virtues at an organizational level of analysis. 

 

a) Business virtues at the individual level 

The virtues proposed by Solomon (1992) 

According to Solomon (1992, p. 330) many virtues could be related to 

business life and it would be very difficult to list them all. Honesty, loyalty, sincerity, 

courage, reliability, trustworthiness, benevolence, sensitivity, helpfulness, wittiness, 

gracefulness, liveliness, magnanimity, persistence, prudence, resourcefulness, cool-

headedness, warmth, and hospitality could be some of the business virtues. 

Furthermore, Solomon (1992) recognizes as virtues some “negative” virtues such as 

the absence of annoying traits (e.g. non-negligence, non-vengefulness, non-
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vindictiveness, non-pretentiousness). Moreover, for Solomon (1992) there are also 

virtues of excess and superiority like super-conscientiousness and super-reliability.  

According to Solomon (1992) not only moral virtues but also other social 

virtues are very important for an organization. Warrior virtues, such as courage, 

justice, honor, imperviousness to pair or pity, and frightfulness, also have a great 

place in business life. As virtues are characterized by situatedness, warrior virtues 

may be crucial for an organization as there may be external threats and occasional 

battles (Solomon, 1992). Toughness can be a central virtue of business life despite the 

fact that it is often misunderstood (Solomon, 1992). Toughness is a true business 

virtue and may be considered the primary business virtue as it includes a proper sense 

of purpose avoiding greed as well as weakness (Solomon, 1992). Nevertheless, 

Solomon himself supports that “toughness is neither a virtue nor a vice”, but a skill, a 

technique or a set of techniques (Solomon, 1992, p. 336).  

The virtues proposed by Murphy (1999) 

 Murphy (1999) focused on the marketing function of organizations acting 

within a multicultural and multinational context. He suggested five core virtues as 

necessary in order to characterize the organization as virtuous. These virtues are 

integrity (adherence to a moral code and completeness), fairness (marked by equity 

and free from prejudice or favoritism), trust (faith or confidence in another party), 

respect (giving regard to views of others) and empathy (being aware of and sensitive 

to the needs and concerns of others) (Murphy, 1999, p. 113).  
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The virtues proposed by Shanahan and Hyman (2003) 

Shanahan and Hyman (2003) also focused on virtues in the workplace. More 

specifically, they focused on the virtues that a manager and an employee should have 

to be considered virtuous.  Based on the conceptual framework of Murphy (1999) and 

Solomon (1999), Shanahan and Hyman (2003) developed a questionnaire aiming to 

group virtues into dimensions. Their analyses indicated the existence of six virtue 

factors namely empathy, protestant work ethic, piety, respect, reliability and 

incorruptibility. The virtue factor of empathy includes the virtues of amiability, 

attentiveness, caring, compassion, contentment, generosity, graciousness, humility 

and trust. The virtue factor of protestant work ethic includes virtues such as ambition, 

autonomy, charisma, competitiveness, courage, creativity, determination, 

entrepreneurial abilities, independence and passion. Piety as a virtue factor includes 

saintliness, spirituality and the ability to feel shame. The virtue of respect is also 

associated with individuals characterized by cool-headedness, cooperativeness, humor 

and tolerance, while reliability is also associated with people characterized by ability, 

articulateness, prudence, responsibility and trustworthiness. Last, incorruptibility as a 

virtue factor includes the virtues of honor, honesty, and integrity. 

The Big Five Personality Traits as virtues in the workplace-The categorization of 

Moberg (1999) 

 Moberg (1999) suggested that the Big Five Personality Traits (extraversion, 

agreeableness, conscientiousness, neuroticism, and openness to experience) could 

serve as virtues. More specifically, Moberg (1999) proposed that the Aristotelian 

cardinal virtues can be hidden behind the Big Five Personality Traits. Big Five 

Personality Traits could contribute to individual and organizational eudaimonia and as 
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such they can be considered virtues. Agreeableness and conscientiousness can 

contribute to organizational performance, while sometimes extraversion, openness to 

experience and low neuroticism can also play a role (Moberg, 1999). The analysis of 

Moberg (1999) highlights the importance of personality traits for virtues in the 

workplace, but it does not recognize the fact that organizations can have corporate 

character which could be characterized as virtuous. 

b) Business virtues at the organizational level 

The categorization of virtues proposed by Chun (2005) 

 Chun (2005) focused on the organizational virtues combined to form a 

virtuous organization. Chun (2005) is based on the assumption that “the virtuous 

organization is not made up by a few virtuous heroes, but by the collective efforts 

made by each member, which in turn will shape a certain degree of shared and 

distinctive organizational virtuous characteristics” (p. 270). The goal of Chun (2005) 

was to empirically investigate the dimensions of a virtuous organizational character 

and create a scale to measure virtues at the organizational level.  

 Her analyses indicated that the virtues of integrity, empathy, courage, 

conscientiousness, warmth and zeal are the combination which forms a virtuous 

organization. Integrity is a well-known virtue associated with honesty, sincerity, 

social responsibility and trustworthiness, while empathy is associated with support, 

concern, ability to reassure and sympathy. Moreover, courage is associated with 

ambition, achievement orientation, ability to lead and competence and 

conscientiousness is associated with pride, reliability, hard work and security. Last, 

warmth has to do with openness, straightforwardness, friendliness and pleasance, 
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while zeal captures the imagination, spirit, excitement and innovation that a virtuous 

organization should have in order to create an environment of fun.  

The categorization of Cameron and his colleagues 

 Cameron et al. (2004) focused on the concept of organizational virtuousness, 

which could be defined as the combination of virtues in the aggregate (Cameron & 

Winn, 2012). The concept of organizational virtuousness refers both to virtuousness 

in the organizational settings and to virtuousness through the organizations (Cameron, 

2003). Virtuousness in the organizations refers to individual behaviors within the 

organizations and enables individuals to achieve eudaimonia as human beings. 

Virtuousness through organizations refers to enablers in organizations that promote 

and enhance virtuousness and is associated with the organizational culture (Cameron, 

2003; Sison & Ferrero, 2015). Generally, organizational virtuousness refers to the 

constellation of virtues in the aggregate, is manifested by a collective of people, while 

it is fostered by organizational policies, practices and processes (Cameron & Winn, 

2012).  

 Cameron et al. (2004) tried to empirically investigate organizational 

virtuousness from an employee point of view and developed a scale capturing the 

virtues combined to form organizational virtuousness as perceived by employees. 

Their analyses indicated the existence of five virtues capturing perceptions of 

organizational virtuousness. These virtues were organizational optimism, trust, 

compassion, integrity and forgiveness. Optimism captures employees’ belief that they 

will succeed in their work and that they are able to cope with challenges. Trust 

represents the degree to which employees think that in their organization there is 

consideration and respect. Compassion refers to employees’ perceptions that within 
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their organization there are acts of concern and care. Integrity means that employees 

perceive an organization characterized by trustworthiness and honesty. Forgiveness 

captures employees’ belief that within their organization mistakes are quickly 

forgiven in order to provide them the opportunity to learn from their mistakes. 

 The measurement instrument of Cameron et al. (2004) has been further 

validated by subsequent studies and has been associated with higher organizational 

performance, affective commitment, organizational citizenship behavior from 

employees’ part, job satisfaction, willingness to support the organization, 

organizational spontaneity, as well as with lower intent to quit (Cameron et al., 2004; 

Nikandrou & Tsachouridi, 2015a; Rego et al., 2010; Rego et al., 2011; Tsachouridi & 

Nikandrou, in press). Moreover, the adaptation of this measurement instrument has 

measured team virtuousness and has been associated with higher team affective 

commitment, team potency and sales achievement (Rego et al., 2013; Rego et al., 

2015).  

 Based on organizational virtuousness’ scale (Cameron et al., 2004), research 

focused on positive practices and developed a scale capturing positive practices in the 

workplace (Cameron et al., 2011). Positive practices could be defined as 

organizational practices, a) creating positively deviant performance in the workplace, 

b) focusing on strengths and capabilities instead of problems, and c) associated with 

organizational virtuousness. Empirical analysis showed that positive practices are 

consisted of six dimensions such as caring, compassionate support, forgiveness, 

inspiration, meaning and integrity (Cameron et al., 2011, p. 271).  
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2.3. The study of organizational virtuousness in organizational behavior 

literature 

 Organizational behavior research has begun to pay increased attention to 

organizational virtuousness, which is not viewed anymore as relativistic and 

associated with moral dogmatism (Cameron et al., 2004). Existing literature has 

focused on the concept of organizational virtuousness and has tried to define its main 

attributes (Bright et al., 2011; Bright et al., 2014a; Bright et al., 2014b; Cameron, 

2003; Cameron & Winn, 2012; Caza et al., 2004; Sekerka, Comer, & Godwin, 2014). 

Of special interest is the fact that existing literature has tried to discuss the common 

points and differences between the traditional view of virtue and the view of 

organizational virtuousness by Positive Organizational Scholarship, as well as to 

mitigate the tension between traditional virtue ethics and positive organizational 

scholarship (Bright et al., 2011; Bright et al., 2014b; Sison & Ferrero, 2015). The role 

of virtue theory in organizations and positive organizational scholarship has been 

discussed (Bright et al., 2011; Bright et al., 2014b; Gotsis & Grimani, 2015) 

Despite the fact that organizational virtue and virtuousness have received 

attention at the conceptual level, they have received less attention at the empirical 

level. Existing research has indicated the positive association between organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions and organizational performance (Cameron et al., 2004). 

Additionally, organizational virtuousness has been found to have amplifying and 

buffering effects positively associated with additional demonstrations of virtuousness 

and negatively associated with the deleterious effects of downsizing (Bright et al., 

2006). An emerging stream of research has also focused on the effects of 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions on employee reactions. Empirical findings 

have brought to light that employees who perceive higher levels of organizational 
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virtuousness express better attitudes and behavioral reactions towards their 

organization (Nikandrou & Tsachouridi, 2015a; Nikandrou & Tsachouridi, 2015b; 

Rego et al., 2010; Rego et al., 2011; Tsachouridi & Nikandrou, in press).  

 However, more empirical research is needed, as important issues have 

received conceptual attention, but lack empirical support. We need to empirically 

examine the attributes of organizational virtuousness and understand whether the 

preconditions and outcomes of organizational virtuousness are similar to those of 

traditional virtue. For example, we need to understand whether employees consider 

organizational actions and motives important in order to characterize an organization 

as a virtuous agent. Theoretical arguments have suggested that organizational 

virtuousness has a dispositional and intentional nature (Cameron, 2003; Cameron & 

Winn, 2012). However, we lack empirical evidence regarding this issue. A thorough 

investigation of the antecedents of organizational virtuousness will enable us to gain 

insight into these issues, as well as to understand whether employees consider 

excellence from every aspect important for characterizing their organization virtuous. 

Similarly, it will bring to light whether the business context differentiates the 

preconditions of organizational virtuousness as defined by employees. 

Similarly, we need to know the psychological mechanisms activated by 

organizational virtuousness and whether organizational virtuousness’ perceptions 

spark employees’ pro-social motivation. The investigation of this issue will enable us 

to understand whether organizational virtuousness has a self-perpetuating nature and 

makes employees live well and do well, thus contributing to their human flourishing 

(or else eudaimonia).    
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 In this dissertation we focus on the investigation of the above issues and we 

examine both the antecedents and the consequences of organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions. Moreover, we focus on the psychological mechanisms sparked by 

organizational virtuousness, as well as on their role in explaining the consequences of 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions.  

 In the next chapter we will concentrate on Social Exchange Theory, which is 

the main theoretical framework for examining the antecedents and the effects of 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions.  
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Chapter 3: Social Exchange Theory 

 In this chapter we focus on Social Exchange Theory (SET). SET has largely 

been used in organizational behavior literature in order to explain employee responses 

to organizational treatment (Cropanzano & Mitchell, 2007). Organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions have been suggested to make employees surpass their 

instrumental and exchange considerations activating their pro-social motivation 

(Cameron, 2003). In this dissertation aspiring to investigate the type of exchange 

(self-interested or pro-social) activated by organizational virtuousness’ perceptions, 

we employ SET.  

In the first sub-chapter, we present the main rationale and the main premises 

of SET in order to gain insight into how SET conceptualizes individual behavior. In 

the second sub-chapter, we discuss the implementation of SET in organizational 

behavior in order to understand how the main premises of SET have been translated 

into organizational behavior concepts and whether its main rationale has been 

confirmed in organizational settings. Within organizational behavioral literature two 

main SET theories have arisen, namely Organizational Support Theory (OST) and 

Psychological Contract Theory (PCT). Moreover, social and economic exchanges 

have been identified in organizational settings and their effects have received 

academic interest. To provide insight into the implementation of SET in 

organizational behavior literature, in this chapter we focus on a) OST, b) PCT, and c) 

social and economic exchanges in the workplace. OST is rooted in the rationale of 

SET and focuses on the central role of Perceived Organizational Support for 

subsequent employee behavior (Eisenberger et al., 2004). PCT mainly focuses on 

employee and employer obligations and on the role of perceived failure of the 

organization to fulfill its obligations for subsequent employee reactions (Aselage & 
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Eisenberger, 2003). Last, we focus on social and economic exchanges, as they are the 

two main kinds of exchange relationships that can be developed in the workplace and 

are able to spark different behaviors from employees’ part (Shore et al., 2006).  

 Last, in the third sub-chapter we discuss the gaps in the existing literature 

regarding the study of SET to gain insight into the issues that need future attention. 

We also explain how the present dissertation will contribute to the examination of 

these gaps. 
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3.1. The theoretical foundation of Social Exchange Theory (SET)  

“Social exchange theory (SET) is among the most influential conceptual 

paradigms for understanding workplace behavior” (Cropanzano & Mitchell, 2005, p. 

874). The theoretical orientation of social exchange theory derives from utilitarianism 

and behaviorism, as the main goal of this theory is to understand what guides and 

reinforces human behavior (Cook & Rice, 2003).  

Homans (1961), based on principles rooted in behaviorism, paid attention to 

the behavior of one actor in his/her interaction with other actors and defined “social 

exchange as the exchange of activity, tangible or intangible, and more or less 

rewarding or costly between at least two persons” (Homans, 1961 in Cook & Rice, 

2003, p. 54). Costs have to do with the value of the alternatives of each action and 

their foregone value (Homans, 1958). Homans (1961) focused on individual behavior 

to explain social interactions, as he believed that “there was nothing that emerges in 

social groups that cannot be explained by propositions about individuals as 

individuals” (Cook & Rice, 2003, p.54).  

Generally, Homans (1961) argued that the behavior of each actor is reinforced 

by the behavior of the other actor(s) and vice versa. The social relation terminates 

when there is not anymore mutual reinforcement (Cook & Rice, 2003). Based on the 

assumption that individuals seek for rewards, Homans (1974) suggested five 

propositions predicting social behavior, namely success, stimulus, value, deprivation-

satiation, and emotional response. Success proposition is the first proposition of 

Homans (1974). According to this proposition, individuals repeat a behavior if it is 

rewarded and brings to them positive consequences (Emerson, 1976). The second 

proposition of Homans (1974) is the stimulus proposition. According to this 
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proposition individuals take into account what has happened in the past and they 

repeat a behavior if it was rewarded on similar occasions in the past (Cook & Rice, 

2003; Emerson, 1976). The third proposition, the value proposition, suggests that 

individuals calculate the results of each action and the more valuable the result the 

more likely it is for an individual to choose it (Cook & Rice, 2003). The deprivation-

satiation proposition is the fourth proposition of Homans (1974). According to this 

proposition, individuals do not evaluate highly a further unit of a particular reward if 

they have already received this reward (Emerson, 1976). This means that there is a 

diminishing marginal utility when individuals evaluate the outcomes of their previous 

actions when they choose their behavior (Cook & Rice, 2003). Last, Homans (1974) 

suggested a fifth proposition according to which individuals express emotional 

reactions to each reward situation and they become angry when they do not get what 

they expect (Cook & Rice, 2003).  

Based on the aforementioned it becomes obvious that behaviorism emphasizes 

social reinforcement and argues that individuals look backward and prefer to behave 

in a way that is rewarded and brings to them positive consequences. Contrary to 

behaviorism, utilitarianism argues that individuals look forward. Utilitarianism is not 

based on reinforcement principles and views the behavior of individuals in social 

relations as the result of their attempt to maximize their own benefit (Cook & Rice, 

2003). Blau (1964) added to social exchange theory this more economic and 

utilitarian view and suggested that individuals act based on their expectations 

regarding the future returns that they will get from others as a response to their own 

behavior (Blau 1964; Cook & Rice, 2003). Blau (1986) focused on the reciprocal 

exchange of benefits and on the social structures created by social interactions, given 

that each favor creates the expectation of a future return (Cook & Rice, 2003).  
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3.2. The premises of SET 

Social exchange theory (SET) views social behavior as an exchange of acts 

through which actors aspire to gain goods which have economic or symbolic/socio-

emotional value (Cropanzano & Mitchell, 2005; Foa & Foa, 1974; 1980). But what do 

actors take into account in order to express their social behavior towards their social 

counterparts?  

According to social exchange theory, social behavior is based on four main 

premises, a) the values of an actor, b) his/her perception of the alternative behaviors 

which are available to him/her, c) his/her expectations regarding the consequences of 

alternative kinds of behaviors to the focal actor and to the others, and d) the “decision 

rule” which is a social norm acting as a guideline of the actors’ choices (Meeker, 

1971, p.485).  

Regarding the first premise (the values of the actor), the focus is on actors’ 

non-voluntary emotional responses to a stimulus (Meeker, 1971).  The values of an 

actor indicate how he/she generally perceives a specific stimulus and how he/she 

generally feels. It is noteworthy that the values are non-voluntary, while the behavior 

expressed by the actor is voluntary and the result of a decision. This decision does not 

necessarily reflect actors’ values, as actors take also into account other factors before 

deciding how to behave (Meeker, 1971).  

Apart from their values, actors seem to pay attention to the alternative 

behaviors available to them. This means that before taking a decision, actors take into 

account the cognitive structures that they have regarding the existence of alternative 

kinds of behavior and the consequences of these alternatives (Meeker, 1971). 

However, how are the values of the actor as well as the evaluation of alternatives 
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combined when the actor takes a decision? People do not always act based on their 

values. They may opt for a behavior that maximizes their benefits, while they may 

also opt for a behavior that is not so beneficial for them. The final decision of an actor 

will be based on the “decision rule” employed by him/her. The first three premises 

(values, alternatives, consequences of the alternatives) are the “givens” that an actor 

takes into account before acting, while the decision rule is the way to analyze and 

combine these givens (Meeker, 1971).  

Although rationality is the central decision rule in SET, there are other 

decision rules. In the following sub-chapter, we will present the rationality as it is the 

most employed decision rule in an exchange process and then, in the subsequent sub-

chapter, we will present the other decision rules.  

3.2.1. Rationality as a decision rule of SET 

Much of the SET literature has considered rationality as the main decision rule 

of SET. Rationality refers to the use of logic in analyzing the consequences of a 

decision and choosing decisions that are valued by the actor and maximize his/her 

interest (Meeker, 1971). Actors are perceived as self-interested and they choose 

decisions that maximize the outcomes that they positively value and minimize those 

outcomes that they negatively value (Molm, 2003). So, each decision is based a) on 

actors’ values b) on their cognitive evaluation of potential benefits and costs of 

alternatives based on the information and the results of past actions, as well as c) on 

their desire to maximize the favorable outcomes and minimize the costs.  So, actors 

calculate the rewards and the costs of each alternative kind of behavior and they 

choose that behavior that maximizes their profit, or else the rewards that they will 

receive minus the cost that they will have (Homans, 1958).   
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It is noteworthy that despite the fact that the main goal of rational actors seems 

to be the maximization of their profit, they may not end up doing so, due to the 

circumstances and the fact that other actors’ behavior may influence their own 

behavior. Mankind “stabilizes his behavior, at least in the short-run, at the point where 

he is doing the best he can for himself under the circumstances, though his best may 

not be a “rational” best, and what he can do may not be at all easy to specify, except 

that he is not apt to think like one of the theoretical antagonists in the Theory of 

Games” (Homans, 1958, p.601). People are loss averse and they take seriously into 

account the uncertainty and risk involved in exchanges (Molm, 2003). As a 

consequence, at some cases rational actors instead of trying to maximize their benefits 

through an exchange they mainly seek to avoid the risk and the possible loss in this 

exchange.  

For this reason, rational actors respect the agreements they have made with 

other actors. In social life, there are strictly binding agreements and as such 

individuals act having a specific negotiation in their mind (Cropanzano & Mitchell, 

2005; Molm, 2003). In this case, the rational actors do not merely try to maximize 

their own benefit, but they try to implement what they have agreed, being aware that 

it is beneficial for them to keep their agreements.  

 Moreover, rational actors may opt for reciprocating other actors instead of 

maximizing their own benefits. Reciprocity has a great value for actors and for this 

reason it “is one of the defining characteristics of social exchange” (Molm, 2003, 

p.12). If one considers that an exchange has two or more parts, actors should seriously 

take into account their counterparts who are an integral part of this exchange and 

whose behavior will affect the outcome of the exchange. Exchanges are 

interdependent and the behavior of each part of this exchange is contingent on the 
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behavior of the other part (Blau, 1964; Cropanzano & Mitchell, 2005). In other words, 

the behavior of the other part of the exchange may create an obligation to the focal 

actor to achieve a balance in the long run (Gouldner, 1960). When reciprocity is 

activated, actors enter a process of “gift-giving” and develop exchange relationships 

over time through repeating this reciprocal “give and take” (Cook & Rice, 2003).  

This means that rational actors may not prioritize the maximization of their 

own benefits, but they may prioritize the achievement of “balance” in this exchange 

(Meeker, 1971). An actor should help someone who has helped him/her, as only in 

this case a self-reinforcing cycle will be created (Cropanzano & Mitchell, 2005). A 

failure of reciprocity will terminate the exchange, thus stopping the mutual exchange 

of benefits and rewards. This interdependence motivates the rational actors to behave 

in a way that maximizes the value of reciprocity (Meeker, 1971) and think over and 

above the instrumental maximization of his/her benefits of exchange (Molm, 2003). 

According to Meeker (1971) reciprocity may serve as a distinct decision rule to that of 

rationality.  

 Regarding the aforementioned we have to add two main things. First, 

reciprocity may be heteromorphic, while it may also be homeomorphic (Gouldner, 

1960). Heteromorphic reciprocity is apparent when actors exchange distinct things 

with equal value, while homeomorphic reciprocity is apparent when the things 

exchanged are concretely alike. 

 Second, reciprocity is not always the result of interdependence, but it may also 

be the result of a folk belief or the result of an individual orientation (Cropanzano & 

Mitchell, 2005; Gouldner, 1960). People hold the opinion that the norm of reciprocity 

is rooted in social systems. Through the reciprocity of gratifications the systems 
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become self-perpetuating due to the fact that people have to help those who helped 

them or else they will be punished (Gouldner, 1960). However, despite the fact that 

the norm of reciprocity may be a folk belief and a generalized moral norm, people 

differ in the degree to which they have internalized the norm of reciprocity 

(Cropanzano & Mitchell, 2005). People with higher exchange orientation value 

reciprocity more than those with lower exchange orientation and express better 

behavior as a response to favorable treatment (Eisenberger, Huntington, Hutchison, & 

Sowa, 1986).  To sum up, rationality as a decision rule is based on the assumption 

that individuals are rational and try to maximize their benefits, minimize the risk, 

keep their agreements or reciprocate the other actors creating a self-reinforcing cycle 

of beneficial exchanges. But do actors behave in their exchanges based only on 

rationality? Below we discuss this issue and we present other decision rules apart 

from rationality. 

 

 3.2.2. Other decision rules apart from rationality 

 Rationality as a decision rule of exchanges has received criticism centered on 

the fact that individuals are not always rational and take other criteria into account to 

form their social behavior (Cropanzano & Mitchell, 2005; Meeker, 1971). According 

to Meeker (1971) actors base their decision not only on the maximization of their 

benefits or of the reciprocity, but they may also be driven by other decision rules, 

such as the group gain, the competition, the status consistency and the altruism.  

 Group gain as decision rule suggests that actors opt for behaviors that 

maximize the sum of their own and their counterparts’ total pay-offs (Meeker, 1971). 

This means that individuals act based on a common pool and regardless of their own 
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particular gain. In other words, individuals instead of being self-interested are 

collectively oriented.  

 Far from that, competition as a decision rule suggests that individuals act 

based on their desire to maximize the difference between their own total pay-off and 

their counterpart total pay-off (Meeker, 1971). In this case, actors also lack rationality 

as they do not want to increase their personal gain but they want to “harm” the other 

even when this has some costs for the self (Cropanzano & Mitchell, 2005).  

 Status consistency is another decision rule according to which an actor pays 

special attention to his/her own standing within a group. In the case of status 

consistency an actor is trying to maximize the difference between his/her own pay-

offs and his/her counterparts’ payoffs when he/she has a higher status than the other 

before the beginning of the exchange. On the contrary, if the actor has an equal status 

when the exchange begins, he/she tries to minimize such difference in order to retain 

the previous status (Meeker, 1971).  

 Last, altruism is another exchange rule which is based on the assumption that 

an actor desires to maximize the total pay-offs of the others (Meeker, 1971). 

According to altruism, the actor chooses a behavior that maximizes the benefit of the 

others regardless of the benefit of the self and sometimes even at an absolute cost to 

the self (Cropanzano & Mitchell, 2005). Altruism as a decision rule suggests that 

actors are other oriented instead of being self-interested. Other orientation could be 

defined as the extent to which somebody is concerned with the welfare of others and 

tends to rely his/her behavior less on rational and self-interested processes (Lester, 

Meglino, & Korsgaard, 2008; Meglino & Korsgaard, 2004).  
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According to theories of altruism- and more specifically according to the 

theory of other orientation- actors have bounded rationality, as their cognitive 

resources are scarce. So, they rely on social information provided by others (via 

mimicry, vicarious learning, social influence) in order to acquire the information 

needed more quickly. Those who have internalized other-oriented values are less apt 

to engage in rational processing and they are more likely to rely on norms and social 

cues that promote the interest of the others despite the possible cost for the self 

(Lester et al., 2008, p.831). 

 To this point, it has to be mentioned that all the aforementioned exchange 

rules (group-gain, competition, status-consistency, altruism, rationality and 

reciprocity) are not necessarily mutually exclusive. Far from that, they may be 

mutually consistent if they lead the actor to the choice of the same alternative 

(Meeker, 1971).  

 Next, we concentrate on the implementation of the rationale of SET in 

organizational behavior literature. We discuss Organizational Support Theory (OST), 

Psychological Contract (PCT), as well social and economic exchanges in the 

workplace.  
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3.3. Social Exchange Theory (SET) in Organizational Behavior 

 Within the workplace, employees enter a series of interdependent exchanges 

with their employer. As such, the employee-employer relationship can be defined in 

terms of exchange (Cropanzano & Mitchell, 2005). Social exchange theory (SET) has 

been adopted by researchers of organizational behavior in order to explain the 

formation of the employee-employer relationship and the behavior expressed by the 

employees towards their organization.  

3.3.1. Organizational Support Theory (OST) 

Organizational Support Theory (OST) draws from the rationale of SET. 

According to OST, employees perceive their organization as a person (Eisenberger et 

al., 1986). Employees generalize their feelings about organizational representatives to 

the organization as a whole (Levinson, 1965, p. 377).  As such, organizations end up 

having a psychological meaning for their members who tend to think of their 

organization as a more powerful individual (Eisenberger et al., 2004). In other words, 

employees ascribe anthropomorphic dispositional traits to the organization 

interpreting economically and affectively the organizational commitment towards 

them (Eisenberger et al., 1986).  

Based on these attributional processes, employees build some expectations 

about the reactions of the organization in different situations. As a consequence, they 

form beliefs about whether their organization values their contribution and cares 

about their well-being in order to assess the benefits of increased work effort. 

Perceived Organizational Support (POS) captures an employee’s global belief that the 

organization is generally supportive and provides him/her socio-emotional resources 

(Eisenberger et al., 1986; Eisenberger et al., 2004).  
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The construct of POS is the central construct of OST and is one of the most 

studied constructs in the literature of organizational behavior. POS has been 

associated with better employee attitudes and behaviors (Baran et al., 2012; Rhoades 

& Eisenberger, 2002). More specifically, POS has been positively associated with 

employee attitudes such as job satisfaction and commitment (Eisenberger, Cummings, 

Armeli, & Lynch, 1997; Hochwarter, Kacmar, Perrewé, & Johnson, 2003; Marique et 

al., 2013; Ngo, Loi, Foley, Zheng, & Zhang, 2013; Whitener, 2001). Moreover, it has 

been negatively associated with negative employee intentions and behaviors, such as 

intent to quit and cynicism (Allen & Shanock, 2013; Chiaburu, Peng, Oh, Banks, & 

Lomeli, 2013; Dulac et al., 2008; Gillet, Gagné, Sauvagère, & Fouquereau, 2013; 

Mignonac & Richebé, 2013; Muse & Wadsworth, 2012; Ngo et al., 2013; Shen, 

Jackson, Ding, Yuan, Zhao, Dou, & Zhang, 2014). Furthermore, POS has been 

positively associated with employee citizenship and extra-role behaviors 

(Eisenberger, et al., 2001; Shen et al., 2014; Shoss et al., 2013; Sulea, Virga, 

Maricutoiu, Schaufeli, Dumitru, & Sava, 2012).  

The above beneficial outcomes of POS have largely been viewed from the 

perspective of SET. POS has largely conceptualized as the quality of the social 

exchange developed between the employees and the organization as a whole and the 

benefits of POS can be understood in reciprocal terms (Cropanzano & Mitchell, 

2005). Employees who perceive their organization as supportive express positive 

reactions, because they feel obligated and they want to return the beneficial treatment, 

thus reciprocating the organization (Byrne et al., 2011; Shore et al., 2006). In other 

words, employees’ positive reactions expressed as a response to POS are based on the 

assumption of SET that the employee-employer relationships are interdependent and 
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each part of this relationship repays the others to continue the beneficial cycle of 

exchange.  

Existing literature has also focused on the antecedents of POS. Research 

findings have brought to light that to consider their organization supportive, 

employees evaluate the transactional and socio-emotional benefits that they receive 

from their organization, as well as the treatment provided by their supervisor (Baran 

et al., 2012; DeConinck, 2010; Muse & Wadsworth, 2012; Rhoades & Eisenberger, 

2002; Wayne et al., 1997; Wayne et al., 2002). In addition to their treatment per se, 

employees have also been found to take into account whether their favorable 

organizational treatment is discretionary (Baran et al., 2012; Eisenberger et al., 1997; 

Eisenberger et al., 2004). The motives attributed to the organizational treatment are of 

great importance for employees’ POS. Employees examine whether their organization 

is motivated by calculative motives and strategic concerns before characterizing their 

organization as virtuous. Perceived Disinterested Support (PDS) has been integrated 

into OST and has been found to be an antecedent of POS (Mignonac & Richebé, 

2013). 

Moreover, corporate social responsibility can also affect how employees view 

their organization. Perceptions of CSR make employees believe that they have built a 

beneficial relationship with their organization, thus making them behave in a positive 

way (De Roeck et al., 2014; Moon et al., 2014). Despite the fact that perceptions of 

CSR are not a concept of SET, their effects have been studied from the perspective of 

SET and have been viewed as employees’ responses to their favorable treatment 

(Moon et al., 2014; Paillé, Boiral, & Chen, 2013; Paillé & Raineri, 2015). 
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3.3.2. Psychological Contract Theory (PCT) 

Psychological Contract Theory (PCT) draws from the rationale of SET as it is 

based on the assumption that employees base their work efforts on whether they 

believe that their organization will reciprocate with tangible and socio-emotional 

resources. Psychological contract theory is interdependent with OST (Aselage & 

Eisenberger, 2003). The main difference between these two theories is that PCT 

focuses on the exchange of obligations, while OST focuses on employees’ responses 

to perceptions of favorable organizational treatment (Dulac et al., 2008; Eisenberger 

et al., 2004). PCT views “an exchange relationship as a sequence of contingent 

transactions that includes reciprocal promises about what will be exchanged and the 

extent to which the subsequent transactions (or missed provisions) fulfill or break 

those promises” (Dulac et al., 2008, p.1082).  

PCT argues that employees form beliefs about the resources that the 

organization is obligated to provide them and the resources that they are obligated to 

provide to the organization (Morrison & Robinson, 1997; Rousseau, 1989). Based on 

the resources promised by the organization, employees form a psychological contract 

with the organization. Psychological contract is about the expectations that employees 

hold about the resources each part (employee and organization) owes to the other 

(Aselage & Eisenberger, 2003). Despite the fact that psychological contracts are 

based on employees’ expectations, they differ from mere expectations, due to the fact 

that they are reciprocal and promissory (Rousseau, 1990). 

 PCT literature has emphasized two main issues, which are the a) formation of 

psychological contracts, as well as b) the importance of perceived failure of the 

organization to keep its promises in the attitudes and behaviors of the employees.  
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a) Formation of psychological contracts 

PCT has proposed two basic types of contracts, transactional and relational 

that can be built between the employees and the organization (MacNeil, 1985; 

Millward & Hopkins, 1998; Rousseau, 1989; Rousseau, 1990). Transactional 

contracts are short-term and focus on specific monetizable exchanges between the 

organization and the employees (Raja, Johns, & Ntalianis, 2004; Rousseau, 1990). 

Such type of contracts is associated with limited involvement by both parties (Raja et 

al, 2004). In contrast, relational contracts are more broad and long term and include 

not only monetizable but also non-monetizable exchanges (Raja et al, 2004; 

Rousseau, 1990).  

These two types of psychological contracts are negatively correlated and can 

spark different employee reactions (Millward & Hopkins, 1998).  Relational contracts 

have been related to better attitudes, as well as to better behaviors toward the 

organization in comparison to transactional contracts (Alcover, Martínez-Iñigo & 

Chambel, 2012; Bal, Kooij & De Jong, 2013; Millward & Hopkins, 1998; Raja et al., 

2004). Generally, employees who have formed relational contracts with their 

organization believe that they have developed an exchange relationship of high 

quality, thus expressing positive reactions towards their organization in return to 

beneficial treatment. In contrast, employees who have formed a transactional contract 

with their organization believe that their exchange relationship is of poor quality, thus 

expressing negative reactions.  
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b) Perceived failure of the organization to keep its promises- Psychological 

Contract Breach 

As mentioned earlier, PCT literature has also paid great attention to the 

perceived failure of the organization to keep its promises. Psychological contract 

breach is the opposite of psychological contract fulfillment (Conway & Coyle-

Shapiro, 2012; Zhao et al., 2007). Psychological contract fulfillment refers to many 

aspects of employer obligations (economic, socio-emotional and developmental 

obligations) (Bal et al., 2010a). In contrast, psychological contract breach refers to 

employees’ global cognition that the organization has failed to meet one or more 

obligations and has broken its promises towards them (Morrison & Robinson, 1997).  

Organizational behavior literature has paid much more attention to psychological 

contract breach than to psychological contract fulfillment, which has received only 

scant attention (e.g. Bal et al., 2010a; Conway & Coyle-Shapiro, 2012; Coyle-Shapiro 

& Conway, 2005; Coyle-Shapiro & Kessler, 2002; Karagonlar, Eisenberger, & 

Aselage, 2016).  

Breach happens when employees compare what they expect and what they 

receive and realize a discrepancy (Morrison & Robinson, 1997). Based on a referent 

standard (promise) employees cognitively assess whether their organization has 

fulfilled its obligations towards them or not and whether they got what their 

organization had promised to them. When they perceive breach in their psychological 

contract they enter interpretation processes in order to realize whether breach is an 

intentional organizational act (reneging) or whether it is the result of their own 

misunderstanding regarding the organizational promises (incongruence) (Morrison & 

Robinson, 1997; Robinson & Morrison, 2000). Despite the fact that non-fulfilled 

employer obligations and broken promises are very important for employees’ 
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perceptions breach, they may not perceive breach if they are not vigilant. Vigilance 

has to do with whether employees actively monitor whether the organization fulfills 

its obligations or not (Morrison & Robinson, 1997; Robinson & Morrison, 2000). The 

nature of the relationship between the organization and the employees can affect 

employees’ levels of vigilance. Instrumental relationships, as well as relationships 

characterized by low levels of trust, make employees more vigilant and thus more 

prone to realize the existence of non-fulfilled obligations and perceive breach 

(Morrison & Robinson, 1997; Robinson, 1996). 

Empirical research regarding breach has focused both on its antecedents and 

on its consequences. Research findings have focused on the formation of breach and 

have indicated that organizational factors, such as perceptions of support and justice, 

can affect employees’ perceptions of breach (Agarwal & Bhargava, 2014; Cassar & 

Buttigieg, 2015; Cohen, 2013; Dulac et al., 2008; Suazo & Turnley, 2010). 

Perceptions of favorable organizational treatment can make employees interpret 

positively the acts of their organization and be less vigilant, thus negatively affecting 

their perceptions of breach (Dulac et al., 2008; Morrison & Robinson, 1997).  

Regarding the consequences of breach research findings have indicated the 

negative effects of breach on employee attitudes and behaviors (Bal, Chiaburu, & 

Jansen, 2010b; Chao et al., 2011; Chiu & Peng, 2008; Dulac et al., 2008; Epitropaki, 

2013; Hartmann & Rutherford, 2015; Raja et al., 2004; Restubog et al., 2008; 

Restubog et al., 2013; Suazo, 2009; Suazo & Stone-Romero, 2011; Zagenczyk et al., 

2011; Zhao et al., 2007). All these findings indicate that breach negatively affects how 

employees view their relationship with their organization, as well as their subsequent 

reactions. These effects of breach have largely been conceptualized in social exchange 

terms. Employees who perceive breach respond negatively to their organizational 
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treatment, because they try to retaliate their organization and maintain a balance in 

their relationship with it.  

The interpretations of breach have been found to play an important role for the 

aforementioned negative employee reactions. Breach is typically followed by negative 

affective reactions or else feelings of violation. Violation is “a deep emotional 

response that is more affective and a result of blaming one’s organization for a broken 

promise” (Raja et al., 2004, p.351). When the employees cognitively perceive that 

their organization does not fulfill its obligations (perceptions of breach), they tend to 

experience feelings of violation. These feelings of violation have been found to 

mediate the relationship between breach and negative employee outcomes (Bordia, 

Restubog, & Tang, 2008; Cassar & Briner, 2011; Dulac et al., 2008; Raja et al., 2004; 

Suazo, 2009; Suazo & Stone-Romero, 2011; Zhao et al., 2007).  

Research findings have also tried to understand whether there are factors 

mitigating the aforementioned negative effects of breach on employees’ subsequent 

reactions. The attributions of breach, as well as employees’ perceptions of their global 

organizational treatment, have been found to affect the “loss” of benefits experienced 

due to the breach and the social exchange processes sparked by it, thus moderating the 

strength of its effects on employee outcomes (Bal et al., 2010b; Chao et al., 2011; 

Dulac et al., 2008; Suazo & Stone-Romero, 2011).  

3.3.3. Social and economic exchange relationships in organizational 

settings 

As it has already been mentioned, individuals exchange not only economic but 

also socio-emotional resources (Cropanzano & Mitchell, 2005; Foa & Foa, 2012; 

Shore et al., 2006). Series of interdependent transactions can create a relationship 
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between the actors (Cropanzano & Mitchell, 2005, p. 886). Exchange relationships 

developed in the workplace can be social or economic in nature. Economic exchange 

relationships refer to employee-employer relationships in which only financial and 

tangible resources are exchanged. The obligations of each part of the exchange 

relationship are well-defined without long-term implications (Shore et al., 2006, 

p.839). In contrast, social exchange relationships refer to employee-employer 

relationships in which socio-emotional resources are exchanged. Social exchange 

relationships are open-ended and the obligations are unspecified due to the fact that 

each part of the exchange relationship trusts the other (Blau, 1964; Shore et al., 2006). 

The main differences between social exchange relationship and economic exchange 

relationship have to do with the existence of trust, mutual investment and long-term 

orientation. These characteristics are apparent in the case of social exchange 

relationships and absent in the case of economic exchange relationships (Shore et al., 

2006). Both parts of the social exchange relationship invest in this relationship and as 

such they feel confident that their partner will return in the long-run the benefits 

received. “Investment and trust are intertwined” in social exchange relationships 

(Shore et al., 2006, p.839).  

It is noteworthy that the type of a contract (transactional or relational) is 

different from the type of exchange relationship (economic or social). Despite the fact 

that contracts (relational and transactional) have to do with the resources exchanged, 

they do not measure the exchange (give and take) between the employees and the 

organization. Contracts are linked to exchange relationships, but they are not their 

synonyms (Shore et al., 2006).  

Existing literature has focused both on the antecedents and on the 

consequences of social and economic exchange relationships. Research findings have 
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indicated that organizational culture, as well as the behavior of the leader, can affect 

whether employees believe that their relationship with their organization is limited to 

the exchange of monetizable resources, thus affecting their perceptions of a social or 

economic exchange relationship (Song, Tsui, & Law, 2009). Moreover, the general 

perception of employees that their organization supports them can make them 

perceive a social exchange relationship, while it prevents them from perceiving an 

economic exchange relationship (Byrne et al., 2011; Shore et al., 2006).  

Regarding the outcomes of exchange relationships, research findings have 

indicated that social exchange relationships spark different employee reactions in 

comparison to economic exchange relationships. Social exchange relationships spark 

positive employee attitudes and behaviors, such as job performance, commitment and 

citizenship behaviors, while they are negatively related to relative absence and 

tardiness (Byrne et al., 2011; Shore et al., 2006; Song et al., 2009). In contrast, 

economic exchanges are positively related to continuance commitment and negatively 

related to affective commitment and citizenship behaviors (Shore et al., 2006; Song et 

al., 2009).  

Generally, existing literature has paid more attention to the concept of social 

exchange relationship and has focused on its role as intervening (mediating) variable 

explaining employees’ positive responses to favorable organizational treatment 

(Byrne et al., 2011; Cropanzano & Mitchell, 2005, p.882).  
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3.4. Issues in SET that need further empirical investigation  

Existing research in organizational behavior has largely employed SET 

(Colquitt, Baer, Long, & Halvorsen-Ganepola, 2014; Cropanzano & Mitchell, 2005). 

The majority of such research has focused on the effects of social exchange concepts, 

such as Perceived Organizational Support (POS) and Psychological Contract Breach, 

on employees attitudes and behaviors (e.g. Agarwal & Bhargava, 2014; Cassar & 

Briner, 2011; Dulac et al., 2008; Mignonac & Richebé, 2013; Muse & Wadsworth, 

2012; Shoss et al., 2013; Wayne et al., 1997; Wayne et al., 2002). Existing literature 

has generally indicated that employees react positively towards the organization as a 

response to favorable organizational treatment, such as POS, and negatively as a 

response to unfavorable organizational treatment, such as breach.  

Despite the fact that the effects of social exchange concepts have received 

great academic attention, there are fewer studies examining social exchanges as 

explanatory mechanisms of the effects of employee outcomes to organizational 

treatment (Byrne et al., 2011; Shore et al., 2006; Song et al., 2009). The majority of 

the existing literature has examined POS or breach as mediators of the relationship 

between employees’ perceived treatment and their outcomes (Agarwal & Bhargava, 

2014; Dulac et al., 2008; Mignonac & Richebé, 2013; Muse & Wadsworth, 2012; 

Shoss et al., 2013; Wayne et al., 1997; Wayne et al., 2002).  

Both POS and breach despite rooted in social exchange rationale do not 

capture the social exchange relationship. They capture employees’ perceptions 

regarding the benefits that they receive from their organization, but they do not 

capture the “give and take” between themselves and their organization, which is the 

central mechanism of social exchange theory (Colquitt et al., 2014). Despite the fact 
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that POS captures the quality of the social exchange relationship developed between 

the employees and the organization (Cropanzano & Mitchell, 2005), in reality it does 

not capture the evaluation of a relationship, as a relationship includes two parts, while 

POS refers only to one part (the organization) (Colquitt et al., 2014). Something 

similar happens in the case of psychological contract breach, which does not refer to 

an evaluation of a relationship, but to an evaluation of a promise (Colquitt et al., 

2014). In reality, we need to put another variable as mediator of the relationship 

between perceptions of beneficial treatment and employee outcomes or else we 

examine a “benefit-benefit-reciprocal behavior string” instead of a “benefit-social 

exchange relationship-reciprocal behavior causal string” (Colquitt et al., 2014, p. 

608).  

All the above mean that in reality few studies examined whether the rationale 

of SET really explains employee responses to their organizational treatment. We need 

to understand whether perceived treatment sparks social exchange concerns, expected 

reciprocity concerns or obligation to reciprocate from employees’ part. Only doing so, 

we will understand which mechanism motivates employees to reciprocate the 

favorable organizational treatment. Until now, few empirical studies have examined 

such issue and have investigated whether a social exchange relationship and feelings 

of obligation can explain the relationship between perceptions of favorable treatment 

and employee outcomes (Byrne et al., 2011; Eisenberger et al., 2001; Lemmon & 

Wayne, 2015; Shore et al., 2006; Yu & Frenkel, 2013).  

Moreover, another important gap of the empirical research associated with 

social exchange theory has to do with the fact that existing literature has largely 

focused on reciprocity and rationality as exchange rules (Cropanzano & Mitchell, 

2005). However, as mentioned earlier agents in social exchanges are not always 
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motivated by rationality and reciprocity concerns and do not always seek to maximize 

their own profits or reciprocate the other agent. Apart from rationality there are other 

rules of exchange such as group gain, status consistency, competition and altruism 

(Meeker, 1971). Nevertheless, existing literature has not examined the role of the 

above rules of social exchange in employee reactions in the workplace. To the best of 

our knowledge only one study has examined whether employees perceiving favorable 

treatment go beyond reciprocity and pro-socially desire to express positive reactions 

towards their organization (Lemmon & Wayne, 2015). 

In the present dissertation we try to contribute to the investigation of the above 

issues. Introducing social exchange theory into the organizational virtuousness 

literature, we examine two main issues. First, we focus on two exchange rules, 

rationality and altruism and we examine whether social exchange concerns and/or 

pro-social motives mediate the relationship between organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions and employee outcomes. Doing so, we have the opportunity to understand 

which exchange rule (rationality or altruism) is activated by organizational 

virtuousness and explains its effects on employee outcomes. Second, we examine 

whether organizational virtuousness’ perceptions can moderate the effects of social 

exchange relationship on employee outcomes acting as a boundary condition of its 

effects. As the beneficial outcomes of social exchanges are well-established (Byrne et 

al., 2011; Shore et al., 2006; Song et al., 2009), it is necessary to understand whether 

there are boundary conditions for these effects.  

In the next chapter we explain how social exchange theory will be integrated 

into the study of the antecedents and the outcomes of organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions.  
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Chapter 4: Integrating SET into the study of organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions 

 In this chapter we focus on the conceptual model of the present dissertation 

(Figure 1) and we explain how the rationale of SET is integrated into the study of the 

antecedents and consequences of organizational virtuousness’ perceptions. Doing so, 

we integrate the previous two chapters (chapter 2 and chapter 3) and we gain insight 

into the theoretical rationale of this dissertation.  In the first subchapter, we focus on 

the study of the antecedents of organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and we 

explain our logic behind the selection of the proposed antecedents. In this subchapter, 

we also explain how these specific antecedents draw from SET and the mechanisms 

through which we expect that they will contribute to the formation of organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions.  In the second subchapter, we focus on the consequences of 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and we discuss the role of SET in explaining 

the effects of organizational virtuousness’ perceptions on employee outcomes. We 

also justify the selection of the proposed mediators of the effects of organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions on employee outcomes and we explain their connection to 

SET. Last, we explain our theoretical rationale for the proposed moderating effects of 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions on the effects of social exchange concepts on 

employee outcomes.   
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Figure 1: Conceptual model of Study 1 
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4.1. The antecedents of organizational virtuousness’ perceptions through the 

perspective of SET 

 Theoretical arguments suggest that a basic attribute of organizational 

virtuousness is its intended positive human impact (Cameron, 2003; Cameron & 

Winn, 2012). Organizational virtuousness goes further from mere support and 

prioritizes positive human impact. For virtuous organizations, having a positive 

human impact is an end in itself and it is never subservient to self-interested goals, 

such as profitability (Cameron & Winn, 2012). Virtuous organizations do not want 

merely to give back to community and their employees, but they also want to do the 

right thing and help others flourish (Cameron, 2003).  

 All the above indicate three main things: 1) virtuous organizations are 

expected to treat their employees favorably, 2) virtuous organizations are expected to 

care about the community, and 3) virtuous organizations are expected to be motivated 

by disinterestedness and not hide self-interested motives behind their positive 

behavior.  

 As a consequence, we expect that Social Exchange Theory (SET) will play a 

very important role for employees’ perceptions of organizational virtuousness.  

Positive human impact is not possible without the provision of benefits. Theoretical 

arguments imply that the provision of beneficial treatment is not adequate in order to 

consider an organization as virtuous (Cameron, 2003; Cameron & Winn, 2012). 

However, the provision of benefits and resources to the employees, as well as to the 

community, seems to be a precondition of organizational virtuousness, as employees 

cannot perceive a positive human impact from the part of the organization without 

considering the received benefits and resources.  
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Not only actions, but also motives are important for characterizing an agent as 

virtuous (Collier, 1995). This suggests that employees examine both actions and 

motives in order to understand whether their organization is virtuous. Aspiring to 

provide empirical evidence regarding the above issues, we examine three main things 

(Figure 2). First of all, we examine the effects of fulfilled employer obligations 

(economic, socio-emotional and developmental obligations) on employees’ 

perceptions of organizational virtuousness. Second, we investigate whether the 

existence of a community-focused climate can positively affect organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions. Third, we examine the role of disinterestedness in 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions. Regarding this last issue, we investigate not 

only the effects of Perceived Disinterested Support (PDS) on employees’ perceptions 

of organizational virtuousness but also whether PDS moderates the effects of fulfilled 

employer obligations on organizational virtuousness’ perceptions. Doing so, we 

provide empirical findings regarding the interplay of social exchange considerations 

and organizational motives’ attributions for employees’ organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions.  

Figure 2: Conceptual model of antecedents (Study 1) 
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4.1.1. Fulfilled employer obligations and Community-Focused Climate: 

The role of SET in the formation of organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions 

According to SET individuals appreciate the received rewards, as 

advantageous transactions increase the benefit for the self. Thus, they try to build 

beneficial exchange relationships (Cropanzano & Mitchell, 2005; Emerson, 1976). 

According to the rationale of SET, employees are rational, appreciate favorable 

organizational treatment and form positive organizational perceptions when they 

receive benefits and resources from their organization. Organizational Support Theory 

(OST), rooted in the rationale of SET, suggests that employees evaluate the 

favorability of their organizational treatment in order to form a general perception of 

whether their organization supports them (Eisenberger et al., 2004).  

Research findings until now have indicated that employees evaluate their job 

conditions and whether their organization fulfills its obligations towards them, trying 

to understand whether their organization as a whole values their contribution and 

cares about their well-being (Baran et al., 2012; Coyle-Shapiro & Conway, 2005; 

Eisenberger et al., 1997; Muse & Wadsworth, 2012; Rhoades & Eisenberger, 2002; 

Wayne et al., 1997; Wayne et al., 2002).  

Moreover, they seek to understand whether their organization cares about the 

community. Employees who believe that their organization cares about the 

community and expresses social responsibility tend to perceive their organization 

more positively. The treatment of the community by the organization can serve as a 

heuristic of how the organization treats its employees (De Roeck et al., 2014; Moon et 

al., 2014).  
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According to the rationale of SET, both fulfilled employer obligations and 

Community-Focused Climate can make employees evaluate positively their 

organization, thus increasing their perceptions of organizational virtuousness.   

4.1.2. The role of attribution of organizational motives in the formation of 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions 

We also examine the role of attributed organizational motives for employees’ 

perceptions of organizational virtuousness. More specifically, we include Perceived 

Disinterested Support (PDS) as an antecedent of organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions. PDS is a concept rooted both in SET and in Attribution theory, as it 

refers to the motives behind the organizational support provided (Mignonac & 

Richebé, 2013). High levels of PDS indicate that employees believe that their 

organization supports them on a disinterested basis. From the rationale of SET, PDS 

is expected to be an antecedent of organizational virtuousness’ perceptions. Given that 

disinterestedness is viewed as a “gift”, employees evaluate more highly their 

organizational treatment (Mignonac & Richebé, 2013), and they may consider their 

organization as virtuous.  

We also examine whether PDS interacts with fulfilled employer obligations to 

predict perceptions of organizational virtuousness. From the perspective of SET, both 

fulfilled employer obligations and PDS act as indicators of valuable organizational 

treatment. As such, each of them could make employees believe that they work under 

resource abundant conditions. Thus, we focus on this issue and we examine the 

interplay between fulfilled employer obligations and PDS and their role in the 

formation of organizational virtuousness’ perceptions. Doing so, we will understand 

whether employees consider organizational motives a precondition for translating 
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favorable organizational treatment into organizational virtuousness or whether 

employees consider favorable organizational treatment an adequate condition of 

organizational virtuousness. In other words, we will understand what employees need 

in order to believe that the organization has offered to them what is necessary for 

building high organizational virtuousness’ perceptions. According to organizational 

virtue theory doing something that happens to be good is not necessarily a signal of 

virtuousness and good actions can be done by actors that are not themselves virtuous 

(Arjoon, 2000; Collier, 1995). In this dissertation we examine such issue by adopting 

the perspective of SET.  

4.2. The consequences of organizational virtuousness’ perceptions through the 

perspective of SET 

 In this dissertation, we also focus on the outcomes of organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions. More specifically, we investigate three main things: a) the 

effects of organizational virtuousness’ perceptions on willingness to support the 

organization, time commitment, work intensity and intent to quit, b) the mediating 

role of SET rationale in the relationship between organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions and employee outcomes, and c) the interaction between organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions and exchange considerations on employee outcomes (Figure 

3).  

Figure 3: Conceptual model of outcomes (Study 1) 
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4.2.1. The outcomes of organizational virtuousness’ perceptions  

 Willingness to support the organization is also an important variable capturing 

employees’ intention to actively support their organization and contribute to 

organizational success even when this is uncomfortable for the self (Choi & Mai-

Dalton, 1999; Nikandrou & Tsachouridi, 2015a). Both time commitment and work 

intensity are aspects of effort and “constitute the essence of working hard” (Brown & 

Leigh, 1996, p. 361). Effort (time commitment and work intensity) also captures 

employees’ intention to actively support the organization.  Time commitment focuses 

on the duration of work and captures employees’ persistence to work long hours. In 

contrast, work intensity focuses on the energy exerted during the work and captures’ 

employees’ tendency to work hard. Both employees’ time commitment and 

employees’ work intensity can bring benefits to the organization, as they have been 

associated with better task performance, as well as with higher Organizational 

Citizenship Behavior (OCB) (Brown & Leigh, 1996; Piccolo et al., 2010; Pierro, 

Kruglanski, & Higgins, 2006). Intent to quit is a predictor of employees’ actual 

turnover (Avanzi, Fraccaroli, Sarchielli, Ullrich, & van Dick, 2014; Firth, Mellor, 

Moore, & Loquet, 2004; Mignonac & Richebé, 2013). Low intent to quit is beneficial 

for the organization due to the high costs associated with turnover.   

The aforementioned variables range from more or less passive expressions of 

employee support (e.g. intent to quit) to more active expressions of such support (time 

commitment, work intensity, willingness to support the organization). The 

examination of all the above variables as dependent variables of organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions provides us the opportunity to gain a better and more 

complete insight into the effects of organizational virtuousness’ perceptions on 

employee outcomes.  
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4.2.2. The relationship between Organizational virtuousness’ perceptions 

and employee outcomes through the perspective of SET 

 In this study, we examine the relationship between organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions and employee outcomes through the perspective of SET and 

we examine whether reciprocity or altruistic concerns mediate such relationships. 

More specifically, we examine whether social exchange considerations or pro-social 

motives mediate the relationship between organizational virtuousness’ perceptions 

and employee outcomes.  

 From the perspective of SET, organizational virtuousness can be perceived as 

a form of favorable organizational treatment and as a signal of a high quality 

exchange relationship. This can spark positive employee behavioral reactions, given 

that employees react positively to high quality exchange relationship feeling obliged 

to return the favorable treatment and continue the beneficial circle of exchange (Byrne 

et al., 2011; Eisenberger et al., 2001; Shore et al., 2006).  

 On the other hand, organizational virtuousness does not merely indicate 

favorable organizational treatment. It goes further from that, as it prioritizes positive 

human impact with no expectations of reciprocity (Cameron, 2003; Cameron & Winn, 

2012). This disinterested nature of organizational virtuousness can make employees 

surpass their own exchange considerations and behave positively towards their 

organization, as they develop pro-social motives (Cameron, 2003). This means that 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions can spark not only exchange concerns, but 

also pro-social concerns. We focus on this issue by incorporating altruism as an 

exchange rule of SET, activated as a response to organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions.  
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4.2.3. Organizational virtuousness’ perceptions as moderator of the 

relationship between social exchange considerations and employee 

outcomes 

 The fact that organizational virtuousness can make individuals transcend their 

exchange and self-interested concerns (Cameron, 2003) can have important 

implications for the interaction between organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and 

social exchange considerations. Organizational virtuousness’ perceptions can 

moderate the effects of social exchange mechanisms on employee outcomes acting as 

a boundary condition of these effects. In other words, organizational virtuousness can 

spark an alternative motive for returning the beneficial treatment to the organization, 

thus affecting the importance of rationality and reciprocity as the main reasons behind 

employees’ positive behavior.  

 Investigating this issue enables a better understanding of the interplay between 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and social exchange concepts. We 

understand not only whether rationality and reciprocity are the main decision rules 

behind employee responses to organizational virtuousness, but also whether 

organizational virtuousness moderates the importance of these decision rules for 

employees’ subsequent reactions. 

 In the next chapter we present the rationale and the results of a qualitative 

study. This study is the first step to understand the antecedents and the outcomes of 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions through the perspective of SET.  
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Chapter 5: Qualitative Study 

 Before forming our Hypotheses and conducting quantitative research, we 

conducted a qualitative study. Qualitative research provides researchers the 

opportunity to explore examined phenomena, thus bringing to light issues previously 

unanticipated by the researchers (Mack, Woodsong, Macqueen, Guest, & Namey, 

2005). Conducting a qualitative research we had the opportunity to understand 

whether we had omitted important aspects of the examined phenomena and whether 

the concepts of SET presented in the previous chapter were suitable for our research. 

For the purposes of this dissertation, we conducted focus group interviews. Focus 

group research is a qualitative data collection method in which several participants 

and one or two researchers discuss a given topic as a group (Mack et al., 2005, p. 51). 

As a kind of interview, focus groups provide researchers the opportunity to gain 

insight into the attitudes, behaviors and opinions of participants (Rowley, 2012).  

Focus group interviews were preferred over individual interviews, due to the 

fact that they provide researchers access to a variety of opinions, thus helping them 

form the “complete picture” of the examined phenomenon. A large amount of 

information is acquired within a short period of time. Participants express different 

viewpoints which spark conversation among them, thus leading to a better 

understanding of the research phenomenon (Mack et al., 2005). Focus group 

interviews were suitable for the purposes of this dissertation, as we needed to have 

access to a broad range of views and opinions regarding the antecedents and the 

consequences of organizational virtuousness. 
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5.1. Participants and procedure 

 Three focus group interviews were conducted. In the first focus group, seven 

MBA students of the Agricultural University of Athens took part (mean age= 26 years 

and mean working experience= 2.5 years). In the second focus group, four 

postgraduate students of the Athens University of Economics and Business (Human 

Resource Management full-time program) took part (mean age= 25.5 years and mean 

working experience= 2.5 years). Last, in the third focus group seven postgraduate 

students of the Athens University of Economics and Business (Marketing and 

Communication part-time program) participated (mean age= 37 years and mean 

working experience = 10 years). The varying age and work experience of participants 

enabled us to collect more “divergent” opinions regarding the antecedents and the 

consequences of organizational virtuousness.   

 The focus group interviews were semi-structured. Doing so we did not impose 

to the participants our own point of view and we had the opportunity to understand in 

more depth their opinions. Introducing our conversation, we asked participants to tell 

us how they define virtuousness in organizational settings. Then, we focused on the 

antecedents of organizational virtuousness. Last, we asked participants to describe 

how they would feel and behave within a virtuous organization. 

 The duration of focus group interviews ranged from fifty to seventy minutes. 

All focus group interviews were video-taped. Detailed notes of the discussions were 

also taken by one of the two researchers. The participants’ answers were coded 

according to their responses to each question. Below, we analytically present the main 

themes emerged from the analysis.  
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5.2. Presentation and Interpretation of the findings 

5.2.1. Antecedents of organizational virtuousness: Generally, participants 

highlighted the important role of job conditions and fulfilled employer obligations in 

evaluating whether their organization is virtuous or not. Participants mentioned that 

economic rewards, developmental opportunities and socio-emotional benefits are 

important antecedents of organizational virtuousness. Of special interest is also the 

fact that some participants said that a virtuous organization should care not only about 

its employees but also about the general community. Last, participants underlined the 

importance of organizational motives for considering their organization virtuous. 

a) Organizational effectiveness, efficiency and economic rewards as 

antecedents of organizational virtuousness: Participants seemed to pay special 

attention to whether their organization fulfills its obligations towards them and 

implements their employment contract (participants 2, 3 and 4, focus group 2; 

participant 4, focus group 3). To do so, an organization has to be effective and 

efficient. As such, participants mentioned that an organization cannot be virtuous 

without being financially healthy (participant 1, focus group 1). “If an organization is 

not profitable, it will not be sustainable. And if it is not sustainable, it could not 

employ people…I think that profitability is necessarily one of the main goals of a 

company” (participant 2, focus group 3). To be considered virtuous, an organization 

has to be successful (participant 3, focus group 1), competitive (participant 1, focus 

group 1) and “lead” the design of new products or services (participant 6, focus group 

1).  

Economic rewards seem to be an important precondition of organizational 

virtuousness. To be considered virtuous, an organization has to recognize and reward 
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the efforts of its employees (participant 3, 6 and 7, focus group 3). It is also very 

important for our participants to receive fair pay in comparison to other employees 

that do a similar job (participants 3 and 5, focus group 1). “[Within a virtuous 

organization] there should be the motive of the reward and the reward itself…You 

should receive rewards based on what you deserve in comparison to other employees” 

(participant 3, focus group 1). “This is the most important for me…the existence of 

fairness…Fair treatment regarding professional development and economic rewards” 

(participant 1, focus group 2).  

b) Socio-emotional benefits as antecedents of organizational virtuousness:  

The socio-emotional relationship that employees have built with their 

organization seems to be of special importance for considering their organization 

virtuous. Our participants mentioned that they expect from a virtuous organization to 

understand the needs of its employees, be honest and respect them (participants 1, 2 

and 4, focus group 1; participant 4, focus group 2; participants 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6, 

focus group 3). One participant characteristically mentioned that “if the organization 

respects us, it provides us everything” (participant 6, focus group 1). “Virtuousness 

has to do with the fact that the organization respects my job and enables me to do it 

well, regardless of whether customers are aware of it” (participant 1, focus group 1). 

Respect has also to do with the good communication among employees who 

belong to different hierarchical levels (participant 5, focus group 1), as well as with 

the climate of mutual trust and cooperation within the organization (participants 5 and 

6, focus group 3). Employees with low hierarchical positions should respect 

employees with higher hierarchical position, while the opposite should also hold 
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(participant 1, focus group 2). An additional indication of respect is the lack of 

cameras within the offices of employees (participant 2, focus group 1).  

Respect is also related to the general climate among coworkers. A climate of 

healthy competition within the organization and the lack of unethical behaviors (e.g. 

spreading rumors and gossiping) seem to be important for respondents’ general 

evaluation of their organization (participant 3, focus group 2).  

Respect within the workplace is also apparent when the organization supports 

employees who face personal problems. Both the supervisor and other employees are 

expected to organize actions of support within a virtuous organization (participant 1, 

focus group 3). “[The organization] should be there to listen to your problem….[It is 

important for you] to feel that the organization understands your problem…You can 

receive such concern from the part of the administration, as well as from the part of 

employees who do not belong to the administration” (participant 1, focus group 3). 

“[It is important] to feel that they are next to you and not against you…You should 

feel that people from the management support you when you face a problem” 

(participant 3, focus group 3). Similarly, respondents mentioned that within a virtuous 

organization, supervisors should be open to hear employees’ concerns regarding some 

decisions of the management (participants 2 and 3, focus group 3). “It is important 

[for the administration of the company] to hear the opposing perspectives and take 

them into account before reaching its final decision” (participant 3, focus group 3).  

Additionally, participants underlined the importance of safety for considering 

their organization virtuous. A virtuous organization should keep its employees safe 

from every aspect, including the psychological and practical aspects of the job 

(participant 7, focus group 1). It is important to have a regulatory framework that 
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provides safety to the employees (participant 5, focus group 1). “I want to have a 

second chance in the case of mistakes…no punishment and no penalty…Even in the 

case of a mistake that has great costs for the organization, the organization should not 

“target” a specific employee….we should act as a team and the supervisor should not 

“target” a specific person…even when a specific employee has committed a mistake, 

he/she should have been treated as member of a team” (participant 1, focus group 2). 

“[In the case of mistakes] employees should not become isolated” (participant 4, 

focus group 2). “The organization should express tolerance, especially when it is the 

first time that an employee expressed a wrong behavior” (participant 2, focus group 

2). “It is important to express a good behavior [towards employees] not only when 

everything is fine…they should not become punishing when a problem arises…It is 

important to have consistency, because both good and bad things can happen…I am 

not good only when I do something good….they should not change their behavior 

when I commit a mistake…If they forgive a mistake and continue behaving in a good 

manner, I will appreciate it” (participant 4, focus group 3).  

The role of the supervisor seems also to be of special importance for 

employees’ sense of safety within an organization. “It is unacceptable for the 

supervisor to betray you if something goes wrong. This person has supported you, has 

trained you, has invested in you…Of course, you have to respect this relationship 

from your own part…it is a reciprocal relationship” (participant 1, focus group 2). 

“[The supervisor] should trust you and encourage you to do something, even when he 

has some doubts. Then, I will consider that he/she trusted me and I will do my best. 

This [trust] acts like a motive” (participant 4, focus group 2).  

 Another important aspect of the socio-emotional benefits that a virtuous 

organization should provide to its employees is the support associated with job tasks. 
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Within a virtuous organization employees should have everything they need in order 

to do their job well (participant 4, focus group 1). [A virtuous organization] has to 

provide me everything that I need, avoiding to make my work life difficult” 

(participant 1, focus group 1).  

A flexible working scheme, as well as a good work-private life balance, were 

also mentioned as antecedents of organizational virtuousness. A virtuous organization 

permits its employees to take a day-off when they need it (participant 1, focus group 

1) and provides them the opportunity to achieve work-life balance (participant 1, 3 

and 4, focus group 2). “A flexible working scheme fitting my life and my job is 

indicative of compassion” (participant 3, focus group 2). “ An employee should also 

have personal life…This is very important in order to feel more complete as a 

person….For this reason, job conditions are very important…Breaks should never be 

omitted or delayed. Human rights should not be violated and overtime should be paid” 

(participant 1, focus group 2).  

c) Developmental opportunities as antecedents of organizational 

virtuousness:  

Moreover, participants mentioned that the developmental opportunities 

provided in the workplace would be very important for considering their organization 

virtuous. Opportunities associated with training and development are integral aspects 

of organizational virtuousness (participant 6, focus group 1). “[Within the workplace], 

there is a need for training formalization” (participant 2, focus group 1). Continuous 

training is necessary in order to permit employees to achieve interpersonal and 

professional development (participant 4, focus group 1). “First of all, I would like to 

have training…to be aware of how the whole process is functioning…[I want to] have 
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somebody to help me learn and become more productive” (participant 1, focus group 

2). “The organization does not respect its employees, if it does not pay attention to 

their development…it only cares about the profits and not about the development of 

its people” (participant 2, focus group 2). In addition to training, participants also 

seemed to highly appreciate an organization that covers employees’ tuition fees 

(participant 3, focus group 2). This would enable employees become better, thus 

acting as an indicator of virtuousness in the workplace.  

An important aspect of the developmental opportunities provided by the 

organization is also related to employees’ participation in decision making. 

Respondents underlined the importance of freely expressing their initiatives in the 

workplace and having an active role in decision making (participant 6, focus group 1). 

A virtuous organization should provide to its employees every possible opportunity to 

reach their professional goals and become promoted in the workplace (participant 2, 

focus group 1; participant 4 and 7, focus group 3).  

 d) The focus to community as antecedent of organizational virtuousness:  

Respondents generally mentioned that they pay attention not only to the 

behavior of the organization towards them but also to the behavior of the organization 

towards all stakeholders. One respondent characteristically mentioned that the first 

thing that he takes into account is the relationship of the organization with the external 

environment (e.g. the customers, the society), as well as its philanthropic activity 

(participant 4, focus group 1). Environmental awareness also seems to play a role in 

employees’ perceptions of organizational virtuousness (participant 4, focus group 1). 

“Virtuousness has to do not only with the internal environment, but also with the 
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external environment…the relationship that it has with the other companies, the 

environment, generally” (participant 6, focus group 1).  

 The behavior of the organization towards customers seems to be of special 

importance for the participants to consider their organization as virtuous or not. “It is 

important to let the customer satisfied…Good quality of products, good quality of 

service….the internal function should be reflected on the external environment….” 

(participant 6, focus group 1). “Of course an organization like that [a virtuous 

organization] is a customer-oriented organization…an organization that focuses only 

on the production of low cost products and aspires to increase its market share, 

probably does not care so much about its employees…..probably it views its 

employees as consumable” (participant 3, focus group 2). “The organizational respect 

towards its customers reflects the mentality of the organization. If a company respects 

its customers, it also respects its employees…The existence of programs focusing on 

the external environment would make me more loyal…Corporate Social 

Responsibility is very important” (participant 1, focus group 2). “I would be totally 

influenced by that [the expression of Corporate Social Responsibility]…[without 

Corporate Social Responsibility] I would think that the ‘good face’ of the organization 

does not really exist….Generally, the social environment affects me very much” 

(participant 2, focus group 2).  

 Based on the above, corporate social responsibility seems to play an important 

role for respondents’ perceptions of organizational virtuousness. Despite that, there 

was also an opposing view. One participant mentioned that her own evaluation of the 

organization would not be seriously affected by corporate social responsibility. 

“There are companies that have an excellent behavior towards their employees (e.g. 

pharmaceutical industries), but they have a negative impact on the environment…Yes, 
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I would like to know that the organization respects some standards…but it would not 

affect me” (participant 4, focus group 2).  

e) The role of Disinterested Organizational Motives as antecedent of 

organizational virtuousness:  

Generally, the majority of respondents mentioned that disinterestedness is an 

integral aspect of virtuousness (participant 7, focus group 1; participants 1, 4, and 6, 

focus group 3). “For me, virtuousness is associated with offering something 

disinterestedly and without expecting anything in return” (participant 1, focus group 

3). As such, some participants said that they would need first to examine the motives 

of the organization before evaluating its levels of organizational virtuousness. Not 

only the actions but also the intentions behind such actions seem to be important for 

our respondents’ evaluations of virtuousness (participant 5, focus group 3). The 

organization is composed of individuals and as such disinterestedness may be relevant 

to organizational virtuousness exactly like it is in the case of human virtue (participant 

1, focus group 3). 

Some participants characteristically mentioned that the emphasis on a 

“virtuous image” from the part of the organization would prevent them from 

perceiving their organization as virtuous. “If somebody has it [virtuousness] as a 

‘label’ to a site e.g. ‘we are a virtuous company’, something goes wrong” (participant 

4, focus group 1). To consider an organization as virtuous, it has to honestly desire to 

do something good, instead of merely wanting to “seem virtuous” (participant 6, focus 

group 1). An honest care and concern towards human beings is necessary in order to 

characterize an organization as virtuous (participant 1, focus group 3). 
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One participant mentioned that if an organization expresses favorable 

organizational treatment in order to gain benefits, it cannot be characterized as 

virtuous (participant 7, focus group 1). Virtuousness as a concept could not be linked 

with profit-seeking (participant 6, focus group 3). “For me, a virtuous organization 

should be detached from profit” (participant 6, focus group 3). “I would expect to go 

to a virtuous organization and not hear the word ‘profit’…I would expect an 

organization driven by other priorities, like the contribution to the society, the 

environment etc….If they said the word ‘profit’ they would stop being virtuous…If 

virtuousness is not ‘internal’, it is not virtuousness” (participant 7, focus group 1).  

It is noteworthy that some respondents considered motives so important for 

organizational virtuousness that they could “overlook” the non-fulfilled employer 

obligations during a period of crisis (participants 1 and 4, focus group 3). “The most 

important is the intention…showing that it cares, but it cannot do anything else” 

(participant 1, focus group 3). 

Contrary to the above participants, there were other participants who did not 

consider disinterested organizational motives as a precondition of organizational 

virtuousness. Some respondents underlined the difference between virtue at the 

individual level and virtue at the organizational level. “Individuals and organizations 

are different. They have a different purpose” (participant 3, focus group 2). “I cannot 

imagine an organization that does something good without expecting anything in 

return…I can imagine a disinterested human, but not a disinterested organization, 

because profit is necessary for the survival of the organization. For its survival, an 

organization has to seek for profit” (participant 2, focus group 3). As such, they would 

not seek to understand the organizational motives and they would pay attention only 

to the behavior of the organization (participants 2 and 3, focus group 1). Even if self-
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interested concerns were hidden behind positive treatment, employees would highly 

evaluate their organization and would react positively to it (participant 3, focus group 

3).  

Some respondents believe that organizations need to seek for profits, at least 

up to a degree (participant 3, focus group 2). “You should be ‘silly’ to believe that an 

organization does not expect anything in return. A virtuous organization has merely to 

limit the expectations of benefits” (participant 5, focus group 1). “The organization 

exists for profit making. If it does not make profits it does not exist” (participant 1, 

focus group 1). “The organization may be socially active, but possibly it does so in a 

self-interested manner… marketing is behind any kind of organizational social 

activity” (participant 3, focus group 2).  

One characteristic argument regarding the above perspective was the 

following: 

 “Disinterestedness does not have to do with an organization…In 

organizations there is a relationship between performance and production…I consider 

it a utopia to talk about disinterestedness in organizations…An organization is profit-

oriented…How could disinterestedness play a role in an organization that is oriented 

towards profit? For me, disinterestedness does not have to do anything with 

organizations…Virtuousness [in organizations] is not defined by disinterestedness…I 

cannot imagine disinterestedness in the case of an organization…Even when an 

organization does something for my own development (e.g. it pays an MBA), it does 

not do so in order to make me a better person and enable me to find a better job in the 

future and have a happy life. It does it because it believes that…I will be more 

productive if it offers me some training…The organization employed me for a 
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specific purpose, it offers me money for a specific purpose…What is the role of 

disinterestedness in this?” (participant 1, focus group 2). 

 

5.2.2. Consequences of organizational virtuousness: 

Participants said that they would respond very positively to a virtuous 

organization. First of all, they told that they would never want to leave a virtuous 

organization (participant 7, focus group 1). They also mentioned that they would 

support the organization which has previously supported them. “[If the company 

supports me], I can then support it too. It is an exchange” (participant 3, focus group 

3). “All of us are influenced by the behavior that we receive. It is impossible not to be 

influenced. It affects our performance, our behavior….everything….” (participant 4, 

focus group 3).  

The majority of our respondents said that they would feel satisfied, happy, 

committed and motivated to do the best for this organization (participants 1, 2, 3 and 

4, focus group 2, participant 3, focus group 3). Only few respondents believed that 

within a virtuous organization they would have no challenge and for this reason they 

would become bored, thus not doing their best (participant 3 and 4, focus group 1).  

Generally, respondents expressed their willingness to exert extra effort for the 

sake of a virtuous organization and devote all of their time and energy. “People will 

work very hard because the organization has these values and principles. It will not be 

for them a job anymore. ….Personally, I would try all day to do my best, because the 

values of the organization make me want to do so. I would like to make a contribution 

to this organization…[in an organization like that] they ask you one thing and you 

give ten…Within a virtuous organization you also become more virtuous…you would 
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not refuse to do something because it is not in your duties” (participant 7, focus group 

1). “If I go to work [in a virtuous organization] and stay three hours more than the 

usual, I will not see this as a burden…because I know that my effort  will be 

recognized and rewarded” (participant 5, focus group 1). 

One respondent characteristically mentioned that it is wrong to believe that a 

virtuous organization will not be profitable due to its emphasis on positive human 

impact. “ …Some organizations believe that if they become virtuous, they will ‘lose 

the control’ of their employees…This impression is wrong, because when a company 

invests in its employees, then they become more productive, they care about their 

organization and they develop similar values” (participant 4, focus group 3). 

Generally, respondents mentioned that in reality, a virtuous organization -despite its 

disinterested nature- would have more productive employees, thus, gaining in the 

long-run more profits (participant 5, focus group 3).  

“If an organization is ‘clever’ and does good things for its people, it will 

receive ‘feedback’ from its employees that will enable it to maximize its profit. If an 

organization expresses a ‘humane’ behavior towards its employees, it can maintain 

loyal and supportive employees” (participant 2, focus group 3). “The fact that the 

organization may let me leave one hour earlier from the job when I need it, it can 

make me increase my productivity” (participant 5, focus group 3). “[A virtuous 

organization] can win despite its disinterestedness …In the long-run, the organization 

will get some things in return despite the fact that profit making was not its main 

goal” (participant 1, focus group 3).  

To sum up, the majority of respondents seemed to believe that a virtuous 

organization does not need to think about profits, because their increased profits are 
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guaranteed. “If you have virtuousness, you do not need anything else. Virtuous 

organizations earn more than the other organizations” (participant 7, focus group 1).   

5.3. Summary of the main findings 

 In this chapter, we presented the results of our qualitative research regarding 

the antecedents and the consequences of organizational virtuousness. Generally, focus 

group participants underlined the importance of fulfilled employer obligations for 

forming the perception that their organization is virtuous. Receiving economic 

rewards and believing that their organization is a source of socio-emotional benefits 

and developmental opportunities can increase their perceptions of organizational 

virtuousness. Additionally, many respondents considered community-focused 

orientation as a precondition of organizational virtuousness. An organization that 

cares about human beings can give employees the signal that it also cares about its 

employees, thus making them believe that they work for a virtuous organization.  

 Another important finding of our qualitative research is related to the role of 

disinterestedness in organizational virtuousness. Despite the fact that some 

respondents do not believe that disinterestedness is possible in organizational settings, 

all of them highly evaluate non-calculative organizational motives and consider them 

an important antecedent of organizational virtuousness. Some of them reach up to the 

point of examining the organizational motives before evaluating whether an 

organizational action is virtuous or not.  

 Regarding the consequences of organizational virtuousness, the majority of 

our respondents said that they would be willing to support a virtuous organization, 

while they would also exert extra effort for the sake of a virtuous organization. 
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Organizational virtuousness seems to activate employees’ exchange concerns, as well 

as their pro-social desire to benefit the virtuous organization.  

 Generally, all the above findings indicate that employees enter social 

exchange processes both for evaluating their organization’s levels of virtuousness and 

for responding to it. Based on these findings, as well as on the theoretical rationale 

presented at chapter 4, we develop in the next chapter Hypotheses to be tested in our 

quantitative research. These Hypotheses will enable us to replicate and further extend 

the findings of the qualitative research, as well as to shed light on issues upon which 

our participants had a different opinion.  
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Chapter 6: Hypotheses of the first field study 

In this chapter, we analytically present the Hypotheses regarding the first field 

study conducted for the purposes of the present dissertation. In the first sub-section 

we present Hypotheses regarding the antecedents of organizational virtuousness, 

while in the second sub-section, we present Hypotheses regarding the outcomes of 

organizational virtuousness.  

6.1. Hypotheses regarding the antecedents of organizational virtuousness 

6.1.1. Fulfilled employer obligations as antecedents of organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions 

 Adopting the rationale of Social Exchange Theory (SET), we expect that 

employees will evaluate whether they receive resources (economic or socio-

emotional) from their employer in order to form their subsequent reactions 

(Cropanzano & Mitchell, 2005). Psychological Contract Theory (PCT) rooted in SET 

argues that employees form a global belief regarding the obligations that the two parts 

of the exchange relationship (employer and employee) owe to each other (Morrison & 

Robinson, 1997; Rousseau, 1989).  

Promotion, pay, training, career development, support with personal problems 

are considered obligations that the employer owe to the employees (Lambert, 

Edwards, & Cable, 2003; Rousseau, 1990). Generally, the employer obligations can 

be summarized to three main categories; economic, socio-emotional and 

developmental (Bal et al., 2010a). The fulfillment of economic obligations has to do 

with the extent to which the organization provides employees with money and goods. 

The fulfillment of socio-emotional obligations is associated with the extent to which 
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the organization supports and expresses socio-emotional concern toward its 

employees. Last, the fulfillment of developmental obligations refers to the extent to 

which the organization provides employees with opportunities for better standing and 

advancement in the organization. 

 In this dissertation we adopt the above categorization of employer obligations 

fulfillment and we argue that the above variables can capture the basic aspects of the 

organizational treatment toward employees. As such, we propose that the 

aforementioned employer obligations’ fulfillment (economic fulfillment, 

developmental fulfillment, socio-emotional fulfillment) can be antecedents of the 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions. There are several arguments supporting such 

view.  

Fulfillment of employer obligations can affect how employees view their 

organization and perceive their organizational treatment (Epitropaki, 2013; Suazo, 

2009; Zagenczyk et al., 2011). Employees believing that they receive benefits and 

resources from their organization view their organization more positively and 

perceive it as more supportive (Eisenberger et al., 2004; Muse & Wadsworth, 2012). 

Developmental abilities and promotions as well as supportive human resource 

practices (participation in decision making, fairness of rewards and growth 

opportunities) have been found to be positively related to perceptions of support 

(Allen, Shore & Griffeth, 2003; Wayne et al., 1997; Wayne et al., 2002). According to 

Social Exchange Theory (SET) the organizational treatment of employees is crucial 

for the beliefs and the attitudes that the employees will hold toward their organization 

(Cropanzano & Mitchell, 2005).  
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Based on this rationale we suggest that the fulfillment of employer obligations 

(economic, socio-emotional, developmental) is positively related to organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions. Employees who receive economic, socio-emotional and 

developmental resources feel benefitted by the organization and consider that they 

receive a favorable organizational treatment that has a positive impact on their life. 

Such positive human impact is considered a precondition of organizational 

virtuousness and can make employees perceive their organization as more virtuous 

(Cameron, 2003).  Despite the fact that actions do not seem to be adequate in order to 

characterize an actor as virtuous (Cameron, 2003; Cameron & Winn, 2012; Collier, 

1995), favorable organizational treatment seems to be a precondition of organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions. Without such treatment employees could not believe that 

their organization has a positive impact on their life and as such they could not 

perceive it as virtuous. Thus, 

H1.1: Economic fulfillment is positively related to organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions. 

H1.2: Socio-emotional fulfillment is positively related to organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions. 

H1.3: Developmental fulfillment is positively related to organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions. 

6.1.2. Perceived Disinterested Support (PDS) as an antecedent of 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions 

In this dissertation we propose that the behavior of the organization towards its 

employees and the fulfillment of the employer obligations plays an important role in 
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employees’ perceptions of organizational virtuousness. We also suggest that 

employees will seek to understand organizational motives before characterizing the 

organization as virtuous or not. We propose that Perceived Disinterested Support 

(PDS) is an antecedent of organizational virtuousness’ perceptions, while it can also 

moderate the relationship between the behavioral antecedents (economic, socio-

emotional, developmental fulfillment) and organizational virtuousness’ perceptions.  

Attribution theory proposes that when events deviate from norms and 

expectations people tend to seek for explanations of these deviations (Weiner, 1985; 

Weiner, 2011; Wong & Weiner, 1981). Research findings have supported the 

rationale of attribution theory and have indicated that individuals do not take into 

account only the actions per se but also the motives attributed to these actions 

(Eastman 1994; Grant, Parker, & Collins, 2009; Halbesleben, Bowler, Bolino & 

Turnley 2010; Johnson, Erez, Kiker & Motowidlo 2002). 

When employees evaluate their treatment from the part of their employer they 

try to understand the motives of such treatment and attribution processes enter the 

scene. The concept of Perceived Disinterested Support (PDS) is a newly developed 

construct combining the rationale of the organizational support theory and that of the 

attribution theory. PDS captures the “support perceived by employees as not resulting 

from an underlying calculation” (Mignonac & Richebé 2013, p.72). PDS makes 

employees evaluate more highly the favorable treatment that they receive and can 

make them develop a better view of their organization (Mignonac & Richebé, 2013).   

PDS can be an antecedent of organizational virtuousness’ perceptions, given 

that organizational virtuousness is defined as disinterested. According to Cameron 

(2003) organizational virtuousness goes beyond self-interested benefit and 
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instrumental considerations. “Exchange, reciprocity, and self-serving motives…are 

usually not indicative of virtuousness” (Cameron, 2003, p.50). In order to talk about 

virtue it is necessary to do good things motivated by our deliberate desire to do 

something good (Arjoon, 2000). Based on the above we expect that:  

H2: Perceived Disinterested Support (PDS) is positively related to organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions. 

We also suggest that PDS moderates the relationship between the fulfillment 

of employer obligations and organizational virtuousness’ perceptions. Not only 

positive human impact but also social betterment which extends beyond self-

interested benefit is an integral aspect of organizational virtuousness (Cameron, 

2003). Doing something that happens to be good is not indicative of virtue (Arjoon, 

2000). The intentionality and disposition of the actor is necessary in order to 

characterize an actor (including an organization) as virtuous (Cameron & Winn, 2012; 

Collier, 1995; Jennings, 1991; Whetstone, 2001).  

Based on the above rationale we expect that employees will not consider that 

the fulfillment of employer obligations (economic, socio-emotional, developmental) 

per se is adequate in order to characterize their organization as virtuous. As such, they 

will not perceive high levels of organizational virtuousness in the case that they do not 

attribute disinterested motives to their organizational treatment.  PDS seems to be the 

“clue” for the translation of the fulfillment of employer obligations into organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions. Under higher levels of PDS the fulfillment of employer 

obligations is expected to be more strongly related to organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions. Based on this rationale we expect that PDS will strengthen the 
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relationship between the fulfillment of employer obligations and organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions.  

On the other hand, it is noteworthy that organizational virtuousness per se is 

not exactly the same with organizational virtuousness’ perceptions. In this dissertation 

our focus is not on organizational virtuousness per se but on the climate of 

organizational virtuousness as perceived by employees. How virtue appears to the 

others may be different from whether virtue actually exists. From the perspective of 

the others virtue may be apparent when desirable actions exist (Baumeister & Exline, 

1999) and observers of virtue may not examine the motives of the other actor in order 

to characterize him/her as virtuous or not. From this perspective perceived motives 

may be one more indication of virtue and not a precondition.  

Based on this rationale, employees may translate fulfilled employer 

obligations into increased organizational virtuousness regardless of their PDS. As 

such, employees may not consider PDS a precondition for the translation of fulfilled 

employer obligations into increased organizational virtuousness’ perceptions. Even 

under low levels of PDS the fulfillment of employer obligations will be translated into 

high organizational virtuousness. Of course, employees are expected to positively 

evaluate PDS and view it as indicative of favorable organizational treatment. In other 

words, PDS will be for employees one more indication that their organization treats 

them favorably and has a positive impact on their life. As such, they are expected to 

express higher organizational virtuousness as a response to PDS. Research findings 

indicating that PDS positively affects how employees view their organizational 

treatment support such argument (Mignonac & Richebé, 2013).  
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All the aforementioned can have serious implications for the moderating 

effects of PDS on the relationship between the fulfillment of employer obligations and 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions.  Employees may consider the fulfillment of 

employer obligations adequate to characterize their organization as virtuous. 

Additionally, PDS perceived as a signal of favorable treatment may also be 

considered adequate in order to characterize the organization as virtuous. Employees 

may need either fulfilled employer obligations or PDS in order to characterize their 

organization as virtuous. As a consequence, PDS is expected to “substitute” the 

effects of fulfilled employer obligations on organizational virtuousness’ perceptions 

and not to act as a prerequisite of their effects. From this perspective, PDS weakens 

the strength of the positive relationship between fulfilled employer obligations 

(economic, developmental and socio-emotional) and organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions. 

Based on all the above it becomes obvious that we have reasons to believe that 

PDS moderates the strength of the relationship between fulfilled employer obligations 

and organizational virtuousness’ perceptions. Despite the fact that there are two 

contradictory arguments associated with the direction of the moderation, there are 

theoretical reasons to believe that the fulfillment of employer obligations and PDS 

interact regarding the formation of employees’ organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions. In this dissertation we seek to empirically investigate this interaction as 

well as to understand the direction of the described interactions. Thus: 

H3.1: Perceived Disinterested Support (PDS) moderates the relationship between 

economic fulfillment and organizational virtuousness’ perceptions.  
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H3.2: Perceived Disinterested Support (PDS) moderates the relationship between 

socio-emotional fulfillment and organizational virtuousness’ perceptions.  

H3.3: Perceived Disinterested Support (PDS) moderates the relationship between 

developmental fulfillment and organizational virtuousness’ perceptions.  

6.1.3. Community-focused climate as an antecedent of organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions 

 Community-focused climate is part of the ethical climate (Treviño et al., 

1998). Ethical climate could be defined as “those aspects of work climate that 

determine what constitutes ethical behavior at work” (Victor & Cullen, 1988, p.101). 

Organizations with community-focused climate could be characterized as those 

organizations which care about society and have corporate social responsibility as part 

of their values. For the purposes of this dissertation we suggest that community-

focused climate will be an antecedent of organizational virtuousness’ perceptions. 

There are various arguments supporting such claim. 

 First of all, research findings have indicated that corporate social 

responsibility is associated with positive employee attitudes towards their 

organization. Perceived corporate social responsibility has been found to be posit ively 

related to employee commitment and job satisfaction (De Roeck et al., 2014; Moon et 

al., 2014; Mueller, Hattrup, Spiess, & Lin-Hi, 2012; Peterson, 2004; Turker, 2009). 

Perceived corporate social responsibility can give employees signals about an 

organization’s ethical stance and moral values. As a consequence, it transforms the 

employee-employer relationship making employees identify with their organization 

and making them express higher levels of trust and justice (De Roeck & Delobbe, 

2012; De Roeck et al., 2014; Moon et al., 2014). 
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 Based on the above rationale, we try to extend previous findings proposing 

that community-focused climate can be an antecedent of organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions. Perceiving an organization which shows care towards the broader 

community can make employees believe that this organization has a positive human 

impact. This positive human impact is a precondition of organizational virtuousness 

(Cameron, 2003) and can make employees believe that the organization shows an 

honest empathetic concern towards human beings. Thus, 

H4: Community-focused climate is positively related to organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions. 

6.2. The consequences of organizational virtuousness’ perceptions 

 Organizational virtuousness is a concept of Positive Organizational 

Scholarship which focuses on positive outcomes of the organizations and their 

members (Cameron et al., 2011). In this dissertation we seek to understand the effects 

of organizational virtuousness’ perceptions on employees’ reactions. Positive 

employee attitudes and behaviors are important factors for organizational 

effectiveness. Our focus is on the following employee reactions: 1) willingness to 

support the organization, 2) effort (time commitment and work intensity), and 3) 

intent to quit. Below we analytically present these variables and we form Hypotheses 

regarding their proposed relationship between organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions.  
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6.2.1. Organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and employees’ 

willingness to support the organization 

 Organizational virtuousness can make individuals imitate the virtuous way of 

acting and as such it can foster employees’ pro-social behavior (Cameron, 2003). We 

focus on the relationship between organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and a 

global measure of pro-social behavior, that is employees’ willingness to support the 

organization.  

Pro-social organizational behavior  can take various forms including 

volunteering for extra assignments, exerting extra effort in work, as well as staying 

with the organization despite the possible temporary hardships and can affect 

organizational effectiveness (Brief & Motowidlo, 1986). Empirical research has also 

captured employees’ pro-social organizational behavior by focusing on the seemingly 

analogous concept of organizational citizenship behavior. Organizational Citizenship 

Behavior (OCB) is a multidimensional construct. Various measurement instruments 

have been developed for the measurement of OCB. Altruism, sportsmanship, 

courtesy, generalized compliance and civic virtues have been found to be the 

dimensions of OCB (Konovsky & Organ, 1996). Other categorizations of OCB have 

indicated that loyal boosterism, individual initiative, personal industry and 

interpersonal helping are dimensions of OCB (Moorman & Blakely, 1995).  Similarly 

to these categorizations other measurement instruments of OCB have indicated that 

OCB can be categorized to organizational oriented and individual oriented (Williams 

& Anderson, 1991).  

 OCB due to its beneficial nature from an organizational point of view has 

attracted a great academic attention. Research findings have brought to light that 
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employees who perceive a favorable organizational treatment respond with increased 

OCB. As such, employees who perceive their organization as supportive express 

higher levels of OCB (Cheung, 2013; Shen et al., 2014; Shore et al., 2006; Sulea et 

al., 2012; van Knippenberg et al., 2015; Wayne et al., 1997; Wayne et al., 2002). OCB 

may be motivated by various motives including both self-interested and other-oriented 

motives (Korsgaard et al., 2010; Rioux & Penner, 2001).  This means that employees 

express high OCB either because they want to gain personal benefits or because they 

intrinsically desire to benefit their organization and their coworkers.  

 In this dissertation we focus on employees’ willingness to support the 

organization in order to capture the global pro-social employee behavior instead of 

separate dimensions of OCB. More specifically, we examine whether employees are 

willing to abandon personal interests to support their organization through 

undertaking extra responsibility and risks, and making sacrifices when it is necessary 

for the sake of a virtuous organization (e.g. accepting a temporary pay-cut).  

 We expect that employees who perceive high levels of organizational 

virtuousness will express high willingness to support the organization. Organizational 

virtuousness can have amplifying effects and can lead to additional manifestations 

from the part of those who observe it (Bright et al., 2006). Empirical findings 

indicating that employees who perceive high organizational virtuousness are more 

committed to their organization, express higher OCB, organizational spontaneity and 

willingness to support the organization (Nikandrou & Tsachouridi, 2015a; Rego et al., 

2010; Rego et al., 2011; Tsachouridi & Nikandrou, in press) further support our 

argument.  

Thus: 
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H5: Organizational virtuousness’ perceptions are positively related to willingness to 

support the organization. 

6.2.2. Organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and employees’ effort 

(time commitment and work intensity) 

 Employees’ effort can be considered an important variable in organizational 

settings due to its positive association with performance (Brown & Leigh, 1996; 

Piccolo et al., 2010; Pierro et al., 2006). The concept of effort has three aspects, 

namely persistence, intensity and direction (Kanfer, 1990). However, empirical 

research has focused on the two dimensions related to persistence and intensity 

(Brown & Leigh, 1996; Piccolo et al., 2010; Pierro et al., 2006). As such, effort has 

been operationalized as a concept with two dimensions, namely time commitment and 

work intensity. The focus of this dissertation is on these two dimensions of effort. 

 Effort has to do with the motivation of employees in their workplace (Piccolo 

et al., 2010; Pierro et al., 2006). Perceived treatment in the workplace can affect 

whether employees will devote their time and their energy to their organization or not. 

Employees who believe that their organization fulfills their psychological needs have 

reasons to express increased effort and respond positively to their organization 

(Brown & Leigh, 1996). Similarly, perceptions of treatment characterized by ethical 

standards can also increase the effort of employees who try to behave in a way 

considered appropriate within their organizational context (Piccolo et al., 2010).  

 In this dissertation we suggest that organizational virtuousness’ perceptions 

are related to both dimensions of effort. Organizational virtuousness has a positive 

human impact, which can intrinsically motivate employees to express higher effort 
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trying to return such favorable treatment and behave in a way analogous to that of 

their organization.  

Moreover, theoretical arguments suggest that perceiving virtuousness can 

spark individuals’ pro-social motivation (Cameron, 2003; Cameron & Winn, 2012). 

This suggests that organizational virtuousness could make employees devote their 

time and energy to their work because they really care about their organization and 

want to reciprocate the benefit received. Research findings support that organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions are positively associated with organizational performance, 

as well as with employees’ affective commitment and intention to support the 

organization are in line with our argument regarding a positive relationship between 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and employees’ effort (Cameron et al., 2004; 

Nikandrou & Tsachouridi, 2015a; Rego et al., 2011). Thus: 

H6: Organizational virtuousness’ perceptions are positively related to time 

commitment. 

H7: Organizational virtuousness’ perceptions are positively related to work intensity. 

6.2.3. Organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and employees’ intent to 

quit 

 Employees’ turnover can have significant costs for the organization and thus, 

it is important for the organizations to understand the reasons for employees’ 

turnover. Intent to quit captures employees’ intention to leave their job and is a 

predictor of actual turnover. Intent to quit- being a strong surrogate of actual turnover- 

is considered a central variable in organizational settings and has attracted a growing 
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academic attention (e.g. Avanzi et al., 2014; Dulac et al., 2008; Firth et al., 2004; 

Mignonac & Richebé, 2013).  

 Existing research has indicated that employees’ intent to quit is a response to 

their perceived organizational treatment. Perceptions of favorable organizational 

treatment have been found to decrease employees’ intent to quit, while perceptions of 

unfavorable organizational treatment have been found to increase employees’ intent to 

quit. More specifically, Perceived Organizational Support (POS) has been found to be 

negatively related to intent to quit (e.g.  Allen & Shanock, 2013; Avanzi et al., 2014; 

Gillet et al., 2013; Madden, Mathias, & Madden, 2015; Masterson, Lewis, Goldman, 

& Taylor, 2000; Mignonac & Richebé, 2013; Muse & Wadsworth, 2012; Ngo et al., 

2013; Shen et al., 2014; Wayne et al., 1997). On the contrary, Psychological Contract 

Breach has been found to be positively associated with employees’ intent to quit (e.g. 

Agarwal & Bhargava, 2014; Dulac et al., 2008; Suazo, 2009; Zhao et al., 2007).  

In this study we suggest that organizational virtuousness’ perceptions are 

negatively associated with employees’ intent to quit. Employees who perceive high 

levels of organizational virtuousness consider that their organization treats them 

favorably and as such they are expected to respond with increased desire to stay to 

their organization. Organizational virtuousness can lead to the formation of social 

capital (Cameron, 2003). Social capital can make individuals develop trust and strong 

relationships (Leana & Van Buren, 1999; Watson & Papamarcos, 2002). This can 

prevent employees from leaving the organization. Existing research findings support 

our argument indicating that perceptions of ethical values, honesty, trustworthiness 

and caring are negatively related to turnover intention and behavior (Cameron et al., 

2011; Ruiz-Palomino, Martínez-Cañas, & Fontrodona, 2013), as well that 
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organizational virtuousness’ perceptions have  a negative relationship with intent to 

quit (Nikandrou & Tsachouridi, 2015a). Thus:  

H8: Organizational Virtuousness’ perceptions are negatively related to employees’ 

intent to quit. 

 

6.2.4. The mediators of the relationship between organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions and employee outcomes 

 In this study we contribute to the investigation of the mediators of the 

relationship between organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and employee 

outcomes through investigating whether employees respond positively to 

organizational virtuousness a) motivated by their desire to continue a beneficial social 

exchange relationship, or b) motivated by their pro-social motives to help the 

organization.  

Social Exchange Theory seeks to understand what motivates human behavior 

and why actors respond in a particular way towards their counterparts (Cook & Rice, 

2003; Homans, 1961). Within their exchanges individuals may be motivated by their 

desire to gain personal benefits or by their pro-social desire to benefit the others 

regardless of the benefits for the self. In this dissertation we examine this issue and we 

investigate whether self-interestedness or pro-social motivation is hidden behind 

employees’ positive responses to organizational virtuousness’ perceptions. As such, 

we examine the role of social exchange considerations and pro-social motives as 

mediators of the relationship between organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and 

employee outcomes.  
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6.2.4.1. Social exchange as mediator of the relationship between 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and employee outcomes 

(willingness to support the organization, time commitment, work intensity 

and intent to quit) 

 The majority of social exchange literature presupposes that employees are 

rational actors who try to understand how beneficial is their exchange relationship 

with their organization and respond in an analogous way trying to reciprocate the 

treatment received and maximize the benefits for the self (e.g. Agarwal & Bhargava, 

2014; Baran et al., 2012; Cropanzano & Mitchell, 2005; Eisenberger et al., 2001; 

Muse & Wadsworth, 2012; Wayne et al., 1997; Wayne et al., 2002).  

To understand whether their exchange relationship is beneficial, employees 

take into account not only the economic benefits they receive but also the socio-

emotional benefits. “A theme in the exchange literature is that employees may 

develop exchanges for socio-emotional, as well as for economic reasons” (Shore et 

al., 2006, p. 839). As mentioned earlier, the existence of mutual trust, the investment 

of associated partners to the exchange relationship, as well as the formation of an 

open-ended relationship with long-term orientation can make employees perceive that 

they have formed a social exchange relationship with their organization (Blau 1964; 

Shore et al. 2006).  

We suggest that organizational virtuousness’ perceptions can make individuals 

believe that they have built a social exchange relationship with their organization. 

Organizational virtuousness prioritizes positive human impact (Cameron 2003) and is 

indicative of the desire of the organization to do the best for its people. This can make 
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employees believe that their organization does not provide them only with financial 

resources but also with socio-emotional resources. So, employees may believe that 

they are in a social exchange relationship with their organization. The climate of trust 

which is an integral dimension of organizational virtuousness (Cameron et al. 2004) 

can also enhance employees’ belief that there is a long-term horizon in their 

relationship with the organization.  

Previous research findings have brought to light that employees who perceive 

their organization as supportive believe that they have formed a social exchange 

relationship with their organization (Byrne et al. 2011; Shore et al. 2006). These 

findings support our argument that there is a positive relationship between 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and social exchange.   

Thus: 

H9: Organizational virtuousness’ perceptions are positively related to social 

exchange.  

 We also suggest that social exchange mediates the relationship between 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and its outcomes (willingness to support, 

time commitment, work intensity, and intent to quit). High levels of social exchange 

make employees believe that they gain benefits. They are confident that their effort 

will be reciprocated, as the organization takes care of them and rewards them (Shore 

et al., 2006). To retain these benefits employees have to return the beneficial 

treatment to their organization as according to SET, social exchange relationships are 

interdependent (Cropanzano & Mitchell, 2005). This means that high levels of social 

exchange can motivate employees to behave positively towards their organization in 

order to reciprocate the favorable treatment and continue the beneficial “circle of 
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exchange”, they have mutually built. Empirical findings have supported such view 

and have indicated that social exchange motivates employees to express positive 

attitudes and behaviors towards their organization (Byrne et al. 2011; Shore et al. 

2006).  

Given the expected relationship between a) organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions and employee outcomes (willingness to support the organization, time 

commitment, work intensity and intent to quit), b) organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions and social exchange, and c) social exchange and employee outcomes, we 

expect that social exchange will mediate the relationship between organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions and employee outcomes.  

Organizational virtuousness’ perceptions indicating that employees have built 

a long-term and trustful relationship with their organization can make them believe 

that they are in a social exchange relationship with their organization. These 

perceptions of a social exchange relationship can motivate employees to behave 

positively in order to continue the beneficial exchanges with their organization and 

ensure that they will continue receive benefits in the future. As such, they will be 

more willing to stay to their organization, support it and express high effort devoting 

their time and energy to their organization (time commitment and work intensity). 

Existing empirical findings have supported such social exchange rationale and have 

indicated that employees who perceive their relationship with their organization as 

beneficial reciprocate their organization with favorable attitudes and behaviors (Dulac 

et al., 2008; Eisenberger et al., 2001; Eisenberger et al. 2014; Gillet et al., 2013; 

Mignonac & Richebé 2013; Muse & Wadsworth 2012; Sulea et al., 2012).   
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It is noteworthy that social exchange is expected to partially mediate (instead 

of fully) the relationship between organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and 

employee outcomes. Theoretical arguments suggest that individuals who observe 

virtuousness transcend their own self-interested and exchange concerns and desire to 

benefit the virtuous actor motivated by pro-social motives (Cameron, 2003). As such, 

we expect that the relationship between organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and 

employee outcomes will be explained by social exchange considerations up to an 

extent and not fully. In other words, we expect that employees with high 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions will express positive attitudes and behaviors 

towards their organization not only because they desire to reciprocate their 

organization and continue the beneficial “circle of exchange” but also because they 

intrinsically desire to benefit their virtuous organization. In the following section, we 

will present more analytically our rationale regarding the role of pro-social motives as 

a mediator of the relationship between organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and 

employee outcomes. 

Thus:  

H10.1: Social exchange partially mediates the relationship between organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions and willingness to support the organization. 

H.10.2: Social exchange partially mediates the relationship between organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions and time commitment. 

H10.3: Social exchange partially mediates the relationship between organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions and work intensity. 
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H10.4. Social exchange partially mediates the relationship between organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions and intent to quit. 

6.2.4.2. Pro-social motives as mediator of the relationship between 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and employee outcomes.  

 The majority of the literature of SET has focused on the role of reciprocity as 

the decision rule behind the exchanges of social actors (Cropanzano & Mitchell, 

2005). Individuals have largely been conceptualized as rational actors who try to 

maximize their personal benefits and reciprocate the other actor of the exchange 

relationship in order to continue a beneficial social exchange relationship. However, 

individuals are not always motivated by self-interested concerns. Reciprocity is not 

the only decision rule in SET (Cropanzano & Mitchell, 2005; Meeker, 1971). 

Altruism is another decision rule suggesting that the actor is trying to maximize the 

benefit of the other actor regardless of his/her own benefit (Meeker, 1971).  

 Despite the fact that the SET literature has largely viewed individuals as self-

oriented, individuals may also be other-oriented. Existing research has underlined that 

individuals do not express an equal pursuit of self-interest and has suggested that 

other- orientation can motivate employees and affect their subsequent reactions 

(Meglino & Korsgaard, 2004; Meglino & Korsgaard, 2007; Lester et al., 2008). 

Dispositional, as well as situational factors, can spark other orientation and can affect 

the helping behavior of individuals (Korsgaard et al., 2010).  

 In this dissertation we suggest that organizational virtuousness’ perceptions 

can be a situational factor sparking employees’ pro-social motivation. Individuals are 

inspired by virtuousness and their internal definitions of goodness are activated, thus 

intrinsically desiring to benefit others (Cameron, 2003; Cameron & Winn, 2012).  
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Organizational virtuousness can have “heliotropic” effects sparking the human 

inclination of individuals to do something good (Cameron & Winn, 2012) and 

activating their pro-social motivation.  

Thus:  

H11: Organizational virtuousness’ perceptions are positively related to pro-social 

motives. 

 We also suggest that pro-social motivation can mediate the relationship 

between organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and employee outcomes. According 

to Grant (2007), the pro-social motives of employees can affect their effort and 

helping behavior. Desiring to benefit the others can be associated with increased 

helping behavior (Korsgaard et al., 2010) as it creates an internal motivation to do so.  

This internal motivation increases extra role behaviors from the part of employees 

(Balfour & Wechsler, 1996).  

Taking into account the expected association between a) organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions and employee outcomes (willingness to support the 

organization, time commitment, work intensity, and intent to quit), b) organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions and pro-social motives, and c) pro-social motives and 

employee outcomes, we expect that pro-social motives will mediate the relationship 

between organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and employee outcomes. 

Organizational virtuousness’ perceptions will make employees intrinsically desire to 

benefit the organization because they care about it. This pro-social motivation will be 

translated into employee reactions which will benefit the organization. As such, 

employees are expected to express higher willingness to support the organization, 

higher effort (time commitment and work intensity), and lower intent to quit. 
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Regarding the mediating role of pro-social motives in the relationship between 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and employee outcomes we suggest partial 

instead of full mediation. As mentioned previously organizational virtuousness 

indicating favorable organizational treatment can also make employees form the 

perception of a social exchange relationship, thus sparking their desire to reciprocate 

the organization. As such, we expect partial mediation of the pro-social motives in the 

aforementioned relationship and we seek to understand whether organizational 

virtuousness indeed makes individual surpass their reciprocity concerns and develop 

pro-social motives, as theoretical arguments suggest (Cameron, 2003).  

Thus: 

H12.1: Pro-social motives partially mediate the relationship between organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions and willingness to support the organization. 

H12.2: Pro-social motives partially mediate the relationship between organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions and time commitment. 

H12.3: Pro-social motives partially mediate the relationship between organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions and work intensity. 

H12.4: Pro-social motives partially mediate the relationship between organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions and intent to quit. 

6.2.5. The moderated effects of organizational virtuousness’ perceptions 

on the relationship between social exchange and employee outcomes  

In the previous sections, we proposed that organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions can make employees believe that they have built a social exchange 

relationship with their organization. These social exchange considerations can explain 

the relationship between organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and employee 
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outcomes. Employees are expected to express positive reactions towards their 

organization partly believing that doing so, they will continue the beneficial circle of 

exchanges that they have built with their organization and partly due to the fact that 

pro-social motives have been developed. Moreover, we suggest that organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions can alter the relationship between social exchange and 

employee outcomes, thus affecting the explanatory ability of social exchange.  

Organizational virtuousness internally drives individuals to behave pro-

socially towards the others (Cameron, 2003; Cameron & Winn, 2012). This may 

gradually render social exchange concerns less salient for the formation of employee 

reactions. High levels of organizational virtuousness “inspire” employees to behave 

positively towards the organization motivated by their desire to have a positive impact 

on the virtuous organization. As such, organizational virtuousness per se seems to act 

as an inner drive for employees’ positive reactions, thus providing them a sufficient 

reason to express  high willingness to support the organization, high effort (high time 

commitment and high work intensity), and low intent to quit. Under high levels of 

organizational virtuousness, employees form an inner drive to express positive 

reactions. Thus, calculating the pros and cons of their reactions is not the motive for 

their behavior. Despite the fact that organizational virtuousness is interpreted by 

employees as a signal that they have built a social exchange relationship with their 

organization, they do not base their subsequent reactions on these social exchange 

concerns. This happens due to the fact that organizational virtuousness per se is able 

to motivate positive employee outcomes.  

As a consequence of all the above, we expect that under high levels of 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions social exchange will be a less salient and 

important factor for predicting employees’ willingness to support the organization, 
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time commitment, work intensity and intent to quit. Employees perceiving high 

organizational virtuousness are expected to behave positively towards their 

organization regardless of their social exchange considerations. In contrast, 

employees perceiving lower levels of organizational virtuousness are expected to 

form their subsequent behavior towards their organization based on social exchange 

considerations. For them social exchange is the only motivating factor for their 

reactions and as such it is salient and important for determining their behavior 

towards their organization.  

Based on the above we expect that employees need either high levels of 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions or high levels of social exchange in order to 

express high willingness to support the organization, high time commitment and work 

intensity and low intent to quit. As such, a substitution moderation effect seems to be 

apparent. Organizational virtuousness’ perceptions are expected to weaken the 

positive relationship between social exchange and willingness to support the 

organization relationship, as well as between social exchange and the two dimensions 

of effort (time commitment and work intensity) providing an alternative motivating 

“path”. Similarly, organizational virtuousness’ perceptions are expected to weaken the 

negative social exchange-intent to quit relationship.  

Thus:  

H13.1: Organizational virtuousness’ perceptions moderate the relationship between 

social exchange and willingness to support the organization (this relationship is 

weaker under high levels of organizational virtuousness). 
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H13.2: Organizational virtuousness’ perceptions moderate the relationship between 

social exchange and time commitment (this relationship is weaker under high levels of 

organizational virtuousness). 

H13.3: Organizational virtuousness’ perceptions moderate the relationship between 

social exchange and work intensity (this relationship is weaker under high levels of 

organizational virtuousness). 

H13.4: Organizational virtuousness’ perceptions moderate the relationship between 

social exchange and intent to quit (this relationship is weaker under high levels of 

organizational virtuousness). 

Due to a) the proposed ability of social exchange to explain the relationship 

between organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and  employee outcomes 

(willingness to support the organization, time commitment and work intensity, and 

intent to quit), as well as b) the proposed ability of organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions to alter (moderate) the relationship between social exchange and 

employee outcomes, we expect that the explanatory power of social exchange is 

contingent on organizational virtuousness’ perceptions. In other words, we propose a 

moderated mediation in which the second path of mediation (mediator-outcomes 

relationship) will be moderated by the independent variable (organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions). 

Organizational virtuousness’ perceptions are translated into high perceptions 

of a social exchange relationship. Then, social exchange can motivate employee 

outcomes mediating the relationship between organizational virtuousness’ perceptions 

and employee outcomes. However, under high levels of organizational virtuousness 

these social exchange considerations are not the main factor for the formation of 
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employees’ outcomes due to the fact that organizational virtuousness is the main 

motivating force already “inspiring” employees to behave positively towards their 

organization. Employees with high organizational virtuousness’ perceptions do not 

form their reactions based on the translation of organizational virtuousness into 

increased social exchange. High levels of organizational virtuousness, “breaking” the 

link between the social exchange and employees outcomes, depress the explanatory 

power of social exchange regarding the organizational virtuousness-employee 

outcomes relationship. Social exchange considerations gradually stop becoming the 

main reason for employees’ positive reactions to organizational virtuousness.  

Thus:  

H14.1: Organizational virtuousness’ perceptions moderate the mediating effect of 

social exchange on the relationship between organizational virtuousness’ perceptions 

and willingness to support the organization (under high levels of organizational 

virtuousness, social exchange becomes a weaker mediator of the organizational 

virtuousness-willingness to support the organization relationship). 

H14.2: Organizational virtuousness’ perceptions moderate the mediating effect of 

social exchange on the relationship between organizational virtuousness’ perceptions 

and time commitment (under high levels of organizational virtuousness, social 

exchange becomes a weaker mediator of the organizational virtuousness-time 

commitment relationship). 

H14.3: Organizational virtuousness’ perceptions moderate the mediating effect of 

social exchange on the relationship between organizational virtuousness’ perceptions 

and work intensity (under high levels of organizational virtuousness, social exchange 
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becomes a weaker mediator of the organizational virtuousness-work intensity 

relationship). 

H14.4: Organizational virtuousness’ perceptions moderate the mediating effect of 

social exchange on the relationship between organizational virtuousness’ perceptions 

and intent to quit (under high levels of organizational virtuousness, social exchange 

becomes a weaker mediator of the organizational virtuousness-intent to quit 

relationship). 
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Chapter 7: First quantitative study (Study 1): Methodology 

 In the first quantitative study conducted for the purposes of this dissertation 

we test the Hypotheses developed in the previous chapter (Chapter 6). In this chapter 

we present some important methodological issues regarding this study. More 

specifically, we analyze issues regarding the sample and the measurement instruments 

used to measure the concepts included.  We also present the results of a Confirmatory 

Factor Analysis (CFA) used to test the fit of our measurement model, as well as the 

convergent and discriminant validity of all constructs. Additionally, we discuss the 

reliability of our constructs, as well as issues associated with common method bias. 

Last, we present the results of a separate CFA conducted in order to test the validity 

of the multidimensional measurement instrument of organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions.  

 

7.1. Sample 

The quantitative study conducted for the purposes of this dissertation was a 

field study in which employees of various organizations of the country took part. Our 

questionnaires were administered through contacts provided by undergraduate 

students of our University. This kind of data-collection is very common and has been 

integrated by many researchers as part of the research design (Hochwarter, 2014). 

Collecting data through the personal contacts of students can enable researchers to 

collect data from heterogeneous populations including respondents with various jobs, 

background, as well as individual and contextual characteristics (Demerouti & 

Rispens, 2014). The merits of this data collection strategy are enhanced by meta-
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analytical findings indicating that student recruited samples are equally representative 

compared to other more traditional data collection strategies (Wheeler, Shanine, Leon, 

& Whitman, 2014). 

Seventy undergraduate students provided names and contact details of 341 

employees to participate in our survey. After contacting the persons, 256 agreed to 

participate (participation rate of about 75%). 250 questionnaires of the 256 returned 

questionnaires were usable. The sample consisted of 104 male (41.6%) and 146 

female (58.4%). The average age of participants was 38.66 years (SD= 9.75). Five 

participants (2%) reported upper management position, 83 (33.2%) reported middle 

management position, 46 (18.4%) reported lower management position, 111 (44.4%) 

reported non-managerial position and 5 (2%) did not report their position. Their 

average total work experience was 14.51 years (SD= 8.82) and their average 

organizational tenure was 9.72 (SD= 7.97). Regarding the educational level of the 

participants, 96 of them (38.4%) reported secondary education, 114 of them (45.6%) 

reported a bachelor’s degree, 38 (15.2%) reported a master’s degree and 2 (0.8%) did 

not report their educational level. 

 

7.2. Measures 

For the purposes of this dissertation we were generally based on well-

established scales of the existing literature.  

Economic, socio-emotional and developmental fulfillment: We measured the 

fulfillment of employer obligations (economic, socio-emotional, developmental) 

based on the scales used in the study of Bal et al. (2010a). Bal et al. (2010a) 

developed these scales adapting the scale of Coyle-Shapiro and Conway (2005).  
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 Existing literature in the psychological contract theory has largely focused on 

global measures, capturing fulfillment of obligations from the part of the employer 

(e.g. Dulac et al., 2008; Robinson & Morrison, 2000; Suazo, 2009; Suazo & Stone-

Romero, 2011; Zhao et al., 2007). In this dissertation, we opted for a different 

approach and we focused on the dimensions of employer obligation fulfillment. As 

resources exchanged in the workplace can be categorized into three categories 

(monetary, socio-emotional and developmental), Bal et al. (2010a) focused on 

economic, socio-emotional and developmental obligations as the three types of 

employer obligation fulfillment. Following this approach we focused on each separate 

type of employer obligation fulfillment in order to gain insight into whether and to 

what extent employees need each kind of employer obligation fulfillment in order to 

consider their organization as virtuous. 

 Respondents were asked the extent to which they believe that their employer 

fulfills the obligations mentioned at the sentence provided. In the case of economic 

fulfillment the six items of the scale of Bal et al. (2010a) were used. Sample items 

include: “Pay increase to maintain standards of living”, “Fair pay in comparison to 

employees doing similar work” and “Fringe benefits”. In the case of socio-emotional 

fulfillment four items of the scale of Bal et al. (2010a) were used. One item of the 

original five items of the scale was dropped from the analysis due to low standardized 

loading (details are provided later in the description of the results of the Confirmatory 

Factor Analysis). Sample items are: “Good work-private balance”, “Safe work 

environment” and “Respectful treatment”. Regarding developmental fulfillment we 

used the four items of the scale of Bal et al. (2010a). Sample items include: 

“Participation in decision making”, “Support to learn new skills”, and “Up to date 

training and development”. For each item a 5- point Likert scale was provided ranging 
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from 1 “not at all” to 5 “to a great extent”. Each scale had satisfactory reliability as 

Cronbach a surpassed 0.70 (economic fulfillment= 0.90, socio-emotional fulfillment= 

0.83, developmental fulfillment= 0.86). 

Perceived Disinterested Support (PDS): We measured PDS adapting the scale 

developed by Mignonac and Richebé (2013). Mignonac and Richebé (2013) 

developed the scale of PDS trying to introduce the perspective of attribution theory 

into the study of organizational support. As such, they developed a scale capturing 

employees’ belief that their organization supports them without hiding self-interested 

motives. 

 Four items of the adapted scale were used. One item of the original five items 

of the scale dropped from the analysis after conducting Confirmatory Factor Analysis 

due to low standardized loading. Sample items include: “My company never acts 

gratuitously: there is always a price to pay for rewards or praise” (reverse scored), “If 

my company takes an interest in its employees, it is because it serves the company’s 

purpose to do so” (reverse scored) and “When my company acts in an employees’ 

favour, I think in general that it is acting relatively disinterestedly”. Response options 

ranged from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). The Cronbach a was 

satisfactory 0.84. 

Community-Focused Climate: Community-Focused Climate (CFC) was measured 

with the 4-item scale of Treviño et al. (1998) who had previously adapted previous 

versions of the scale (Victor & Culler, 1987, 1988). It is noteworthy that the CFC 

scale of Treviño et al. (1998) is one of the dimensions of a broader scale measuring 

ethical climate. Sample items include: “The effects of decisions on the customer and 

the public are a primary concern in this organization”, “People in this organization are 
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actively concerned with the customer’s, and the public’s interest”, and “People in this 

organization has a strong sense of responsibility to the outside community”. Response 

options ranged from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). The scale had a 

satisfactory Cronbach a (0.80). 

Organizational Virtuousness’ perceptions: We measured organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions with the 15-item scale of Cameron et al. (2004), which includes five 

dimensions (optimism, trust, compassion, integrity and forgiveness) loading on the 

higher order factor of organizational virtuousness.  

Other scales focusing on virtues in the workplace were not considered suitable 

for the purposes of this study. The scale of Shanahan and Hyman (2003) focuses on 

business virtues at an individual level. More specifically, their scale captures virtues 

that a manager or an employee should have within the context of a marketing 

organization. As such, it was not suitable for the purposes of this dissertation which 

does not focus neither on marketing organizations nor on business virtues at an 

individual level. 

 The scale of Chun (2005), despite focusing on business virtues at an 

organizational level, as this dissertation does, was not chosen for this dissertation. We  

have used the Cameron et al. (2004) scale, because previous research has investigated 

the higher order structure of this scale and has indicated the existence of a stable 5 

factor solution (Cameron et al., 2004; Nikandrou & Tsachouridi, 2015a; Rego et al., 

2010; Rego et al., 2011; Rego et al., 2013; Rego et al., 2015; Tsachouridi & 

Nikandrou, in press).  

 The scale of Cameron et al. (2004) being the most commonly used scale was 

used in this thesis. Sample items include: “This organization is characterized by many 
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acts of concern and caring for other people”, “This organization demonstrates the 

highest levels of integrity” and “We try to learn from our mistakes here, consequently, 

missteps are quickly forgiven”. Details regarding the validation of this 

multidimensional measurement instrument in this study are provided later in this 

chapter.  

 Responses options ranged from 1 (never true) to 6 (always true). Each 

dimension, as well as the construct of organizational virtuousness as a whole had 

satisfactory reliability, as Cronbach a surpassed 0.7 (optimism: 0.77, trust: 0.79, 

compassion: 0.86, integrity: 0.94, forgiveness: 0.89, organizational virtuousness: 

0.91). 

Social exchange: We measured social exchange with five items from the scale of 

Shore et al. (2006). Shore et al. (2006) developed this scale in order to capture 

exchange relationships themselves instead of the mere contributions (e.g. what is 

exchanged) of each of the two parts of the exchange relationship.  

 From the 8 items of the original scale, in our analyses we retained the five 

items with the highest loadings in the Confirmatory Factor Analysis.  Sample items 

include: “I don’t mind working hard today- I know I will eventually be rewarded by 

my organization”, “Even though I may not always receive the recognition from my 

organization I deserve, I know my efforts will be rewarded in the future”, and “I 

worry that all my efforts on behalf of my organization will never be rewarded” 

(reverse scored). A 5-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 

(strongly agree) was used to measure employee responses to this scale. The Cronbach 

a of this scale was 0.89. 
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Pro-social motives towards the organization: We measured pro-social motives with a 

3-item measurement instrument developed for the purposes of this study. Existing 

research has focused on pro-social motives (Grant et al., 2009; Halbesleben et al., 

2010; Lester et al., 2008; Rioux & Penner, 2001). However, none of the existing 

studies has focused on employees’ pro-social motives towards their organization. 

Some studies focused on pro-social values as a personality trait and dispositional trait 

of the individuals (Grant et al., 2009; Lester et al., 2008). Other studies have focused 

on employees’ pro-social motives towards other individuals and not towards the 

organization (Grant, 2008; Grant & Mayer, 2009).  

The only scale closest to employees’ pro-social motives towards the 

organization was the scale of organizational concern (Rioux & Penner, 2001). 

Nevertheless, this scale was designed to explain the reasons of organizational 

citizenship behavior and does not capture the general employees’ pro-social motives 

towards their organization. Moreover, some of the items of this scale (e.g. because I 

have a genuine interest in my work, because the organization treats me fairly, because 

I feel pride in the organization) does not capture the disinterested and pro-social 

desire of employees to stand up by the side of their organization.  

Based on the existing literature (Mignonac & Richebé, 2013; Rioux & Penner, 

2001), we developed a 3-item measurement instrument to capture employees’ pro-

social motivation towards their organization. These items are the following: “It is 

important for me to help my organization regardless of whether I will have a personal 

benefit”, “When I support my organization I do it because I really care”, and “It is 

important for me to help my organization when it needs it”. Response options ranged 

from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). Cronbach α was satisfactory (0.91). 
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Willingness to support the organization: A great stream of research has focused on 

organizational citizenship behaviors (OCB) (e.g. Rego et al., 2010; Shen et al., 2014; 

Sulea et al., 2012; Wayne et al., 1997; Wayne et al., 2002) using a multidimensional 

instrument of OCB (e.g. Konovsky & Organ, 1996; Moorman & Blakely, 1995; 

Williams & Anderson, 1991). In this dissertation we opted to use a global measure of 

willingness to support the organization.  

 To measure employees’ willingness to support the organization, we adapted 

four items from Choi and Mai-Dalton’s scale (1999), which measures employees’ 

intentions to reciprocate the treatment received by their leader. This scale is suitable 

for the purposes of this dissertation due to the fact that it captures employees’ desire 

to support the organization even with a personal cost. This scale has previously used 

by Nikandrou and Tsachouridi (2015a). Sample items include: “If asked to do 

something to help the company, I would do this even if it might involve extra 

responsibility”, “If asked to do something to help the company, I would do this even 

if it might bring me some discomfort”, and “If a temporary pay-cut and benefit 

reduction from all employees was proposed, I would agree”. Responses were 

measured on a 5-point scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree) 

(Cronbach a= 0.83).  

Effort (time commitment and work intensity): Brown and Leigh (1996) developed two 

scales capturing employee effort. Based on the conceptual definition of Naylor, 

Pritchard and Ilgen (1980), Brown and Leigh (1996) found that effort includes two 

key dimensions, time commitment (employees desire to work long) and work 

intensity (employees’ desire to work hard).  
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 For the purposes of this dissertation we based our analyses on four items of the 

5-item scale of Brown and Leigh (1996) to measure time commitment, as well as on 

the 5-item scale of Brown and Leigh (1996) to measure work intensity. One item 

associated with time commitment was dropped from the analysis due to low 

standardized loading (see the analysis of Confirmatory Factor Analysis for more 

details). Sample items regarding time commitment were: “Other people know me by 

the long hours I keep”, “Among my peers, I'm always the first to arrive and the last to 

leave”, and “I put in more hours throughout the year than most of our peers do”. 

Sample items regarding work intensity include: “When I work, I do so with intensity”, 

“I strive as hard as I can to be successful in my work”, and “When I work, I really 

exert myself to the fullest”. Response options ranged from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 

(strongly agree). Cronbach a was satisfactory both for time commitment and for work 

intensity (time commitment= 0.82, work intensity= 0.87). 

 It is noteworthy that despite the fact that previous research treated time 

commitment and work intensity as indicators of the construct of effort, we treated 

them as separate constructs due their low correlation (0.26), which prevented us from 

treating them as dimensions of a higher order factor.  

Intent to quit: Various scales have been developed to capture employees’ turnover 

intentions (e.g. Hom & Griffeth, 1991; Jaros, 1997; Landau & Hammer, 1986; 

Michaels & Spector, 1982; Jenkins, Nadler, Lawler, & Cammann, 1975). Generally, 

there are similarities among the items included in these scales and as such 

organizational behavior literature has used many of these scales to measure intent to 

quit (e.g. Dulac et al., 2008; Gillet et al., 2013; Mignonac & Richebé, 2013; Muse & 

Wadsworth, 2012; Nikandrou & Tsachouridi, 2015a; Shen et al., 2014; Wayne et al., 

1997). 
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 For the purposes of this study we used the 3-item scale of Michaels and 

Spector (1982) indicating how often somebody thinks to quit, how much somebody 

likes to quit and how likely it is to quit within the next year. For each item a 5-point 

scale was used (Cronbach α= 0.87). 

 

7.3. Measurement Model: Confirmatory Factor Analysis 

 Before testing our hypotheses, we conducted a Confirmatory Factor Analysis 

(CFA) in order to examine the validity of our whole measurement model. CFA 

provides researchers the opportunity to gain insight into the quality of their 

measurement instruments (Hair, Black, Babin, Anderson, & Tatham, 2006). CFA 

provides information regarding the fit of the whole measurement model, while it also 

provides us the opportunity to examine the convergent and discriminant validity of the 

variables included in the analysis. 

 The present dissertation incorporates latent variables (unobserved variables) 

into the analysis, which are represented by measured (observed) variables (manifest 

variables, indicators). A reflective measurement model is adopted in which latent 

constructs are supposed to cause the measured variables and errors are considered 

indicative of the inability of the latent factor to fully explain the measured variables. 

CFA is suitable in the case of reflective models, as the model employed by this 

dissertation (Hair et al., 2006).  

 In the case of reflective models individual indicators are supposed to be highly 

correlated with each other and for this reason they are considered interchangeable. An 

indicator can be left out from the measurement model without changing the construct 
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(latent variable) (Hair et al., 2006, p. 787). Of course, to avoid problems of 

identification and under-identified constructs, we retained at least three items 

(indicators) per construct.  

 To examine the validity of our measurement model we conducted a CFA with 

LISREL and Maximum Likelihood Estimation. There were 12 latent variables 

(constructs) (Organizational Virtuousness’ perceptions, economic fulfillment, socio-

emotional fulfillment, developmental fulfillment, Perceived Disinterested Support, 

Community Focused Climate, social exchange, pro-social motives, willingness to 

support, time commitment, work intensity, intent to quit). The construct of 

Organizational Virtuousness’ perceptions was multidimensional. As such, we first 

conducted a higher order CFA including this multidimensional instrument. Then, we 

averaged the items of each of the five dimensions to obtain a composite average for 

each dimension. In the CFA, testing the whole measurement model, we included the 

five dimensions (optimism, trust, compassion, integrity, forgiveness) as indicators. In 

the case of the other 11 latent constructs, we used their respective manifest variables 

as indicators.   

 It is noteworthy that the sample size of this dissertation exerts the minimum 

sample size of 100 cases which is required for Maximum Likelihood Estimation to 

produce stable solutions (Hair et al., 2006, p. 741).   

 

7.3.1. Goodness of Fit of the whole measurement model  

 To understand whether the measurement model is valid we examine whether 

the observed covariance matrices are close to the estimated covariance matrices (Hair 

et al., 2006). Goodness-of-fit measures provide such information and examine 
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whether the theory is close to the reality represented by the data and whether the 

observed model fits the estimated model. 

 There are three types of Goodness of Fit indices, the Absolute Fit Indices, the 

Incremental Fit Indices and Parsimony Fit Indices (Hair et al., 2006). Absolute fit 

indices examine directly whether the specified model is close to the observed data. 

The most popular Absolute fit indices include Chi-square, Standardized Root Mean 

Residual (SRMR) and Root Mean Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA). Values 

of chi-square which are not statistically significant indicate that the two matrices 

(observed and estimated) are identical. However, statistical significance of Chi-square 

is not meaningful as sample size increases and as such we expect significant values of 

Chi-square. SRMR, as well as RMSEA are badness-of-fit indices, as high values 

indicate poor fit of the measurement model. Values of SRMR under 0.08 and values 

of RMSEA under 0.10 are generally considered indicative of good fit. 

 Incremental Fit Indices estimate whether the specified model has a good fit 

relatively to an alternative baseline model, the null model, which assumes that the 

observed variables are uncorrelated. Normed Fit Index (NFI), Comparative Fit Index 

(CFI), Non-Normed Fit Index (NNFI) and Incremental Fit Index (IFI) are the most 

popular fit indices (Anderson & Gerbing, 1988; Hair et al., 2006; Hu & Bentler, 

1999). Their values range from 0 to 1 with values higher than 0.90 being considered 

acceptable (Hair et al., 2006).  

 Parsimony Fit Indices are used to provide information regarding the fit of a 

model relatively to competing models. Parsimony Fit Indices are out of the scopus of 

this dissertation which is not interested in examining whether a simpler or a complex 

model shows a better fit. 
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 The fit of the measurement model of this dissertation was acceptable as fit, as 

RMSEA and SRMR were below 0.08, and CFI, NFI, NNFI and IFI exceeded 0.90 

(Chi-square= 1782.80, df= 1158, RMSEA= 0.047, SRMR= 0.058, NFI= 0.95, NNFI= 

0.98, CFI= 0.98, IFI= 0.98).  

 

7.3.2. Convergent and Discriminant validity of the constructs of the 

measurement model 

 Convergent validity is a precondition of construct validity and is associated 

with whether the indicators of a construct converge and share a high proportion of 

variance (Fornell & Larcker, 1981; Hair et al., 2006, p. 776). The standardized factor 

loadings of the indicators of a construct play an important role for the convergent 

validity of a construct. Average Variance Extracted (AVE) is used in order to examine 

the convergent validity of a construct. AVE is computed as the total of all squared 

standardized factor loadings divided by the number of items. An AVE higher than 

0.50 indicates convergent validity, as the variance explained by the latent factor is 

higher than the error.  

 Discriminant validity is also important for the construct validity of a construct. 

Discriminant validity indicates the extent to which each construct is distinct from the 

others and plays a unique role in the measurement model. To compute discriminant 

validity we have to examine the AVE of the constructs, as well as the interconstruct 

squared correlation estimates. Discriminant validity exists when the square of the 

correlation between each couple of constructs is lower than the AVE of these 

constructs (Hair et al., 2006).  
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 As far as the measurement model of the current dissertation is concerned there 

was convergent and discriminant validity. The AVE of all constructs (Table 1) 

surpassed the threshold of 0.50. Moreover, there was discriminant validity (Table 2) 

as AVE was higher than the squared correlation between each construct and any 

other. 
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Table 1 (Study 1): Standardized item loadings, Average Variance Extracted (AVE), 

Construct Reliability (CR) and Cronbach a for all the variables of the measurement 

model 

  Standardized 
Loading 

AVE CR Cronbach a 

Economic 
fulfillment 

  0.61 0.90 0.90 

 Item 1 0.81    

 Item 2 0.76    

 Item 3 0.81    

 Item 4 0.72    

 Item 5 0.82    

 Item 6 0.76    

Socio-
emotional 
fulfillment 

  0.57 0.84 0.83 

 Item 1 0.63    

 Item 2 0.76    

 Item 3 0.89    

 Item 4 0.71    

Developmental 
fulfillment 

  0.62 0.87 0.86 

 Item 1 0.57    

 Item 2 0.89    

 Item 3 0.86    

 Item 4 0.80    

Perceived 
Disinterested 
Support (PDS) 

  0.58 0.85 0.84 

 Item 1 0.68    

 Item 2 0.80    

 Item 3 0.88    

 Item 4 0.68    

Community- 
Focused 
Climate 

  0.52 0.81 0.80 

 item 1 0.69    

 Item 2 0.86    

 Item 3 0.58    

 Item  4 0.73    

Organizational 
virtuousness’ 
perceptions 

  0.67 0.91 0.91 

 Item 1 0.78    

 Item 2 0.84    

 Item 3 0.77    

 Item 4 0.83    

 Item 5 0.86    

Social   0.62 0.89 0.89 
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exchange 

  Standardized 
Loading 

AVE CR Cronbach a 

 Item 1 0.69    

 Item 2 0.83    

 Item 3 0.82    

 Item 4 0.83    

 item 5 0.76    

Pro-social 
motives 

  0.78 0.92 0.91 

 Item 1 0.85    

 Item 2 0.93    

 Item 3 0.87    

Willingness to 
support the 
organization 

  0.61 0.86 0.83 

 Item 1 0.84    

 Item 2 0.90    

 Item 3 0.81    

 Item 4 0.52    

Time 
Commitment 

  0.56 0.83 0.82 

 Item 1 0.81    

 Item 2 0.85    

 Item 3 0.79    

 Item  4 0.49    

Work intensity   0.58 0.87 0.87 

 Item 1 0.67    

 Item 2 0.63    

 Item 3 0.82    

 Item 4 0.87    

 Item 5 0.80    

Intent to quit   0.70 0.87 0.87 

 Item 1 0.88    

 Item 2 0.89    

 Item 3 0.73    
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Table 2 (Study 1): Convergent and Discriminant Validity of the constructs of the 

measurement model 

 AVE Squared Correlations  

  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

1. Economic 
fulfillment 

0.61 -- 0.40 0.36 0.32 0.15 0.46 0.49 0.25 0.28 0.00 0.03 0.18 

2.Socio-
emotional 
fulfillment 

0.57 0.40 --- 0.41 0.32 0.21 0.55 0.56 0.41 0.28 0.00 0.07 0.21 

3. 
Developmental 
fulfillment 

0.62 0.36 0.41 --- 0.19 0.14 0.35 0.32 0.25 0.26 0.01 0.04 0.12 

4. PDS 0.58 0.32 0.32 0.19 --- 0.28 0.44 0.50 0.27 0.24 0.00 0.00 0.23 

5. Community-
Focused Climate 

0.52 0.15 0.21 0.14 0.28 --- 0.37 0.35 0.25 0.12 0.02 0.09 0.12 

6. Organizational 
virtuousness’ 
perceptions 

0.67 0.46 0.55 0.35 0.44 0.37 --- 0.61 0.48 0.37 0.00 0.08 0.21 

7. Social 
Exchange 

0.62 0.49 0.56 0.32 0.50 0.35 0.61 --- 0.55 0.48 0.02 0.06 0.26 

8. Pro-social 
motives 

0.78 0.25 0.41 0.25 0.27 0.25 0.48 0.55 --- 0.44 0.02 0.14 0.23 

9. Willingness to 
support the 
organization 

0.61 0.28 0.28 0.26 0.24 0.12 0.37 0.48 0.44 --- 0.01 0.09 0.17 

10. Time 
Commitment 

0.56 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.01 --- 0.07 0.00 

11. Work 
Intensity 

0.58 0.03 0.07 0.04 0.00 0.09 0.08 0.06 0.14 0.09 0.07 --- 0.02 

12. Intent to quit 0.70 0.18 0.21 0.12 0.23 0.12 0.21 0.26 0.23 0.17 0.00 0.02 --- 

 

7.4. Reliability 

 Reliability is also assessed when a measurement model includes latent factors. 

Reliability captures the degree to which the indicators of a construct are highly 

interrelated and as such internally consistent (Hair et al., 2006). Coefficient alpha 

(Cronbach a) is the most common way to assess the reliability of a construct. A 

slightly different way to estimate reliability is the calculation of the construct 

reliability. Construct reliability is “computed from the squared sum of factor loadings 

for each construct and the sum of the error variance terms for a construct” (Hair et al., 

2006, p. 777). Acceptable reliability exists when reliability coefficient surpasses 0.70.  
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 All the constructs included in the measurement model of this dissertation had 

satisfactory reliability (Table 1), as both Cronbach a and Construct reliability 

surpassed 0.70.  So, we can be confident that the indicators of each construct 

consistently represent the same latent factor. 

7.5. Common method bias assessment 

 As our data were cross-sectional we took some measures in order to reduce the 

existence of common method bias, as well as to evaluate whether this kind of bias is a 

serious problem in this study. To prevent common method bias we assured 

respondents’ anonymity to encourage them to express honest responses. Moreover, 

we provided verbal labels for all the points (including the midpoints) of each scale. 

Doing so, we reduced item ambiguity and we improved the scaling of the items 

(Podsakoff, MacKenzie, Lee, & Podsakoff, 2003).  

 To examine the existence of common-method bias in our dataset, we 

conducted Harman’s single-factor test. We conducted a CFA, loading all the items of 

the whole measurement model to one factor (single factor measurement model) and 

we examined its fit indices. The single factor measurement model of this study had 

unacceptable fit (Chi-square= 6169.36, df= 1224, RMSEA= 0.13, SRMR= 0.099, 

NFI= 0.87, NNFI= 0.89, CFI= 0.90, IFI= 0.90). This unacceptable fit alleviates 

concerns regarding the existence of common method variance in the present dataset. 

 

7.6. Organizational Virtuousness’ perceptions as a multidimensional construct  

 Before conducting CFA for all measurement model, we conducted a higher 

order CFA including the five dimensions of organizational virtuousness’ perceptions 
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(Figure 4). The five factor model (second order) indicated an acceptable fit to our data 

(Chi-square= 175.80, df= 85, RMSEA= 0.065, SRMR=0.039, NFI=0.98, NNFI=0.98, 

CFI=0.99, IFI=0.99). All items had satisfactory item reliability and loaded 

significantly on their respective factor with standardized loadings ranging from 0.64-

0.94. Furthermore, the five factors had significant standardized loadings on the higher 

order factor of organizational virtuousness (0.82-0.94). 

 It is noteworthy that each dimension, as well as the construct of organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions, as a whole, had satisfactory convergent validity and 

reliability (Table 3).  
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Figure 4 (Study 1): Higher Order Structure of Organizational Virtuousness’ 

perceptions 
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Table 3 (Study 1): Standardized item loadings, Average Variance Extracted 

(AVE), Construct Reliability (CR) and Cronbach a for the construct of 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions 

  Standardized 
Loading 

AVE CR Cronbach a 

Optimism   0.53 0.77 0.77 

 Item 1 0.70    

 Item 2 0.79    

 Item 3 0.69    

Trust   0.58 0.80 0.79 

 Item 1 0.64    

 Item 2 0.80    

 Item3 0.83    

Compassion   0.68 0.86 0.86 

 Item1 0.88    

 Item2 0.85    

 Item3 0.74    

Integrity   0.85 0.95 0.94 

 Item 1 0.90    

 Item 2 0.92    

 Item3 0.94    

Forgiveness   0.73 0.86 0.90 

 item 1 0.86    

 Item 2 0.81    

 Item3 0.89    

Organizational 
virtuousness’ 
perceptions 

  0.77 0.94 0.91 

 Item 1 0.86    

 Item 2 0.89    

 Item 3 0.82    

 Item4 0.89    

 Item 5 0.94    
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Chapter 8: Results of Study 1 

8.1. Introduction of the analyses conducted 

 After examining the validation of our measurement model, we tested our 

Hypotheses in order to see whether they receive or fail to receive support. Our 

Hypotheses examine four main things 1) the effects of the independent variables on a 

dependent variable (H1.1, H1.2, H1.3, H2, H4, H5, H6, H7, H8, H9, H11), 2) the 

moderated effects of an independent variable on a dependent variable (H3.1, H3.2, 

H3.3, H13.1, H13.2, H13.3, H13.4), 3) the mediated (indirect) effects of an 

independent variable on a dependent through the mediators (H10.1, H10.2, H10.3, 

H10.4, H12.1, H12.2, H12.3, H12.4) 4) the moderated mediated (conditional indirect) 

effects of an independent variable on a dependent variables (H14.1, H14.2, H14.3, 

H14.4). 

 To examine the first issue (the effects of the independent variables on 

dependent variables) we conducted analyses based on Structural Equation Modeling 

(SEM). We used LISREL and Maximum Likelihood Estimation, which is the most 

widely used estimation technique (e.g. Dulac et al., 2008; Eisenberger et al., 2014; 

Mignonac & Richebé, 2013; Rego et al., 2011; Rego et al., 2015; Sulea et al., 2012). 

Maximum Likelihood Estimation is fairly robust even when there are violations of the 

assumption of normality (Hair et al., 2006).  

SEM enables researchers to understand the relationships among multiple 

variables and the structure of interrelationships (Hair et al., 2006). Conducting SEM is 

like conducting a series of multiple regression equations simultaneously. SEM 

includes latent factors and incorporates both factor analysis and multiple regression 

analysis (Hair et al., 2006). One of the main advantages of SEM is the fact that it 
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takes into account the measurement error of the variables included in the model and 

provides researchers the opportunity to examine the fit of the measurement model. 

However, examining moderated effects in SEM may be problematic creating 

problems of convergence and distorting the standard errors (Hair et al., 2006).  

 To examine moderated effects, mediated effects and moderated mediated 

effects we used PROCESS macro (Hayes, 2012) which is a computational tool for 

SPSS.  The majority of the statistical software does not permit researchers to conduct 

modern mediation and moderation analyses as well as to combine them. PROCESS 

provides researchers such opportunity to combine moderation and mediation and 

combines many procedures and tools into one simple-to use procedure. As such, 

PROCESS can cover many complex analytical problems such as mediation, 

moderation or moderated mediation (Hayes, 2012).   

 Regarding mediation, PROCESS enables researchers to examine the direct 

(unmediated), indirect (mediated) and total (direct and indirect) effects of an 

independent variable on a dependent variable. PROCESS enables researchers to 

examine multiple mediator models in which the independent variable transmits its 

effects on the dependent variables through more than one mediator. Multiple mediator 

models enable researchers to reduce the parameter bias associated with omitted 

variables and determine to what extent a mediator can mediate the examined 

relationship on the presence of other mediators (Preacher & Hayes, 2008). Multiple 

mediator models are more realistic and the examination of indirect effects 

simultaneously is recommended (Hayes et al., 2011).  

 Regarding moderation, PROCESS enables researchers to examine whether the 

effects of an independent variable on a dependent variable are contingent on a third 
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variable and as such conditional. PROCESS provides researchers the opportunity to 

examine the effect of the independent variable on the dependent at low, moderate and 

high values of the moderator. Regarding moderated mediation, PROCESS provides 

researchers the opportunity to combine mediation and moderation and examine 

conditional indirect effects. Conditional indirect effects can exist in three cases 1) 

when the effects of the independent variable on the mediator are moderated by a 

variable (first stage moderation), 2) when the effects of the mediator on the dependent 

variable are moderated by a variable (second stage moderation), and 3) when both the 

effects of an independent variable on the mediator and the effects of the mediator on 

the dependent variable are moderated by a variable (first and second stage 

moderation) (Edwards & Lambert, 2007). A special form of moderated mediation 

exists when the independent variable is also the moderator of the relationship between 

the mediator and the dependent variable (Preacher, Rucker, & Hayes, 2007). This last 

kind of moderated mediation is examined in this dissertation. PROCESS enables us to 

investigate all these kinds of conditional indirect effects and understand the 

conditional indirect effects of an independent variable on the dependent through the 

mediator at low, moderate and high values of the moderator. 

 It is noteworthy that PROCESS enables researchers to conduct bootstrapping, 

which is a nonparametric resampling procedure relaxing assumptions of normality of 

the sampling distribution (Preacher & Hayes, 2008, p.880). As such, confidence 

intervals are provided for each effect. Confidence intervals which exclude zero 

indicate statistically significant effects.  
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8.2. Descriptive statistics 

 Before presenting the statistical analyses, we present some descriptive 

statistics related to the constructs of our study. Means, standard deviations and 

Pearson correlations among the constructs are presented in Table 4. Moreover, in the 

Appendix 1 we present a SEM model depicting all the relationships among the 

constructs included in our model. 

 

Table 4 (Study 1): Means, Standard Deviations, Pearson Correlations among the 

constructs and Reliabilities  

 Means SD Pearson Correlations  
   1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

1. 

Economic  

fulfillment 

2.52 .98 (0.90) --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 

2. Socio-

emotional  

fulfillment 

3.32 .92 .57** (0.83) --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 

3. 

Developme

ntal  

fulfillment 

2.72 .96 .57** .59** (0.86) --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 

4. PDS 2.89 .86 .52** .50** .43** (0.84) --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 

5. 

Community

- Focused 

Climate 

3.71 .69 .33** .39** .34** .44** (0.80) --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 

6. OV 

perceptions 

4.20 .89 .61** .65** .55** .61** .54** (0.91) --- --- --- --- --- --- 

7. Social 

Exchange 

3.28 .83 .64** .64** .55** .64** .50** .69** (0.89) --- --- --- --- --- 

8. Pro-

social 

motives 

2.56 .81 .46** .57** .48** .47** .45** .63** .68** (0.91) --- --- --- --- 

9. 

Willingness 

to support 

the 

organizatio

n 

3.19 .83 .49** .49** .46** .43** .28** .54** .54** .62** (0.83) --- --- --- 

10. Time 

Commitme

nt 

3.06 .76 .01 -.03 .08 -.04 .07 -.02 .08 .09 .06 (0.82) --- --- 

11. Work 

Intensity 

3.92 .62 .12 .22** .17** .04 .26** .24** .22** .31** .24** .24** (0.87) --- 

12. Intent to 

quit 

1.96 .96 -.36** -.37** -.31** -.43** -.31** -.42** -.46** -.42** -.34** -.03 -.12 (0.87) 
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8.3. Test of Hypotheses regarding the antecedents of organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions 

8.3.1. The effects of the fulfillment of employer obligations, PDS and 

Community-focused climate on Organizational Virtuousness’ perceptions 

(Test of Hypotheses H1.1, H1.2, H1.3, H2, H4) 

 To examine the effects of the antecedents of organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions on employees’ organizational virtuousness’ perceptions we employed a 

structural model. In this structural model, the antecedents of organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions (economic fulfillment, socio-emotional fulfillment, 

developmental fulfillment, PDS, community-focused climate) were suggested to 

simultaneously predict organizational virtuousness’ perceptions (five dimensions 

were used as indicators).   

The fit of the examined structural model was acceptable (Figure 5) indicating 

that the relationships are consistent with the theoretical expectations (Chi-square= 

610.89, df= 309, RMSEA= 0.063, SRMR= 0.066, NFI= 0.96, NNFI= 0.98, CFI= 

0.98, IFI= 0.98). As the diagram indicates (Figure 5) each independent variable (with 

the exception of developmental fulfillment) exerts a statistically significant positive 

effect on organizational virtuousness’ perceptions (effect of economic fulfillment on 

the dependent variable= 0.22, t value= 3.22,  effect of socio-emotional fulfillment on 

the dependent variable= 0.34, t value= 4.23, effect of developmental fulfillment on 

the dependent variable= 0.07, t value= 1.07,  effect of PDS on the dependent 

variable= 0.19, t value= 2.74, effect of Community-Focused Climate on the dependent 

variable= 0.24, t value= 3.99). Developmental fulfillment does not seem to predict 

unique variance of organizational virtuousness’ perceptions above and beyond the 
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other constructs. The rest of the suggested antecedents can uniquely contribute to the 

prediction of organizational virtuousness’ perceptions.  

As such, H1.1, H1.2, H2 and H4 receive support. H1.3. fails to receive 

support. 

Figure 5 (Study 1): Structural Equation Model (SEM) for the effects of the 

suggested Antecedents of Organizational Virtuousness’ perceptions on 

Organizational Virtuousness’ perceptions 
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8.3.2. The moderating role of PDS in the relationship between the 

fulfillment of employer obligations and organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions (Test of Hypotheses H3.1, H3.2, H3.3) 

 To test the moderation hypotheses, we employed PROCESS macro (model 1). 

Prior to conducting the moderator analyses we averaged the items of each construct to 

use their composite scores in the analyses. In the case of organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions we averaged the averages of each of the five dimensions to obtain a 

composite score of organizational virtuousness’ perceptions for each employee. All 

the independent variables, as well as the moderator were mean centered prior to the 

analysis regarding moderation, as it is advisable to do for the better interpretation of 

the interaction (Hayes 2012). Initially, we controlled for the demographic variables 

(gender, age, hierarchical position, years of total tenure, years of organizational 

tenure, educational level). As the results were similar in both cases (when including 

and not including control variables), we opted not to include control variables in order 

to present more accurate estimates of the examined effects. 

PDS as moderator of the relationship between economic fulfillment and 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions: In this moderator analysis the economic 

fulfillment was the independent variable, organizational virtuousness’ perceptions 

were the dependent variable and PDS was the moderator. All the other antecedents 

(socio-emotional fulfillment, developmental fulfillment, community-focused climate) 

were used as control variables.  

The results of the moderator analysis (Table 5) indicate that the independent 

variable exerts a statistically significant positive effect on organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions (b= 0.21, t= 4.17, p<0.001). The moderator (PDS) also exerts a 
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statistically significant positive effect on organizational virtuousness’ perceptions (b= 

0.21, t= 4.14, p<0.001). The interaction term is also statistically significant (b= -0.09, 

t= -2.45, p<0.05). The sign as well as the graphical representation of the interaction 

(Figure 6) indicate that PDS weakens the positive relationship between the economic 

fulfillment and organizational virtuousness’ perceptions.  

As such, H3.1 is supported. 

Table 5 (Study 1): The moderating effects of PDS on the relationship between 

economic fulfillment and organizational virtuousness’ perceptions (OV 

perceptions) 

 Beta t-value R
2
 

   .62*** 

Economic fulfillment on OV perceptions 0.21*** 4.17  

PDS on OV perceptions 0.21*** 4.14  

Interaction (Economic fulfillment x PDS) on 

OV perceptions 

-0.09* -2.45  

Socio-emotional fulfillment on OV perceptions 0.26*** 4.89  

Developmental fulfillment on OV perceptions 0.10* 2.02  

Community-Focused Climate on OV 

perceptions 

0.30*** 5.25  

 Conditional effects of economic 

fulfillment on OV perceptions 

(PDS as moderator) 
 Estimate  t-value 95% bias 

corrected 

confidence 

intervals 
-1SD from mean (effect at low levels of PDS)  
 

0.28*** 4.46 [0.16, 0.40] 

Effect at moderate levels of PDS 0.21*** 4.17 [0.11, 0.30] 
+1SD from mean (effect at high levels of PDS)  

 

0.13* 2.52 [0.03, 0.23] 

Number of bootstrap samples: 1000 

Economic fulfillment and PDS were mean centered prior to the analysis regarding 

moderation 

***p<0.001 

**p<0.01 

*p<0.05 
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Figure 6 (Study 1) 

The interactive effect of economic fulfillment and PDS on organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions 

 

 

PDS as moderator of the relationship between socio-emotional fulfillment and 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions: The socio-emotional fulfillment was the 

independent variable, organizational virtuousness’ perceptions were the dependent 

variable and PDS was the moderator. The rest of the antecedents (economic 

fulfillment, developmental fulfillment, community-focused climate) were used as 

control variables.  

The results of the moderator analysis (Table 6) indicate that the socio-

emotional fulfillment exerts a statistically significant positive effect on organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions (b= 0.23, t= 4.37, p<0.001). PDS also exerts a statistically 

significant positive effect on organizational virtuousness’ perceptions (b= 0.22, t= 

4.23, p<0.001). The interaction is also statistically significant (b= -0.13, t= -3.47, 

p<0.001). The sign as well as the graphical representation (Figure 7) of the interaction 
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indicate that the moderator weakens the positive relationship between the socio-

emotional fulfillment and organizational virtuousness’ perceptions.  

As such, H3.2 is supported. 

Table 6 (Study 1): The moderating effects of PDS on the relationship between 

socio-emotional fulfillment and organizational virtuousness’ perceptions  

 Beta t-test R
2
 

   .63*** 

Socio-emotional fulfillment on OV 

perceptions 

0.23*** 4.37  

PDS on OV perceptions 0.22*** 4.23  

Interaction (Socio-emotional fulfillment x 

PDS) on OV perceptions 

-0.13*** -3.47  

Economic fulfillment on OV perceptions 0.20*** 4.14  

Developmental fulfillment on OV 

perceptions 

0.11* 2.16  

Community-Focused Climate on OV 

perceptions 

0.32*** 5.63  

 Conditional effects of socio-

emotional fulfillment on OV 

perceptions (PDS as moderator) 
 Estimate  t-value 95% bias 

corrected 

confidence 

intervals 
-1SD from mean (effect at low levels of PDS)  
 

0.34*** 6.12 [0.23, 0.45] 

Effect at moderate levels of PDS 0.23*** 4.37 [0.13, 0.33] 
+1SD from mean (effect at high levels of PDS)  

 

0.12 1.71 [-0.02, 0.25] 

Number of bootstrap samples: 1000 

Socio-emotional fulfillment and PDS were mean centered prior to the analysis 

regarding moderation 

***p<0.001 

**p<0.01 

*p<0.05 
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Figure 7 (Study 1) 

The interactive effect of socio-emotional fulfillment and PDS on organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions 

 

PDS as moderator of the relationship between developmental fulfillment and 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions: In this moderator analysis the 

developmental fulfillment was the independent variable, organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions were the dependent variable and PDS was the moderator. All the other 

antecedents (economic fulfillment, socio-emotional fulfillment, and community-

focused climate) were used as control variables.  

The results of the moderator analysis (Table 7) indicate that within a model of 

moderation the independent variable exerts a statistically significant positive effect on 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions (b= 0.10, t= 2.12, p<0.05). Additionally, the 

moderator exerts a statistically significant positive effect on organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions (b= 0.23, t= 4.47, p<0.001). The interaction is also 

statistically significant (b= -0.08, t= -2.13, p<0.05). The sign as well as the graphical 

representation of the interaction (Figure 8) indicate that PDS weakens the positive 
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relationship between the developmental fulfillment and organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions.  

Thus, H3.3 receives support. 

Table 7 (Study 1): The moderating effects of PDS on the relationship between 

developmental fulfillment and organizational virtuousness’ perceptions  

 Beta t-test R
2
 

   .62*** 

Developmental fulfillment on OV 

perceptions 

0.10* 2.12  

PDS on OV perceptions 0.23*** 4.47  

Interaction (Developmental fulfillment x 

PDS) on OV perceptions 

-0.08* -2.13  

Economic fulfillment on OV perceptions 0.19*** 3.87  

Socio-emotional fulfillment on OV 

perceptions 

0.25*** 4.79  

Community-Focused Climate on OV 

perceptions 

0.31*** 5.30  

 Conditional effects of 

developmental fulfillment on OV 

perceptions (PDS as moderator) 
 Estimate  t-value 95% bias 

corrected 

confidence 

intervals 
-1SD from mean (effect at low levels of PDS)  
 

0.17** 2.77 [0.05, 0.29] 

Effect at moderate levels of PDS 0.10* 2.12 [0.01, 0.20] 
+1SD from mean (effect at high levels of PDS)  

 

0.04 0.69 [-0.07, 0.14] 

Number of bootstrap samples: 1000 

Developmental fulfillment and PDS were mean centered prior to the analysis 

regarding moderation 

***p<0.001 

**p<0.01 

*p<0.05 
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Figure 8 (Study 1) 

The interactive effect of developmental fulfillment and PDS on organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions 
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perceptions exert a statistically significant positive effect on organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions on all dependent variables with the exemption of time 

commitment. More specifically, organizational virtuousness’ perceptions exert a 

statistically significant positive effect on social exchange (standardized effect= 0.82, t 

value= 10.06), on pro-social motives (standardized effect= 0.75, t value=11.10), on 

willingness to support the organization (standardized effect= 0.66, t value= 9.56), as 

well as on work intensity (standardized effect= 0.31, t value= 4.33). Moreover, 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions exert a statistically significant negative effect 

on intent to quit (standardized effect= -0.51, t value= -7.44). The effects of 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions on time commitment is not statistically 

significant (standardized effect= 0.05, t value= 0.76).  

As such, H5, H7, H8, H9, H11 receive support, while H6 fails to receive 

support.  
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Figure 9 (Study 1): Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) for the effects of 

Organizational Virtuousness’ perceptions on employee outcomes 
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8.5. Social exchange and pro-social motives as mediators of the relationship 

between Organizational Virtuousness’ perceptions and the outcomes (Test of 

Hypotheses H10.1-H10.4 and H12.1-H12.4) 

 To test mediation we employed PROCESS macro (model 4) in order to 

acquire bootstrapped confidence intervals for each specific indirect effect of the 

relationship between the independent variable and the dependent. This model enabled 

us to examine models with multiple mediators operating in parallel. Doing so, we 

understand whether each mediator mediates the examined relationship over and 

beyond the other mediators of the model, thus contributing to the explanation of the 

relationship between the independent variable and the dependent. Employing 

PROCESS macro we had the opportunity to examine the total effect of the 

independent variable on the dependent variable before including the mediators in the 

model, the direct effect of the independent variable on the dependent variable after 

controlling for mediators, as well as the indirect effects of the independent variable on 

the dependent through each mediator.  

 Below, we analytically examine with the PROCESS macro (model 4) each 

indirect effect in order to better understand whether social exchange and pro-social 

motives can contribute to the explanation of the relationship between organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions and each dependent variable. Initially, we controlled for the 

demographic variables (gender, age, hierarchical position, years of total tenure, years 

of organizational tenure, education). As the results were similar in both cases (when 

including and not including control variables), we opted not to include control 

variables in order to present more accurate estimates of the examined effects. 
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Social exchange and pro-social motives as mediators of the relationship between 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and willingness to support the organization. 

Organizational virtuousness’ perceptions were the independent variable, social 

exchange and pro-social motives were the mediators and willingness to support the 

organization was the dependent variable. The results of the analysis (Table 8) indicate 

that organizational virtuousness’ perceptions have a statistically significant positive 

relationship with willingness to support the organization (b= 0.51, t= 10.18, p<0.001). 

Organizational virtuousness’ perceptions also have a statistically significant positive 

relationship with both mediators (social exchange: b= 0.65, t= 15.13, p<0.001, pro-

social motives: b= 0.58, t= 12.82, p<0.001). Regarding mediators, social exchange 

does not have a statistically significant positive relationship with willingness to 

support the organization (b= 0.12, t= 1.59, p>0.10), while pro-social motives do so 

(b= 0.42, t= 5.97, p<0.001). After controlling for mediators, the effect of 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions on the dependent variable decreases in 

magnitude, but it is still statistically significant (b= 0.19, t= 2.87, p<0.01) indicating 

partial mediation. 

 A more specific examination of the indirect effects indicates that only pro-

social motives and not social exchange mediate the relationship between the 

independent and the dependent variable. The specific indirect effect through pro-

social motives is statistically significant as confidence intervals of this effect do not 

contain zero (effect= 0.24, 95% CI= [0.14, 0.34], while the specific indirect effect 

through social exchange is not statistically significant as confidence intervals of this 

effect contain zero (effect= 0.08, 95% CI= [-0.01, 0.18]).  
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 As such, pro-social motives (but not social exchange) mediate the relationship 

between organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and willingness to support the 

organization (H10.1 fails to receive support, H12.1 is supported).  

Table 8 (Study 1): Mediation for the organizational virtuousnes’ perceptions –

willingness to support the organization relationship through social exchange and 

pro-social motives  

 Beta t-test R
2 

   0.29*** 

OV perceptions on willingness to 

support the organization 

0.51*** 10.18  

   0.48*** 

OV perceptions on social exchange 0.65*** 15.13  

   0.40*** 

OV perceptions on pro-social motives 0.58*** 12.82  

   0.43*** 

Social exchange on willingness to 

support the organization controlling for 

OV perceptions and pro-social motives 

0.12 1.59  

Pro-social motives on willingness to 

support the organization controlling for 

OV perceptions and social exchange 

0.42*** 5.97  

OV perceptions on willingness to 

support the organization controlling for 

social exchange and pro-social motives 

0.19** 2.87  

 Indirect effects through mediators 

 Estimate 95% bias corrected 

confidence intervals 

Indirect effect of organizational 

virtuousness on willingness to 

support the organization through 

social exchange 

0.08 [-0.01, 0.18] 

Indirect effect of organizational 

virtuousness on willingness to 

support the organization through 

pro-social motives 

0.24 [0.14, 0.34] 

Number of bootstrap samples: 1000 

***p<0.001 

**p<0.01 

*p<0.05 
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Social exchange and pro-social motives as mediators of the relationship between 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and time commitment. In this analysis 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions was the independent variable, social 

exchange and pro-social motives were the mediators and time commitment was the 

dependent variable. The results of the analysis (Table 9) indicate that the independent 

variable does not have a statistically significant positive relationship with the 

dependent variable (b= -0.01, t= -0.25, p>0.10). However, the independent variable 

has a statistically significant positive relationship with both mediators (social 

exchange: b= 0.65, t= 15.13, p<0.001, pro-social motives: b= 0.58, t= 12.82, 

p<0.001). None of the mediators has a statistically significant relationship with time 

commitment (social exchange: b= 0.10, t= 1.18, p>0.10, pro-social motives: b= 0.11, 

t= 1.33, p>0.10). After controlling for mediators, the effect of organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions on the dependent variable increases in magnitude and 

becomes more negative but it is not statistically significant (b= -0.15, t= -1.85, 

p>0.05). 

 The analysis indicates that organizational virtuousness’ perceptions do not 

have neither a statistically significant direct effect nor a statistically significant 

indirect effect on time commitment. The confidence intervals of the specific indirect 

effect through social exchange contain zero (effect= 0.07, 95% CI= [-0.06, 0.17]. The 

same happens in the case of the indirect effect through pro-social motives (effect= 

0.06, 95% CI= [-0.05, 0.16]).  

 All the above indicate that both H10.2 and H12.2. fail to receive support.  
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Table 9 (Study 1): Mediation for the organizational virtuousness’ perceptions –

time commitment relationship through social exchange and pro-social motives  

 Beta t-test R
2 

   0.00 

OV perceptions on time commitment -0.01 -0.25  

   0.48*** 

OV perceptions on social exchange 0.65*** 15.13  

   0.40*** 

OV perceptions on pro-social motives 0.58*** 12.82  

   0.02 

Social exchange on time commitment 

controlling for OV perceptions and pro-

social motives 

0.10 1.18  

Pro-social motives on time commitment 

controlling for OV perceptions and 

social exchange 

0.11 1.33  

OV perceptions on time commitment 

controlling for social exchange and pro-

social motives 

-0.15 -1.85  

 Indirect effects through mediators 

 Estimate 95% bias corrected 

confidence intervals 

Indirect effect of organizational 

virtuousness on time commitment 

through social exchange 

0.07 [-0.06, 0.17] 

Indirect effect of organizational 

virtuousness on time commitment 

through pro-social motives 

0.06 [-0.05, 0.16] 

Number of bootstrap samples: 1000 

***p<0.001 

**p<0.01 

*p<0.05 

 

Social exchange and pro-social motives as mediators of the relationship between 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and work intensity. The independent 

variable in this analysis was organizational virtuousness’ perceptions. Social 

exchange and pro-social motives were the mediators. Work intensity was the 

dependent variable. The results of the analysis (Table 10) indicate that organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions have a statistically significant positive relationship with the 

dependent variable (b= 0.16, t= 3.82, p<0.001). Moreover, organizational 
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virtuousness’ perceptions have a statistically significant positive relationship with 

both mediators (social exchange: b= 0.65, t= 15.13, p<0.001, pro-social motives: b= 

0.58, t= 12.82, p<0.001). Regarding the effects of mediators on the dependent 

variables pro-social motives (but not social exchange) have a statistically significant 

positive relationship with work intensity (pro-social motives: b= 0.21, t= 3.23, 

p<0.01, social exchange: b= -0.01, t= -0.16, p>0.10). After controlling for mediators, 

the effect of organizational virtuousness’ perceptions on the dependent variable 

becomes non-significant indicating full mediation (b= 0.05, t= 0.79, p>0.10). 

 An examination of the specific indirect effects indicates that only pro-social 

motives (but not social exchange) mediate the relationship between organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions and work intensity. The confidence intervals of the specific 

indirect effect through pro-social motives do not contain zero (effect= 0.12, 95% CI= 

[0.05, 0.21], while the confidence intervals of the specific indirect effect through 

social exchange contain zero (effect= -0.01, 95% CI= [-0.11, 0.08]).  

 All the above indicate that H10.3 fails to receive support, while H12.3 

receives support.  
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Table 10 (Study 1): Mediation for the organizational virtuousness’ perceptions –

work intensity relationship through social exchange and pro-social motives  

 Beta t-test R
2 

   0.06*** 

OV perceptions on work intensity 0.16*** 3.82  

   0.48*** 

OV perceptions on social exchange 0.65*** 15.13  

   0.40*** 

OV perceptions on pro-social motives 0.58*** 12.82  

   0.10*** 

Social exchange on work intensity 

controlling for OV perceptions and pro-

social motives 

-0.01 -0.16  

Pro-social motives on work intensity 

controlling for OV perceptions and 

social exchange 

0.21*** 3.23  

OV perceptions on work intensity 

controlling for social exchange and pro-

social motives 

0.05 0.79  

 Indirect effects through mediators 

 Estimate 95% bias corrected 

confidence intervals 

Indirect effect of organizational 

virtuousness on work intensity 

through social exchange 

-0.01 [-0.11, 0.08] 

Indirect effect of organizational 

virtuousness on work intensity 

through pro-social motives 

0.12 [0.05, 0.21] 

Number of bootstrap samples: 1000 

***p<0.001 

**p<0.01 

*p<0.05 

 

Social exchange and pro-social motives as mediators of the relationship between 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and intent to quit. In this analysis 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions was the independent variable, social 

exchange and pro-social motives were the mediators and intent to quit was the 

dependent variable. The results of the analysis (Table 11) indicate that the 

independent variable has a statistically significant negative relationship with intent to 

quit (b= -0.46, t= -7.38, p<0.001). Moreover, it has a statistically significant positive 
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relationship with both mediators (social exchange: b= 0.65, t= 15.13, p<0.001, pro-

social motives: b= 0.58, t= 12.82, p<0.001). Social exchange has also a statistically 

significant negative relationship with intent to quit (b= -0.28, t=-2.88, p<0.01). On the 

contrary, the relationship between pro-social motives and intent to quit is not 

statistically significant (b= -0.18, t= -1.89, p>0.05). After controlling for mediators, 

the effect of organizational virtuousness’ perceptions on intent to quit decreases in 

magnitude, but it is still statistically significant (b= -0.17, t= -1.98, p<0.05). This 

indicates partial mediation. 

 A more specific examination of the indirect effects indicates that only social 

exchange and not pro-social motives mediate the relationship between organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions and intent to quit. The specific indirect effect through social 

exchange is statistically significant as confidence intervals of this effect do not 

contain zero (effect= -0.18, 95% CI= [-0.33, -0.05], while the specific indirect effect 

through pro-social motives is not statistically significant as confidence intervals of 

this effect contain zero (effect= -0.10, 95% CI= [-0.21, 0.01]).  

 All the above indicate that social exchange (but not pro-social motives) 

mediate the relationship between organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and intent 

to quit (H10.4 is supported, H12.4 fails to receive support).  
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Table 11 (Study 1): Mediation for the organizational virtuousness’ perceptions -

intent to quit relationship through social exchange and pro-social motives  

 Beta t-test R
2 

   0.18*** 

OV perceptions on intent to quit -0.46*** -7.38  

   0.48*** 

OV perceptions on social exchange 0.65*** 15.13  

   0.40*** 

OV perceptions on pro-social motives 0.58*** 12.82  

   0.24*** 

Social exchange on intent to quit 

controlling for OV perceptions and pro-

social motives 

-0.28** -2.88  

Pro-social motives on intent to quit 

controlling for OV perceptions and 

social exchange 

-0.18 -1.89  

OV perceptions on intent to quit 

controlling for social exchange and pro-

social motives 

-0.17* -1.98  

 Indirect effects through mediators 

 Estimate 95% bias corrected 

confidence intervals 

Indirect effect of organizational 

virtuousness on intent to quit through 

social exchange 

-0.18 [-0.33,-0.05] 

Indirect effect of organizational 

virtuousness on intent to quit through 

pro-social motives 

-0.10 [-0.21, 0.01] 

Number of bootstrap samples: 1000 

***p<0.001 

**p<0.01 

*p<0.05 

 

 

 

8.6. The moderating effects of organizational virtuousness’ perceptions on the 

relationship between social exchange and employee outcomes (moderation and 

moderated mediation) (Test of Hypotheses H13.1-H13.4, H14.1-H14.4) 

To test moderation and moderated mediation, we used the PROCESS macro, 

which enables us to examine both moderation and moderated mediation at the same 
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time (model 74). Model 74 provides us the opportunity to understand whether the 

independent variable interacts with the mediator, thus influencing the indirect effect 

of the independent variable on the dependent through the mediator. Model 74 

provides estimates regarding the interaction examined, as well as confidence intervals 

regarding the indirect effect of the independent variable on the dependent at three 

levels of the independent variable (low, moderate and high levels).  

In our analyses organizational virtuousness’ perceptions were the independent 

variable, as well as the moderator. Social exchange was the mediator. Willingness to 

support the organization, time commitment, work intensity, and intent to quit were the 

dependent variables. Initially, we controlled for the demographic variables (gender, 

age, hierarchical position, years of total tenure, years of organizational tenure, 

educational level). As the results were similar in both cases (when including and not 

including control variables), we opted not to include control variables in order to 

present more accurate estimates of the examined effects. 

 

Moderated mediation for the relationship between organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions and willingness to support the organization. The analysis (Table 12) 

indicates that organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and social exchange do not 

have a statistically significant interaction regarding the prediction of willingness to 

support the organization (b= -0.03, t= -0.73, p>0.10). Taking into account that there is 

no interaction, there is also no evidence for moderated mediation. 

 Thus, H13.1 and H14.1 fail to receive support. 
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Table 12 (Study 1): Moderated mediation for the organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions-willingness to support the organization relationship through social exchange 

(organizational virtuousness’ perceptions as moderator) 

 

 Beta t-test R
2 

   0.48*** 

OV perceptions on social exchange 0.65*** 15.13  

   0.35*** 

Social exchange on willingness to support 
the organization 

0.30*** 4.22  

OV perceptions on willingness to support 
the organization 

0.30*** 4.43  

 Interaction (OV perceptions x social 
exchange) on willingness to support the 

organization 

-0.03 -0.73  

 Conditional Indirect effect of OV 

perceptions on willingness to support the 

organization through social exchange (OV 

perceptions as moderator) 

 Estimate 95%  bias corrected 
confidence intervals 

-1SD from mean (indirect effect at low 
levels of OV perceptions) 

0.22 [0.10, 0.32] 

Indirect effect at mean levels of OV 

perceptions 

0.20 [0.10, 0.30] 

+1SD from mean (indirect effect at high 
levels of OV perceptions) 

0.18 [0.07, 0.31] 

Number of bootstrap samples: 1000 

Organizational virtuousness and social exchange were mean centered prior to the analysis 

regarding moderation (model 74) 
***p<0.001 

**p<0.01 

*p<0.05 

 

Moderated mediation for the relationship between organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions and time commitment. The analysis (Table 13) indicates that 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and social exchange do not have a 

statistically significant interaction regarding the prediction of time commitment (b= 

0.05, t= 0.97, p>0.10). Taking into account that there is no interaction, there is also no 

evidence for moderated mediation. 
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 Thus, H13.2 and H14.2 fail to receive support. 

Table 13 (Study 1): Moderated mediation for the organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions-time commitment relationship through social exchange (organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions as moderator) 

 

 Beta t-test R
2 

   0.48*** 

OV perceptions on social exchange 0.65*** 15.13  

   0.02 

Social exchange on time commitment 0.16* 1.99  

OV perceptions on time commitment -0.10 -1.33  

 Interaction (OV perceptions x social 

exchange) on time commitment 

0.05 0.97  

 Conditional Indirect effect of OV 

perceptions on time commitment through 

social exchange (OV perceptions as 

moderator) 

 Estimate 95%  bias corrected 

confidence intervals 

-1SD from mean (indirect effect at low 

levels of OV perceptions) 

0.07 [-0.04, 0.20] 

Indirect effect at mean levels of OV 
perceptions 

0.10 [0.00, 0.21] 

+1SD from mean (indirect effect at high 

levels of OV perceptions) 

0.13 [0.01, 0.27] 

Number of bootstrap samples: 1000 
Organizational virtuousness and social exchange were mean centered prior to the analysis 

regarding moderation (model 74) 

***p<0.001 
**p<0.01 

*p<0.05 

 

Moderated mediation for the relationship between organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions and work intensity. No statistically significant interaction (Table 14) was 

detected regarding the prediction of work intensity (b= 0.07, t= 1.76, p>0.05). Taking 

into account that there is no interaction, there is also no evidence for moderated 

mediation. 
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 Thus, H13.3 and H14.3 fail to receive support. 

Table 14 (Study 1): Moderated mediation for the organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions-work intensity relationship through social exchange (organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions as moderator) 

 

 Beta t-test R
2 

   0.48*** 

OV perceptions on social exchange 0.65*** 15.13  

   0.07*** 

Social exchange on work intensity 0.09 1.45  

OV perceptions on work intensity 0.13* 2.12  

 Interaction (OV perceptions x social 

exchange) on work intensity 

0.07 1.76  

 Conditional Indirect effect of OV 

perceptions on work intensity through social 

exchange (OV perceptions as moderator) 

 Estimate 95%  bias corrected 

confidence intervals 

-1SD from mean (indirect effect at low 

levels of OV perceptions) 

0.02 [-0.09, 0.14] 

Indirect effect at mean levels of OV 

perceptions 

0.06 [-0.03, 0.15] 

+1SD from mean (indirect effect at high 

levels of OV perceptions) 

0.10 [0.01, 0.20] 

Number of bootstrap samples: 1000 

Organizational virtuousness and social exchange were mean centered prior to the analysis 
regarding moderation (model 74) 

***p<0.001 

**p<0.01 
*p<0.05 

 

Moderated mediation for the relationship between organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions and intent to quit. The analysis (Table 15) indicates that organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions and social exchange have a statistically significant 

interaction regarding the prediction of intent to quit (b= 0.13, t= 2.21, p<0.05). The 

sign as well as the graphical representation of the interaction (Figure 10) indicate that 
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organizational virtuousness’ perceptions decrease the negative relationship between 

social exchange and intent to quit. 

 As a consequence of this interaction, the indirect relationship between 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and intent to quit is dependent on the levels 

of organizational virtuousness’ perceptions. Under all levels of organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions social exchange is a mediator of the relationship between 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and intent to quit. However, this indirect 

effect through social exchange decreases in magnitude (indirect effect at high values 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions= -0.30 95% CI= [-047, -0.16], indirect effect 

at moderate levels of organizational virtuousness’ perception= -.23, 95% CI= [-0.37, -

0.10], indirect effect at low levels of organizational virtuousness’ perceptions= -0.15, 

95% CI= [-0.29, -0.01]).  

 All the above indicate that H13.4 and H14.4 are supported. 

Table 15 (Study 1): Moderated mediation for the organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions-intent to quit relationship through social exchange (organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions as moderator) 

 Beta t-test R
2 

   0.48*** 

OV perceptions on social exchange 0.65*** 15.13  

   0.25*** 

Social exchange on intent to quit  -0.35*** -3.92  

OV perceptions on intent to quit  -0.19* -2.29  

 Interaction (OV perceptions x social 
exchange) on intent to quit  

0.13* 2.21  

 Conditional Indirect effect of OV 

perceptions on intent to quit through social 

exchange (OV perceptions as moderator) 

 Estimate 95%  bias corrected 

confidence intervals 

-1SD from mean (indirect effect at low 

levels of OV perceptions) 

-0.30 [-0.47, -0.16] 
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 Estimate 95%  bias corrected 

confidence intervals 

Indirect effect at mean levels of OV 
perceptions 

-0.23 [-0.37, -0.10] 

+1SD from mean (indirect effect at high 

levels of OV perceptions) 

-0.15 [-0.29, -0.01] 

Number of bootstrap samples: 1000 
Organizational virtuousness and social exchange were mean centered prior to the analysis 

regarding moderation (model 74) 

***p<0.001 
**p<0.01 

*p<0.05 

 

Figure 10 (Study 1) 

The interactive effect of organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and social 

exchange on intent to quit 

 

 

 

8.7. Summary of the findings of Study 1 

 The findings of study 1 generally indicate that the fulfillment of employer 

obligations (economic and socio-emotional) and community-focused climate 

positively affect organizational virtuousness’ perceptions. PDS also seems to be 

important for the formation of organizational virtuousness’ perceptions, while it was 

also found to moderate the relationship between all three types of fulfillment of 
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employer obligations and organizational virtuousness’ perceptions, weakening such 

relationship. These findings generally indicate that employees pay attention to 

whether their organization offers valuable resources to its employees and the 

community in order to evaluate whether it is virtuous or no. Moreover, they evaluate 

the motives of the organization in order to understand whether the organization 

supports them on a disinterested basis. These attributed motives seem to be of special 

importance for employees’ perceptions of organizational virtuousness, given that they 

render fulfilled employer obligation less salient and important for the formation of 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions.  

 Regarding the relationship between organizational virtuousness’ perceptions 

and employee outcomes, our findings indicated that organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions are positively associated with willingness to support the organization and 

work intensity and negatively associated with intent to quit. No statistically significant 

relationship was detected between organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and time 

commitment. These findings mean that employees want to stay and support a virtuous 

organization, while they also work with intensity. Despite that, they do not devote 

more time as a response to organizational virtuousness’ perceptions.  

The relationship between organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and 

willingness to support was mediated by pro-social motives (but not by social 

exchange). Moreover, the relationship between organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions and work intensity was mediated by pro-social motives, while social 

exchange failed to mediate such relationship above and beyond pro-social motives. 

These findings indicate that organizational virtuousness sparks employees’ pro-social 

motives and justifies their desire to exert extra effort and support the organization. 
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The relationship between organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and intent 

to quit was mediated by social exchange (but not by pro-social motives). However, 

this mediating power of social exchange was moderated by organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions. Social exchange was found to be a weaker mediator under 

high values of organizational virtuousness’ perceptions. This means that employees 

want to stay to their organization because they enter social exchange considerations. 

However, these social exchange considerations are less determining for employees’ 

intent to quit, as organizational virtuousness’ perceptions increase.   

To provide a stronger support for our findings, in the next chapter we 

introduce a second field study aspiring to replicate and further extend the findings of 

Study 1. 
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Chapter 9: Second Quantitative Study (Study 2)-Theoretical framework 

 In this chapter we focus on the second field study conducted for the purposes 

of the present dissertation. First of all, we introduce this study and we explain its 

necessity, as well as how it triangulates and further extends the findings of Study 1. 

Moreover, we present the Hypotheses which will be tested in addition to the 

Hypotheses already tested in Study 1. 

9.1. Introduction to Study 2 

In Study 1 we focused on the role of three types of employer obligations 

fulfillment (economic, socio-emotional, developmental) in the formation of 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions. In Study 2 we try to constructively replicate 

the findings of Study 1 using the global measure of psychological contract breach 

(breach). Regarding the explanatory mechanisms of the effects of organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions on employee outcomes, Study 1 focused on pro-social 

motives and social exchange. In Study 2 we examined the effects of organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions on employee outcomes through two different exchange 

processes namely perceived personal sacrifice and impression management motives. 

Our attempt, to constructively replicate the findings of Study 1, can provide us 

additional confidence in our results, while it can also enable us to shed light into 

different aspects of our examined relationships.  

Contrary to employer obligations’ fulfillment, breach focuses on the non-

fulfillment of employer obligations (Morrison & Robinson, 1997). This means that 

breach has a negative meaning, while employer obligations fulfillment has a positive 

meaning. Second, breach refers to a global perception, while employer obligations’ 

fulfillment has three different dimensions (economic, socio-emotional, 
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developmental). As a consequence, breach provides us the opportunity to explore an 

additional aspect of the study of the antecedents of organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions.  

Moreover, in this study we focus on personal sacrifice and impression 

management motives instead of social exchange (Figure 11). Personal sacrifice 

captures employees’ perceived costs of leaving the organization (Dawley et al., 2010; 

Mitchell, Holtom, Lee, Sablynski, & Erez, 2001). Impression management motives 

capture employees’ intention to express positive behavior trying to impress their 

organization and gain personal benefits (Rioux & Penner, 2001). Impression 

management motives can motivate employees to exert effort in order to benefit the 

organization and as such they can be the reason behind positive employee behaviors 

(Halbesleben et al., 2010; Rioux & Penner, 2001).  

Both personal sacrifice and impression management motives capture 

employees’ self-interested and exchange concerns. As such, they enable us to 

triangulate the findings of Study 1 rendering us able to understand a) the extent to 

which self-interested concerns can explain the relationship between organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions and employee outcomes above and beyond pro-social 

motives, as well as b) the extent to which they become stronger or weaker mediators 

of the examined relationships under lower and under higher levels of organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions.  

Below we present the additional hypotheses to be investigated in order to 

complement and better understand the findings of Study 1. 
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Figure 11: Conceptual model of Study 2 
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9.2. Hypotheses of Study 2 

 In this study we will develop some new hypotheses in order to better extend 

the main findings of Study 1. Then we will present some methodological concerns, as 

well as the results of Study 2. 

9.2.1. Psychological Contract Breach as an antecedent of organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions 

 Psychological contract breach is a construct rooted in psychological contract 

theory and it refers to an employee’s cognitive belief that the organization has failed 

to fulfilled one or more obligations towards him/her (Morrison & Robinson, 1997). 

As mentioned earlier, psychological contracts are different from mere employee 

expectations. They are reciprocal and promissory (Rousseau, 1990; Rousseau, 2001). 

As such, employees who believe that their organization has broken their 

psychological contract tend to express negative affective and behavioral reactions 

trying to restore the balance in their relationship with their organization (e.g. Agarwal 

& Bhargava, 2014; Bal et al., 2010b; Cassar & Briner, 2011; Dulac et al., 2008; 

Restubog et al., 2008, Suazo, 2009; Suazo & Romero, 2011; Zhao et al., 2007).  

Breach can negatively affect the employee-employer relationship as well as 

the way employees perceive their organizational treatment. Breach can spark 

employees’ feelings of anger and betrayal towards the organization making them 

blame their organization for the non-fulfilled obligations (e.g. Bordia et al., 2008; 

Restubog et al., 2013; Suazo, 2009). High levels of breach make employees believe 

that they work in an organization that does not support them (Suazo, 2009; Zagenczyk 

et al., 2011). In addition to its instrumental value, breach has also a symbolic value 
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acting as a signal of disrespect from the part of the organization towards its 

employees. Breach has been found to impede employees from feeling valued and 

respected organizational members (Epitropaki, 2013; Restubog et al., 2008; Wei & Si, 

2013; Zagenczyk, Cruz, Woodard, Walker, Few, Kiazad, & Raja, 2013). 

From all the above it becomes obvious that breach is expected to impede 

employees from forming perceptions of high organizational virtuousness. Breach 

impairs the employee-employer relationship and makes employees believe that the 

organization has a negative impact on the life of employees. As such, breach is 

expected to have a negative relationship with organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions, if one considers that positive human impact is a precondition of 

organizational virtuousness (Cameron, 2003). 

Thus: 

H15: Perceived Contract Breach is negatively related to organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions. 

9.2.2. PDS as moderator of the relationship between Psychological 

Contract Breach and organizational virtuousness’ perceptions 

 The findings of Study 1 indicated that PDS weakens the relationship between 

the fulfillment of employer obligations (economic, socio-emotional, developmental) 

and organizational virtuousness’ perceptions. As such, the fulfillment of employer 

obligations was found to be less salient and less important for the formation of 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions under high levels of PDS. In other words, 

PDS seemed to “substitute” the importance of the fulfillment of the three kinds of 
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employer obligations and made employees perceive high organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions regardless of whether their organization fulfills its obligations or not. 

 In Study 2 we try to triangulate and further extend the findings of Study 1. The 

moderating role of PDS in the relationship between breach and organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions is examined in order to understand whether PDS can 

“counterbalance” the negative effects of the global perception of broken promises on 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions. We expect that PDS will weaken the 

relationship between breach and organizational virtuousness’ perception rendering 

breach less important for organizational virtuousness’ perceptions.  

 Breach is followed by interpretation processes through which employees try to 

understand whether the organization is to be blamed for broken promises (Morrison & 

Robinson, 1997; Robinson & Morrison, 2000). Employees’ reactions to breach are 

dependent on their sense-making of breach and on whether they blame their 

organization for it or attribute it to external circumstances beyond the organization’s 

control (Chao et al., 2011; Dulac et al., 2008; Morrison & Robinson, 1997; Robinson 

& Morrison, 2000).   

 PDS indicating that the organization does not hide self-interested 

preoccupations when it supports its employees (Mignonac & Richebé, 2013) can 

convince them that their organization really cares about them and would never harm 

them on purpose. As such, PDS can make employees interpret breach more positively 

and view it as unintentional. In other words, PDS can make employees justify breach 

and attribute it to external circumstances not blaming their organization for it. As a 

consequence, under high levels of PDS, breach will not be viewed as a signal of 

disrespect and will not prevent employees from considering their organization as 
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virtuous. PDS can make employees “overlook” breach and “undermine” its 

importance for how they evaluate their organization. As such, employees who 

attribute disinterested motives to their organizational treatment will be less affected 

by breach and will continue considering their organization as virtuous providing to 

their organization the benefit of the doubt.  

On the contrary, employees with low levels of PDS believe that their 

organization treats them in an instrumental way. As a consequence, they will interpret 

breach negatively perceiving it as a purposeful organizational act. Low levels of PDS 

will prevent employees from justifying breach and will make them translate it into 

low levels of organizational virtuousness. As such, under low levels of PDS the 

negative relationship between breach and organizational virtuousness’ perceptions 

will be stronger than under higher levels of PDS. 

 All the above suggest that PDS is expected to moderate (weaken) the 

relationship between breach and organizational virtuousness’ perceptions. High PDS 

can “substitute” the importance of breach “counterbalancing” its negative effects on 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions. Thus: 

H16: PDS moderates (weakens) the relationship between breach and organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions. 

9.2.3. The mediators of the relationship between organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions and employee outcomes  

 In this study we focus on personal sacrifice and impression management 

motives as two explanatory exchange mechanisms. Personal sacrifice is associated 

with calculative commitment (Dawley et al., 2010). Employees with high personal 
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sacrifice believe that leaving the organization implies significant costs for the self.  To 

minimize the costs within their social exchange relationship with the organization, 

they desire to stay and support the organization. Impression management motives 

capture employees’ desire to make a good impression trying to gain more personal 

benefits (Rioux & Penner, 2001). Employees with high impression management 

motives are also expected to not only stay but also support their organization at their 

attempt to create a positive image within the workplace and maximize their benefits 

within their exchange relationship.  

9.2.3.1. Personal sacrifice as mediator of the relationship between 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and employee outcomes 

(willingness to support the organization, time commitment, work 

intensity, intent to quit) 

Personal sacrifice captures the material and psychological costs associated 

with leaving the organization (Mitchell et al., 2001). High levels of personal sacrifice 

indicate that working in this organization is considered a significant investment from 

employees’ part (Dawley et al., 2010). Personal sacrifice sparks employees’ 

calculative commitment to their organization, thus preventing them from leaving the 

organization (Dawley et al., 2010). Employees who perceive high levels of personal 

sacrifice desire to stay to their organization because doing so is advantageous for the 

self. This means that personal sacrifice captures employees’ self-interested and 

exchange considerations as a motivational force behind their reactions. In this study 

we examine whether personal sacrifice is a factor explaining employees’ outcomes 

expressed as a response to organizational virtuousness.  
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Employees’ perceptions of personal sacrifice are dependent on how they 

perceive their organizational treatment. Employees, who believe that they are in a 

beneficial relationship with their organization and that their needs are met within 

organizational settings, recognize the financial and socio-emotional costs associated 

with leaving the organization. As such, employees who perceive high levels of 

organizational support tend to stay to their organization motivated by their perceived 

personal sacrifice associated with leaving the organization (Dawley et al., 2010). 

Working in a virtuous organization can be perceived by employees as an investment. 

This sense of investment increases “the costs of ending a relationship, serving as a 

powerful psychological inducement investment to persist” (Rusbult, Martz, & Agnew, 

1998, p.359).  

In this study we extend the above stream of research and we suggest that a) 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions can increase employees’ perceptions of 

personal sacrifice and that b) personal sacrifice can mediate the relationship between 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and employee outcomes.  Employees who 

perceive their organization as virtuous believe that working in this organization can 

have a positive impact on their life (Cameron, 2003). Organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions can increase employees’ affective well-being and make them more 

satisfied with their job (Nikandrou and Tsachouridi, 2015a; Rego et al., 2010; Rego et 

al., 2011). All the above indicate that working for a virtuous organization is 

advantageous for employees and provides them a sense of safety. Leaving an 

organization like the aforementioned could imply a significant cost for employees. 

Working in an organization perceived as virtuous can be viewed by employees as a 

“privilege” which they do not want to lose. Leaving a virtuous organization would be 

associated with significant financial and socio-emotional loss of benefits and as such 
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it could be considered a personal sacrifice from employees’ part. Based on this 

rationale we expect that organizational virtuousness’ perceptions have a positive 

relationship with personal sacrifice. 

H17: Organizational virtuousness’ perceptions are positively related to personal 

sacrifice.  

Taking into account a) the expected positive relationship between 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and personal sacrifice, b) the effects of 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions on employee outcomes, as well as c) the 

ability of personal sacrifice to motivate subsequent employee reactions (Dawley et al., 

2010), we expect that personal sacrifice mediates the relationship between 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and employee outcomes. Virtuous 

organizations prioritize positive human impact and honestly care about their 

employees (Cameron, 2003; Cameron & Winn, 2012). As such, employees who 

perceive high levels of organizational virtuousness will believe that it is not 

advantageous for them to leave their organization which is for them a source of 

benefits and resources. This sense of personal sacrifice associated with leaving the 

organization can spark employees’ calculative attachment to the organization. 

Employees have largely been conceptualized as rational actors who act based on a 

pros and cons calculation and choose a behavior that maximizes their personal gain 

(Cropanzano & Mitchell, 2005). As such, employees who believe that leaving the 

organization implies significant costs for the self are expected to stay, support and 

express their commitment (time commitment and work intensity) towards their 

organization. Due to the theoretical association between organizational virtuousness 

and pro-social motives, we expect partial (instead of full) mediation through personal 

sacrifice.   
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Thus: 

H18.1: Personal sacrifice partially mediates the relationship between organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions and willingness to support the organization. 

H18.2: Personal sacrifice partially mediates the relationship between organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions and time commitment. 

H18.3: Personal sacrifice partially mediates the relationship between organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions and work intensity. 

H18.4: Personal sacrifice partially mediates the relationship between organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions and intent to quit.  

 In Study 1 we formed the Hypotheses regarding the mediating role of pro-

social motives in the relationship between organizational virtuousness’ perceptions 

and employee outcomes (H12.1 - H12.4). Our findings indicated that pro-social 

motives could not mediate the relationship between organizational virtuousness’ 

perception and intent to quit above and beyond social exchange, while they were the 

only explanatory factor of the relationship between organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions and employee outcomes (willingness to support the organization and 

work intensity). In this study (Study 2), we further examine this issue and we 

investigate whether pro-social motives can mediate the organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions-employee outcomes relationship above and beyond personal sacrifice.  
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9.2.3.2. Impression management motives as mediator of the 

relationship between organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and 

employee outcomes (willingness to support the organization, time 

commitment, work intensity, intent to quit) 

 Generally, employees are concerned with how their supervisors view them and 

an important portion of their behavior is motivated by their intention to manipulate 

the impressions they make to other people within the workplace (Bozeman & 

Kacmar, 1997). Impression management describes such effort to manipulate the 

image held by other people (Bolino, Kacmar, Turnley, & Gilstrap, 2008; Bozeman & 

Kacmar, 1997). Employees motivated by impression management motives may 

support the organization trying to make a good impression and gain personal benefits. 

As such, impression management motives have been positively associated with 

organizational citizenship behaviors (Rioux & Penner, 2001).  

Impression management motives capture the norm of expected reciprocity. 

Expected reciprocity is a norm of social exchange which suggests that employees 

behave positively within organizational settings motivated by self-interested concerns 

(Korsgaad et al., 2010). Expected reciprocity (or else the rationale of “paying me 

forward”) suggests that individuals enter rational processes and want to benefit their 

exchange partner in order to “guarantee” that they will receive future benefits as a 

return of the benefits they have already offered (Blau, 1964; Korsgaard et al., 2010). 

The rationale of expected reciprocity suggests that it is advantageous for the self to 

express a positive behavior within the workplace, as benefiting the other is an indirect 

way to benefit the self in the future.  
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 Impression management motives capturing expected reciprocity can motivate 

employees to behave positively towards their organization. Employees have been 

found to be motivated both by other oriented and pro-social motives and by 

impression management motives viewing citizenship behavior as a mean to build a 

positive image and gain personal benefits (Korsgaard et al., 2010; Rioux  & Penner, 

2001).  

  Understanding the organizational determinants of impression management 

motives is an important issue (Bolino et al., 2008). In our study we examine whether 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions spark employees’ impression management 

motives and whether these motives are able to make employees stay and benefit the 

organization.  

One of the assumptions of social exchange theory is that individuals are 

rational and try to maximize the benefits for the self (Emerson, 1976; Molm, 2003). 

This suggests that individuals have a natural predisposition to seek for the 

maximization of their benefits and evaluate the pros and cons of each situation they 

face. Favorable organizational treatment may activate individual predisposition to 

seek for behaviors that maximize the personal benefit. Believing that there is an 

opportunity to gain benefits may spark employees’ inclination to adapt their behavior 

in order to gain such benefits. Previous findings have supported such view and have 

indicated the positive association between perceptions of organizational support and 

impression management motives (Shore & Wayne, 1993).  

Based on all the aforementioned, we have reasons to believe that 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions can increase employees’ impression 

management motives. Theoretical arguments have suggested that organizational 
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virtuousness’ perceptions can spark individuals’ pro-social motives (Cameron, 2003; 

Cameron & Winn, 2012). Far from activating the human desire to gain personal 

benefits, organizational virtuousness has been argued to activate the human 

inclination to benefit others. Nevertheless, empirical findings are lacking regarding 

this issue. In this dissertation, we suggest that in addition to pro-social motives, 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions can spark individuals’ impression 

management motives. It is invalid to consider other-oriented and self-interested 

concerns as bipolar opposites. Far from that, they may be independent and the one 

does not exclude the existence of the others (De Dreu & Nauta, 2009).  

Within a virtuous workplace, employees may perceive not only a climate of 

disinterested and honest care and concern but also an advantageous and beneficial 

social exchange relationship. As such, they may develop both pro-social motives and 

impression management motives as a response to organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions. Organizational virtuousness’ perceptions making employees confident 

that their efforts will be repaid provides them the chance to maximize their personal 

benefits. As such, employees may try to create a positive image within the 

organization trying to take advantage of their opportunity to gain personal benefits. 

Based on this rationale we expect that organizational virtuousness’ perceptions will 

increase employees’ impression management motives.  

Thus: 

H19: Organizational virtuousness’ perceptions are positively related to impression 

management motives. 

 Taking into account a) the expected positive association between 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and impression management motives, b) the 
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positive relationship between organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and employee 

outcomes, as well as c) the expected positive association between impression 

management motives and positive employee behavior (Korsgaard et al., 2010; Rioux 

& Penner, 2001), we have reasons to believe that impression management motives 

mediate the relationship between organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and 

employee outcomes. Employees may be willing to stay, support their organization and 

increase their effort as a response to organizational virtuousness at their attempt to 

make a good impression and ensure future benefits for the self.  

Thus: 

H20.1: Impression management motives partially mediate the relationship between 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and willingness to support the organization 

H20.2: Impression management motives partially mediate the relationship between 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and time commitment 

H20.3: Impression management motives partially mediate the relationship between 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and work intensity 

H20.4: Impression management motives partially mediate the relationship between 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and intent to quit  

9.2.4 The moderating effect of organizational virtuousness’ perceptions 

on the relationship between exchange considerations (personal sacrifice 

and impression management motives) and employee outcomes 

(moderation and moderated mediation) 

Employees who perceive that leaving their organization would be a personal 

sacrifice are less willing to quit (Dawley et al., 2010). Employees who believe that 
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they gain significant financial or socio-emotional benefits within their organization 

develop a calculative attachment to their organization and do not want to leave it 

because of the significant costs associated with leaving the organization. Despite the 

fact that personal sacrifice can improve employee outcomes, we suggest that 

employees who perceive high levels of organizational virtuousness will desire to stay 

and support their organization regardless of their perceptions of personal sacrifice. In 

other words, we suggest that organizational virtuousness’ perceptions will moderate 

the relationship between personal sacrifice and employee outcomes weakening such 

relationship. 

Virtuous organizations prioritize positive human impact and express an honest 

concern towards human beings transcending their instrumental concerns (Cameron, 

2003; Cameron & Winn, 2012). This can totally transform the way that employees 

feel and think towards their organization. Theoretical arguments have suggested that 

individuals who observe virtuousness intrinsically desire to help others, as 

virtuousness creates a “pro-social contagion effect” (Cameron, 2003). Perceiving 

organizational virtuousness can spark employees’ affective commitment to their 

organization (Rego et al., 2011). Employees perceiving organizational virtuousness 

are expected to gradually transcend exchange and self-interested considerations and 

develop a pro-social motivation to benefit their organization.  

 All the above can have implications for the ability of personal sacrifice to 

predict employee outcomes under high levels of organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions. Employees perceiving high levels of organizational virtuousness honestly 

desire to benefit their organization. As such, they possibly desire to stay and support 

their organization because they really care about it and not because they take into 

account the costs of leaving the organization. In other words, they are expected to 
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express better reactions because they are affectively attached to the organization and 

want to benefit it and not because of their calculative commitment. As a consequence, 

we expect that under high levels of organizational virtuousness, personal sacrifice will 

become less salient and less important for predicting employees’ reactions. On the 

contrary, under low levels of organizational virtuousness, employees lacking an 

affective attachment to their organization will be motivated by their calculative 

commitment, which will be the only internal drive of their subsequent intentions and 

behaviors. Based on all the above, we expect that organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions weaken the relationship between personal sacrifice and employee 

outcomes. 

Thus: 

H21.1: Organizational virtuousness’ perceptions moderate (weaken) the relationship 

between personal sacrifice and willingness to support the organization. 

H21.2: Organizational virtuousness’ perceptions moderate (weaken) the relationship 

between personal sacrifice and time commitment. 

H21.3: Organizational virtuousness’ perceptions moderate (weaken) the relationship 

between personal sacrifice and work intensity. 

H21.4: Organizational virtuousness’ perceptions moderate (weaken) the relationship 

between personal sacrifice and intent to quit. 

Taking into account a) the proposed ability of personal sacrifice to mediate the 

relationship between organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and employee 

outcomes (H18.1-H18.4), as well as b) the proposed ability of organizational 

virtuousness’ perception to moderate the relationship between personal sacrifice and 
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employee outcomes (H21.1-H21.4), we suggest that the mediating power of personal 

sacrifice regarding the relationship between organizational virtuousness’ perceptions 

and employee reactions will be dependent on organizational virtuousness’ perceptions 

(moderated mediation).  

Organizational virtuousness can convince employees that leaving their 

organization would have significant costs for them thus increasing their perceptions of 

personal sacrifice. However, under higher levels of organizational virtuousness, these 

perceptions of personal sacrifice would be a weaker predictor of employee reactions. 

This is expected to happen due to the fact that organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions provide employees an alternative “inner drive” for expressing better 

intentions and behaviors. Despite the fact that employees with high organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions will believe that it is beneficial for them to stay to their 

organization, they will do so mainly because of their affective attachment and their 

desire to benefit the organization. This means that under high levels of organizational 

virtuousness the link between the mediator (personal sacrifice) and employee 

outcomes becomes weaker and as such the mediating power of personal sacrifice is 

depressed.  

Thus:  

H22.1: Organizational virtuousness’ perceptions moderate the mediating effect of 

personal sacrifice on the relationship between organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions and willingness to support the organization (under high levels of 

organizational virtuousness personal sacrifice becomes a weaker mediator of the 

organizational virtuousness-willingness to support the organization relationship). 
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H22.2: Organizational virtuousness’ perceptions moderate the mediating effect of 

personal sacrifice on the relationship between organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions and time commitment (under high levels of organizational virtuousness 

personal sacrifice becomes a weaker mediator of the organizational virtuousness-time 

commitment relationship). 

H22.3: Organizational virtuousness’ perceptions moderate the mediating effect of 

personal sacrifice on the relationship between organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions and work intensity (under high levels of organizational virtuousness 

personal sacrifice becomes a weaker mediator of the organizational virtuousness-

work intensity relationship). 

H22.4: Organizational virtuousness’ perceptions moderate the mediating effect of 

personal sacrifice on the relationship between organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions and intent to quit (under high levels of organizational virtuousness 

personal sacrifice becomes a weaker mediator of the organizational virtuousness-

intent to quit relationship). 

As we have already mentioned, impression management motives can be 

important for employees’ subsequent behavior making them willing to express 

positive behavior motivated by their desire to build a positive image for their self 

(Bolino et al,., 2008; Rioux & Penner, 2001). In this dissertation we suggest that 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions interact with impression management 

motives regarding the prediction of employee outcomes (willingness to support the 

organization, time commitment, work intensity, and intent to quit). Organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions making individuals transcend their self-interested concerns 

and develop pro-social motives are expected to weaken the relationship between 
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impression management motives and employee outcomes. Employees perceiving high 

organizational virtuousness will intrinsically desire to stay and benefit their 

organization and will not base their behavior on their desire to make a positive 

impression. Based on the above we expect that organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions will moderate (weaken) the relationship between impression management 

motives and employee outcomes (willingness to support the organization, time 

commitment, work intensity, intent to quit).  

Thus:  

H23.1: Organizational virtuousness’ perceptions moderate (weaken) the relationship 

between impression management motives and willingness to support the organization. 

H23.2: Organizational virtuousness’ perceptions moderate (weaken) the relationship 

between impression management motives and time commitment. 

H23.3: Organizational virtuousness’ perceptions moderate (weaken) the relationship 

between impression management motives and work intensity. 

H23.4: Organizational virtuousness’ perceptions moderate (weaken) the relationship 

between impression management motives and intent to quit. 

Taking into account a) the proposed mediating role of impression management 

motives in the relationship between organizational virtuousness’ perception and 

employee outcomes (H20.1-H20.4), as well as b) the proposed moderating role of 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions on the relationship between impression 

management motives and employee outcomes (H23.1-H23.4), we suggest that there is 

moderated mediation. As employees perceive higher levels of organizational 
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virtuousness, they do not base their desire to exert effort, support the organization and 

stay on their impression management motives.  

Organizational virtuousness making employees believe that their effort will be 

repaid can make employees’ desire to gain more benefits through building a positive 

image for their self. However, they do not base their supportive behavior on these 

impression management motives, because they really want to benefit their 

organization. Organizational virtuousness can make individuals transcend their own 

self-interested and exchange concerns thus sparking pro-social behavior (Cameron, 

2003). As such, we expect that the proposed indirect effect of organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions on employee outcomes through impression management 

motives will be moderated (weakened) by organizational virtuousness’ perceptions 

(moderated mediation).   

Thus:  

H24.1: Organizational virtuousness’ perceptions moderate the mediating effect of 

impression management motives on the relationship between organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions and willingness to support the organization (under high 

levels of organizational virtuousness impression management motives becomes a 

weaker mediator of the organizational virtuousness-willingness to support the 

organization relationship). 

H24.2: Organizational virtuousness’ perceptions moderate the mediating effect of 

impression management motives on the relationship between organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions and time commitment (under high levels of organizational 

virtuousness impression management motives becomes a weaker mediator of the 

organizational virtuousness-time commitment relationship). 
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H24.3: Organizational virtuousness’ perceptions moderate the mediating effect of 

impression management motives on the relationship between organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions and work intensity (under high levels of organizational 

virtuousness impression management motives becomes a weaker mediator of the 

organizational virtuousness-work intensity relationship). 

H24.4: Organizational virtuousness’ perceptions moderate the mediating effect of 

impression management motives on the relationship between organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions and intent to quit (under high levels of organizational 

virtuousness impression management motives becomes a weaker mediator of the 

organizational virtuousness-intent to quit relationship). 
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Chapter 10: Methodology of Study 2 

 In this chapter we focus on the methodological issues associated with the 

second field study. First of all, we discuss issues associated with the sample and the 

measurement instruments employed in this study. Moreover, we present the results of 

a CFA conducted in the whole measurement model. We also examine the convergent 

and discriminant validity of the constructs included in this study, as well as the 

reliability of these measures. The results of Harman’s single factor test are also 

presented in order to evaluate the existence of common method bias in this study. 

Last, we focus on the results of a CFA conducted to validate the multidimensional 

instrument of organizational virtuousness’ perceptions.  

10.1. Sample 

Study 2 was a field study. Similarly to Study 1 in this field study employees of 

various organizations of the country took part. Our questionnaires were administered 

through contacts provided by undergraduate students of our University. One hundred 

and seventeen students provided names and contact details of 471 employees to 

participate in our survey. After contacting the persons, 358 agreed to participate 

(participation rate of about 76%). 354 questionnaires of the 358 returned 

questionnaires were usable. The sample consisted of 164 male (46.3%), 189 female 

(53.4%) and 1 (0.3%) who did not specify his/her gender. The average age of 

participants was 38.43 years (SD= 10.88). Forty eight participants (13.6%) reported 

an upper management position, 113 (31.9%) reported a middle management position, 

46 (13%) reported a lower management position, 144 (40.7%) reported a non-

managerial position and 3 (0.8%) did not report their position. Their average total 

work experience was 14.72 years (SD= 9.96) and their average organizational tenure 
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was 8.68 (SD= 7.83). Regarding the educational level of the participants, 123 of them 

(34.7%) reported secondary education, 171 of them (48.3%) reported a bachelor’s 

degree, 56 (15.8%) reported a master’s degree and 4 (1.1%) did not report their 

educational level. 

10.2. Measures 

Psychological Contract Breach (breach): We measured breach with the 5-item scale 

of Robinson and Morrison (2000). This scale is a global measure of breach and refers 

to the general perception of an employee that his/her organization has failed to fulfill 

the obligations that it has towards them. Existing literature has largely used this scale 

to measure breach (e.g. Dulac et al., 2008; Restubog et al., 2008; Restubog et al., 

2013; Robinson & Morrison, 2000; Rodwell & Gulyas, 2015; Suazo, 2009; Suazo & 

Stone-Romero, 2011; Zhao et al., 2007). Sample items include: “Almost all the 

promises made by my employer during recruitment have been kept so far” (reversed), 

“I feel that my employer has come through in fulfilling the promises made to me 

when I was hired” (reversed) and “I have not received everything promised to me in 

exchange for my contributions”. For each item a 5- point Likert scale was provided 

ranging from 1 “strongly disagree” to 5 “strongly agree”. The scale had satisfactory 

reliability (Cronbach a= 0.90) 

Perceived Disinterested Support (PDS): We measured PDS with the same scale as in 

Study 1 (adapting the scale of Mignonac & Richebé, 2013). After conducting 

Confirmatory Factor Analysis we dropped 1 item from the analysis due to low 

standardized loading. Four items were used. Response options ranged from 1 

(strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). The Cronbach a was satisfactory 0.84. 
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Organizational Virtuousness’ perceptions: We measured organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions with the 15-item scale of Cameron et al. (2004), as we did in Study 1. 

Details regarding the validation of this multidimensional measurement instrument in 

this study are provided later.  

 Response options ranged from 1 (never true) to 6 (always true). Each 

dimension, as well as the construct of organizational virtuousness as a whole had 

satisfactory reliability, as Cronbach a surpassed 0.7 (optimism: 0.75, trust: 0.82, 

compassion: 0.87, integrity: 0.94, forgiveness: 0.90, organizational virtuousness: 

0.91). 

Personal sacrifice: We measured personal sacrifice using the 6-item scale used by 

Dawley et al. (2010). Meyer and Allen (1997) developed this scale and Powell and 

Meyer (2004) refined it. Personal sacrifice is a construct similar to that of continuance 

commitment of Allen and Meyer (1990). The difference between these constructs has 

to do with the fact that personal sacrifice excludes the concept of job alternatives 

(Dawley et al., 2010). Sample items include: “I continue to work for this organization, 

as I do not believe that another organization would offer me the benefits I have here”, 

“Leaving this organization now would require considerable personal sacrifice “ and “I 

would not leave this organization because of what I would stand to lose”. A 5-point 

Likert scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree) was used to 

measure employee responses to this scale. The Cronbach a of this scale was 

satisfactory (Cronbach a= 0.87). 

Impression management motives: We measured impression management motives with 

4 items adapted from the scale of Rioux and Penner (2001). Rioux and Penner (2001) 

focused on the measurement of impression management motives as a category of 
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citizenship motives. The items used were the following: “When I help the company, I 

often do it because rewards are important to me”, “When I support the company, I 

often do it because I want to make a good impression”, “When I support the company, 

I often do it in order to gain personal benefits” and “When I help the company, I often 

do it because I want to raise”. A 5-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (strongly 

disagree) to 5 (strongly agree) was used to measure employee responses to this scale. 

The Cronbach a of this scale was 0.86. 

Pro-social motives towards the organization: We measured pro-social motives with 

the 3-item measurement scale adjusted from Mignonac and Richebé (2013) and Rioux 

and Penner (2001) and which has also been used in Study 1. Response options ranged 

from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). The Cronbach a of 0.91 was 

satisfactory. 

Willingness to support the organization: We measured willingness to support the 

organization adapting four items from Choi and Mai-Dalton’s scale (1999), as we did 

in Study 1. Responses were measured on a 5-point scale ranging from 1 (strongly 

disagree) to 5 (strongly agree) (Cronbach α= 0.85). 

Effort (time commitment and work intensity): We measured time commitment and 

work intensity with the scales of Brown and Leigh (1996), as we did in Study 1. We 

used the original 5-item scales of Brown and Leigh (1996) to measure time 

commitment and work intensity. A 5-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (strongly 

disagree) to 5 (strongly agree) was used to measure employee responses to this scale. 

Cronbach a was satisfactory both for time commitment and for work intensity (time 

commitment= 0.88, work intensity= 0.89). Similarly to Study 1, we treated these two 
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scales as separate constructs. Their low correlation (0.35) prevented us from treating 

them as dimensions of a higher order factor.  

Intent to quit: We measured intent to quit with the same 3-item scale of Michaels and 

Spector (1982) indicating how often somebody thinks to quit, how much somebody 

likes to quit and how likely it is to quit within the next year. For each item a 5-point 

scale was used (Cronbach a= 0.88). 

10.3. Measurement Model: Confirmatory Factor Analysis 

 We conducted a Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) using LISREL and 

Maximum Likelihood Estimation in order to test the validity of our measurement 

model. Our model included 10 latent variables (constructs) (organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions, psychological contract breach, perceived disinterested 

support, personal sacrifice, impression management motives, pro-social motives, 

willingness to support, time commitment, work intensity, intent to quit). As the 

construct of organizational virtuousness’ perceptions is multidimensional, we first 

conducted a higher order CFA. In the subsequent analyses, we averaged the items of 

each of the five dimensions to obtain a composite average for each dimension. So, we 

included the five dimensions (optimism, trust, compassion, integrity, forgiveness) as 

indicators in the CFA testing the whole measurement model. In the case of the other 9 

latent constructs we used their respective manifest variables as indicators.   

10.3.1. Goodness of Fit Measures 

 To examine the fit of the measurement model of Study 2, we used the same 

goodness of fit indices as in Study 1. Generally, the fit indices indicated an acceptable 

fit, as RMSEA and SRMR were below 0.08, and CFI, NFI, NNFI and IFI exceeded 
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0.90 and (Chi-square= 1771.85, df= 857, Root Mean Square Error of Approximation 

(RMSEA)= 0.055, Standardized RMR (SRMR)= 0.062, Comparative Fit Index 

(CFI)= 0.97, Normed Fit Index (NFI)= 0.94, Non-Normed Fit Index (NNFI)= 0.96, 

Incremental Fit Index (IFI)= 0.97).  

10.3.2. Convergent and Discriminant validity of the constructs of the 

measurement model 

 To examine the convergent validity of the constructs included in the 

measurement model of Study 2, we computed the Average Variance Extracted (AVE) 

(Table 16). To examine their discriminant validity we examined whether the squared 

correlation of each couple of constructs exceeds the AVE of these constructs (Fornell 

& Larcker, 1981). The constructs included in Study 2 had convergent and 

discriminant validity (Table 17). The AVE of each construct surpassed the threshold 

of 0.50 and was higher than the squared correlation between each construct and any 

other. 
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Table 16 (Study 2): Standardized item loadings, Average Variance Extracted 

(AVE), Construct Reliability (CR) and Cronbach a for all the variables of the 

measurement model 

  Standardized 
Loading 

AVE CR Cronbach a 

Psychological 
Contract 
Breach 

  0.64 0.89 0.90 

 Item 1 0.81    

 Item 2 0.90    

 Item 3 0.89    

 Item 4 0.66    

 Item 5 0.72    

Perceived 
Disinterested 
Support (PDS) 

  0.58 0.85 0.84 

 Item 1 0.74    

 Item 2 0.81    

 Item3 0.87    

 Item 4 0.61    

Organizational 
virtuousness’ 
perceptions 

  0.68 0.91 0.91 

 Item 1 0.78    

 Item 2 0.86    

 Item 3 0.77    

 Item4 0.86    

 Item 5 0.85    

Personal 
Sacrifice 

  0.53 0.87 0.87 

 Item 1 0.77    

 Item 2 0.86    

 Item 3 0.84    

 Item 4 0.68    

 Item 5 0.68    

 Item 6 0.53    

Impression 
Management 
Motives 

  0.61 0.86 0.86 

 Item 1 0.57    

 Item 2 0.79    

 Item 3 0.92    

 Item 4 0.80    

Pro-social 
motives 

  0.76 0.91 0.91 

 Item 1 0.81    

 Item 2 0.92    

 Item 3 0.89    
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Table 17 (Study 2): Convergent and Discriminant Validity of the constructs of 

the measurement model 

 AVE Squared Correlations 

  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
 

1. 
Psychological 
Contract 
Breach 

0.64 -- 0.27 0.41 0.17 0.00 0.18 0.18 0.00 0.07 0.35 

2. PDS 0.58 0.27 --- 0.41 0.12 0.10 0.20 0.13 0.00 0.02 0.27 

3. 
Organizational 
virtuousness’ 
perceptions 

0.68 0.41 0.41 --- 0.20 0.03 0.40 0.41 0.02 0.14 0.41 

4. Personal 
Sacrifice  

0.53 0.17 0.12 0.20 --- 0.00 0.23 0.17 0.05 0.13 0.48 

5. Impression 
Management 
Motives 

0.61 0.00 0.10 0.03 0.00 --- 0.07 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.02 

6. Pro-social 
motives 

0.76 0.18 0.20 0.40 0.23 0.07 --- 0.45 0.08 0.31 0.22 

  Standardized 
Loading 

AVE CR Cronbach a 

Willingness to 
support the 
organization 

  0.63 0.90 0.85 

 Item 1 0.88    

 Item 2 0.86    

 Item 3 0.84    

 Item 4 0.53    

Time 
Commitment 

  0.60 0.88 0.88 

 Item 1 0.72    

 Item 2 0.84    

 Item 3 0.88    

 Item 4 0.67    

 Item 5 0.74    

Work intensity   0.64 0.90 0.89 

 Item 1 0.81    

 Item 2 0.68    

 Item 3 0.84    

 Item 4 0.88    

 Item 5 0.79    

Intent to quit   0.71 0.88 0.88 

 Item 1 0.91    

 Item 2 0.89    

 Item 3 0.73    
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 AVE Squared Correlations 

  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
 

7. Willingness 
to support the 
organization 

0.63 0.18 0.13 0.41 0.17 0.02 0.45 --- 0.07 0.14 0.21 

8. Time 
Commitment 

0.60 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.05 0.02 0.08 0.07 --- 0.12 0.00 

9. Work 
Intensity 

0.64 0.07 0.02 0.14 0.13 0.01 0.31 0.14 0.12 --- 0.06 

10. Intent to 
quit 

0.71 0.35 0.24 0.41 0.48 0.02 0.22 0.21 0.00 0.06 --- 

 

 

10.4. Reliability 

 To assess the reliability of the construct included in Study 2 we computed 

Cronbach α, as well as Construct reliability. There was acceptable reliability for all 

the constructs included in the measurement model of this study, as both Cronbach α 

and Construct reliability surpassed 0.70 (Table 16).  So, the indicators of each 

construct seem to consistently represent the same latent factor. 

10.5. Common method bias assessment 

 Similarly to Study 1, to reduce common method bias we used verbal 

statements for the midpoints of the scales and we protected our respondents’ 

anonymity (Podsakoff et al., 2003). Moreover, we conducted Harman’s single-factor 

test to assess the existence of common method bias in this dataset. The unacceptable 

fit of single factor measurement model (Chi-square= 10729.11, df= 902, RMSEA= 

0.18, SRMR= 0.13, CFI= 0.80, NFI= 0.78, NNFI= 0.79, IFI= 0.80) indicates that 

common method variance is not a serious problem in this study.  
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10.6. Organizational Virtuousness’ perceptions as a multidimensional construct  

 Before conducting a CFA for all the constructs of the measurement model we 

conducted a higher order CFA in order to test the validity of the multidimensional 

instrument of organizational virtuousness’ perceptions which includes five 

dimensions (Figure 12). The five factor model (second order) indicated an acceptable 

fit to our data [Chi-square= 245.74, df= 85, Root Mean Square Error of 

Approximation (RMSEA)= 0.073, Standardized RMR (SRMR)=0.037, Comparative 

Fit Index (CFI)=0.98, Normed Fit Index (NFI)=0.98, Non-Normed Fit Index 

(NNFI)=0.98,  Incremental Fit Index (IFI)=0.98]. All items loaded significantly on 

their respective factor with standardized loadings ranging from 0.63-0.94. Moreover, 

the five factors loaded significantly on the higher order factor of organizational 

virtuousness (standardized loadings ranged from 0.83 to 0.93). Each dimension, as 

well as the construct of organizational virtuousness’ perceptions as a whole had 

satisfactory convergent validity and reliability (Table 18).  
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Table 18 (Study 2): Standardized item loadings, Average Variance Extracted 

(AVE), Construct Reliability (CR) and Cronbach a for the construct of 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions 

  Standardized 
Loading 

AVE CR Cronbach a 

Optimism   0.53 0.77 0.75 

 Item 1 0.73    

 Item 2 0.81    

 Item 3 0.63    

Trust   0.63 0.83 0.82 

 Item 1 0.68    

 Item 2 0.87    

 Item3 0.82    

Compassion   0.69 0.87 0.87 

 Item1 0.87    

 Item2 0.88    

 Item3 0.73    

Integrity   0.84 0.94 0.94 

 Item 1 0.89    

 Item 2 0.94    

 Item3 0.93    

Forgiveness   0.74 0.90 0.90 

 item 1 0.88    

 Item 2 0.84    

 Item3 0.86    

Organizational 
virtuousness’ 
perceptions 

  0.79 0.95 0.91 

 Item 1 0.88    

 Item 2 0.93    

 Item 3 0.83    

 Item4 0.88    

 Item 5 0.92    
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Figure 12 (Study 2): Higher Order Structure of Organizational Virtuousness’ 

perceptions 
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Chapter 11: Results of Study 2 

11.1. Introduction 

 In Study 2 we tested not only new Hypotheses, but also some of the 

Hypotheses tested in Study 1. Our Hypotheses examine four main things 1) the effects 

of independent variables on  dependent variables (H2, H5, H6, H7, H8, H11, H15, 

H17, H19), 2) the interactive effects of independent variables on dependent variables 

(H16, H21.1, H21.2, H21.3, H21.4, H23.1, H23.2, H23.3, H23.4), 3) the mediated 

(indirect effects) of independent variables on dependent variables through mediators 

(H12.1, H12.2, H12.3, H12.4, H18.1, H18.2, H18.3, H18.4, H20.1, H20.2, H20.3, 

H20.4) 4) the moderated mediated (conditional indirect) effects of organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions on the dependent variables (H22.1, H22.2, H22.3, H22.4, 

H24.1, H24.2, H24.3, H24.4). 

 To examine the effects of the independent variables on the dependent 

variables we conducted Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) analyses using LISREL 

and Maximum Likelihood Estimation. Then, we examined the specific indirect 

effects, calculating bootstrapped confidence intervals using the PROCESS macro 

(Hayes, 2012). To examine moderated effects and moderated mediated effects we also 

used the PROCESS macro (Hayes, 2012). PROCESS is a versatile tool enabling us to 

analyze many complex issues such as mediation, moderation or moderated mediation. 

11.2. Descriptive statistics 

 Before testing our hypotheses we present some descriptive statistics related to 

the constructs of our study. Means, standard deviations and Pearson correlations 
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among the constructs are presented in Table 19.  Moreover, in the Appendix 2 we 

present a SEM model with paths connecting all the constructs of our model. 

Table 19 (Study 2): Means, Standard Deviations, Pearson Correlations and 

Reliabilities among the constructs 

 Mean SD Pearson Correlations 

   1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

1. Breach  2.68 .87 (0.90) --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 

2. PDS 2.96 .87 -.50** (0.84) --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 

3. OV 

perceptions 

4.09 .95 -.57** .62** (0.91) --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 

4. Personal 

sacrifice 

3.16 .79 -.35** .28** .40** (0.87) --- --- --- --- --- --- 

5. 

Impression 

managemen

t motives 

2.81 .86 .07 -.24** -.11* .00 (0.86) --- --- --- --- --- 

6. Pro-

social 

motives 

3.72 .80 -.38** .42** .59** .41** -.18** (0.91) --- --- --- --- 

7. 

Willingness 

to support 

the 

organizatio

n 

3.22 .83 -.39** .37** .61** .35** -.06 .62** (0.85) --- --- --- 

8. Time 

Commitme

nt 

3.16 .85 .00 -.03 .10 .19** .12* .26** .24** (0.88) --- --- 

9. Work 

Intensity 

3.95 .65 -.22** .14** .36** .30** -.03 .49** .33** .32** (0.89) --- 

10. Intent to 

quit 

2.05 1.02 .51** -.43** -.55** -.63** .09 -.42** -.39** -.04 -.23** (0.88) 
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11.3. Test of Hypotheses regarding the antecedents of organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions 

11.3.1. The effects of Psychological Contract Breach (breach) and 

Perceived Disinterested Support (PDS) on Organizational Virtuousness’ 

perceptions (Test of Hypotheses H2 and H15) 

 To examine the effects of breach and PDS on employees’ organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions we examined a structural model. In this structural model 

breach and PDS were suggested to simultaneously predict organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions (five dimensions were used as indicators).   

The fit of the examined structural model was acceptable indicating that the 

relationships are consistent with the theoretical expectations (Chi-square= 325.90, df= 

74, Root Mean Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA)= 0.098, Standardized RMR 

(SRMR)= 0.067, Comparative Fit Index (CFI)= 0.96, Normed Fit Index (NFI)= 0.95, 

Non-Normed Fit Index (NNFI)= 0.95, Incremental Fit Index (IFI)= 0.96). Both PDS 

and breach seem to uniquely contribute to the prediction of organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions (Figure 13). Breach has a statistically significant negative 

relationship with organizational virtuousness’ perceptions (standardized effect = -

0.41, t value= -7.24). PDS has a statistically significant positive relationship with 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions (standardized effect = 0.45, t value= 7.39) 

From the above it becomes obvious that H2 and H15 are supported. 
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Figure 13 (Study 2): Structural Equation Model (SEM) for the effects of the 

suggested Antecedents of Organizational Virtuousness’ perceptions on 

Organizational Virtuousness’ perceptions 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

11.3.2. The moderating role of PDS in the relationship between breach 

and organizational virtuousness’ perceptions (Test of Hypothesis H16) 

 To test the moderation suggested by H16 we employed PROCESS macro 

(model 1). We used the composite scores of the constructs in the analysis averaging 

the items of each construct. The averages of each of the five dimensions of 

Psychological 

Contract Breach 

PDS 

Organizational 

Virtuousness’ perceptions 

Chi-square= 325.90 df= 74, RMSEA= 0.098, SRMR= 

0.067, NFI= 0.95, NNFI= 0.95, CFI= 0.96, IFI= 0.96 

Beta values are standardized 
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organizational virtuousness’ perceptions were averaged to obtain a composite score of 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions for each employee. Both the independent 

variable and the moderator were mean centered prior to the analysis. Initially, we 

controlled for the demographic variables (gender, age, hierarchical position, years of 

total tenure, years of organizational tenure, educational level). As the results were 

similar in both cases (when including and not including control variables), we opted 

not to include control variables in order to present more accurate estimates of the 

examined effects. 

Breach was the independent variable, organizational virtuousness’ perceptions 

were the dependent variable and PDS was the moderator. The results of the moderator 

analysis (Table 20) indicate that breach exerts a statistically significant negative effect 

on organizational virtuousness’ perceptions (b= -0.38, t= -7.62, p<0.001). The 

moderator (PDS) also exerts a statistically significant positive effect on organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions (b= 0.50, t= 10.06, p<0.001). Nevertheless, the interaction 

term is not statistically significant (b= 0.01, t= 0.28, p>0.10).  

The above indicate that H16 fails to receive support. 
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Table 20 (Study 2): The moderating effects of PDS on the relationship between 

Psychological Contract Breach (breach) and organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions  

 Beta t-value R
2
 

   .48*** 

Breach on OV perceptions -0.38*** -7.62  

PDS on OV perceptions 0.50*** 10.06  

Interaction (Breach x PDS) on OV perceptions 0.01 0.28  

 Conditional effects of breach on 

OV perceptions (PDS as 

moderator) 
 Estimate  t-value 95% bias 

corrected 

confidence 

intervals 
-1SD from mean (effect at low levels of PDS)  
 

-0.39*** -6.49 [-0.51,-0.27] 

Effect at moderate levels of PDS -0.38*** -7.62 [-0.47,-0.28] 
+1SD from mean (effect at high levels of PDS)  

 

-0.37*** -5.39 [-0.50,-0.23] 

Number of bootstrap samples: 1000 

Breach and PDS were mean centered prior to the analysis regarding moderation 

***p<0.001 

**p<0.01 

*p<0.05 

 

11.4. The effects of organizational virtuousness’ perceptions on its outcomes 

(Test of Hypotheses H5-H8, H11, H17, H19) 

 We conducted a structural model (Structural Equation Modeling-SEM) in 

order to examine the effects of organizational virtuousness’ perceptions on its 

outcomes. Organizational virtuousness’ perceptions (five dimensions were used as 

indicators), as well as the consequences of organizational virtuousness’ perceptions 

(personal sacrifice, impression management motives, pro-social motives, willingness 

to support the organization, time commitment, work intensity, intent to quit) were 

included in this structural model. The independent variable (organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions) simultaneously predicted all the dependent variables.  
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The structural model indicated an acceptable fit (Chi-square= 1490.25 df= 

553, RMSEA= 0.069, SRMR= 0.098, CFI= 0.96, NFI= 0.93, NNFI= 0.95, IFI= 0.96). 

The diagram (Figure 14) indicates that organizational virtuousness’ perceptions exert 

a statistically significant positive effect on all dependent variables. More specifically, 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions exert a statistically significant positive effect 

on personal sacrifice (standardized effect= 0.52, t value= 8.63), on pro-social motives 

(standardized effect= 0.69, t value= 11.87), on willingness to support the organization 

(standardized effect= 0.69, t value= 12.17), on time commitment (standardized 

effect= 0.18, t value= 3.08), as well as on work intensity (standardized effect= 0.44, t 

value= 7.51). Moreover, organizational virtuousness’ perceptions exert a statistically 

significant negative effect on impression management motives (standardized effect= -

0.17, t value= -2.92) and intent to quit (standardized effect= -0.67, t value= -12.28).  

As such, H5, H6, H7, H8, H11 and Η17 receive support. H19 fails to receive 

support as organizational virtuousness’ perceptions were found to exert a negative 

(instead of a positive) effect on impression management motives. 
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Figure 14 (Study 2): Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) for the effects of 

Organizational Virtuousness’ perceptions on employee outcomes 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Organizational 

Virtuousness’ 

perceptions 

Personal 

Sacrifice 

Impression 

Management 

Motives 

Pro-social 

motives 
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support the 

organization 

Time Commitment 

 

Work Intensity 

 

Intent to quit 

Chi-square= 1490.25 df= 553, RMSEA= 0.069, SRMR= 

0.098, NFI= 0.93, NNFI= 0.95, CFI= 0.96, IFI= 0.96 

Beta values are standardized 
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11.5. The mediators of the relationship between Organizational Virtuousness’ 

perceptions and employee outcomes (Test of Hypotheses H12.1-H12.4, H18.1-

H18.4, H20.1-H20.4) 

 PROCESS macro enabled us to examine models with parallel mediators in 

order to understand whether each mediator can mediate the relationship between the 

independent variable and the dependent variable above and beyond the other 

mediators. Bootstrapped confidence intervals were estimated for each specific indirect 

effect.  

Below we present the results of PROCESS macro (model 4), which examined 

the relationship between the independent variable and each dependent variable 

through proposed mediators. Our analyses focus on a) the total effect of the 

independent variable on each dependent variable before the inclusion of mediators, b) 

the direct effect of the independent variable on each dependent variable after the 

inclusion of mediators, as well as c) the indirect effects of the independent variable on 

each dependent through each mediator. 

Initially, we controlled for the demographic variables (gender, age, 

hierarchical position, years of total tenure, years of organizational tenure, educational 

level). As the results were similar in both cases (when including and not including 

control variables), we opted not to include control variables in order to present more 

accurate estimates of the examined effects. 

 Personal sacrifice, impression management motives and pro-social motives as 

mediators of the relationship between organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and 

willingness to support the organization (Test of H12.1, H18.1 and H20.1). In this 

analysis organizational virtuousness’ perceptions were the independent variable, 
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personal sacrifice, impression management motives and pro-social motives were the 

mediators, while willingness to support the organization was the dependent variable. 

The results (Table 21) indicate that the independent variable has a statistically 

significant positive relationship with willingness to support the organization (b= 0.53, 

t= 14.41, p<0.001). Moreover, the independent variable has a statistically significant 

relationship with all mediators. More specifically, organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions exert a statistically significant positive effect on personal sacrifice (b= 

0.33, t= 8.07, p<0.001) and pro-social motives (b= 0.50, t= 13.57, p<0.001), while 

they exert a statistically significant negative effect on impression management 

motives (b= -0.09, t= -1.98, p<0.05).  

Regarding the effects of mediators on the dependent variable, pro-social 

motives have a statistically significant positive relationship with willingness to 

support the organization (b= 0.41, t= 8.04, p<0.001), while personal sacrifice (b= 

0.05, t= 1.10, p>0.10) and impression management motives do not exert a statistically 

significant effect (b= 0.05, t= 1.21, p>0.10). After controlling for mediators, the effect 

of the independent variable (organizational virtuousness’ perceptions) on the 

dependent variable decreases in magnitude but it remains statistically significant (b= 

0.31, t= 7.43, p<0.01), indicating partial mediation. 

 A more specific examination of the indirect effects indicates that only pro-

social motives (but not personal sacrifice and impression management motives) 

mediate the relationship between organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and 

willingness to support the organization. The specific indirect effect through pro-social 

motives is statistically significant as confidence intervals of this effect do not include 

zero (effect= 0.20, 95% CI= [0.13, 0.28]. On the contrary, the specific indirect effect 

through personal sacrifice is not statistically significant as confidence intervals of this 
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effect contain zero (effect= 0.02, 95% CI= [-0.01, 0.06]). Similarly, the indirect 

effects through impression management motives is not statistically significant (effect= 

-0.004, 95% CI= [-0.02, 0.004]).  

 All the above indicate that H12.1 is supported, while H18.1 and H20.1 fail to 

receive support.  

Table 21 (Study 2): Mediation for the organizational virtuousness’ perceptions –

willingness to support the organization relationship through personal sacrifice, 

impression management motives and pro-social motives  

 Beta t-test R
2 

   0.37*** 

OV perceptions on willingness to support the 
organization 

0.53*** 14.41  

   0.16*** 

OV perceptions on personal sacrifice 0.33*** 8.07  

   0.01* 

OV perceptions on impression management 

motives 

-0.09*** -1.98  

   0.34*** 

OV perceptions on pro-social motives 0.50*** 13.57  

   0.48*** 

Personal sacrifice on willingness to support the 

organization controlling for OV perceptions and 

the other mediators 

0.05 1.10  

Impression management motives on willingness to 

support the organization controlling for OV 

perceptions and the other mediators 

0.05 1.21  

Pro-social motives on willingness to support the 
organization controlling for OV perceptions and 

the other mediators 

0.41*** 8.04  

OV perceptions on willingness to support the 
organization controlling for the mediators 

0.31*** 7.43  

 Indirect effects through mediators 

 Estimate 95% bias corrected 
confidence 

intervals 

Indirect effect of OV perceptions on willingness 

to support the organization through personal 

sacrifice 

0.02 [-0.01, 0.06] 

Indirect effect of OV perceptions on willingness 

to support the organization through impression 

management motives 

0.00 [-0.02, 0.00] 
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 Estimate 95% bias corrected 

confidence 
intervals 

Indirect effect of OV perceptions on willingness 

to support the organization through pro-social 

motives 

0.20 [0.13, 0.28] 

Number of bootstrap samples: 1000 

***p<0.001 

**p<0.01 

*p<0.05 

 

Personal sacrifice, impression management motives and pro-social motives as 

mediators of the relationship between organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and 

time commitment (test of H12.2, H18.2 and H20.2). Organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions were the independent variable, personal sacrifice, impression 

management motives and pro-social motives were the mediators, while time 

commitment was the dependent variable. The results of the analysis (Table 22) 

indicate that the independent variable has a statistically significant positive 

relationship with the dependent variable (significant at 0.10 level of significance) (b= 

0.09, t= 1.94, p<0.10). Organizational virtuousness’ perceptions also have a 

statistically significant positive relationship with personal sacrifice (b= 0.33, t= 8.07, 

p<0.001), a statistically significant negative relationship with impression management 

motives (b= -0.09, t= -1.98, p<0.05) and a statistically significant positive relationship 

with pro-social motives (b= 0.50, t= 13.57, p<0.001). Moreover, all three mediators 

have a statistically significant positive relationship with time commitment (personal 

sacrifice: b= 0.12, t= 1.96, p<0.10, impression management motives: b= 0.16, t= 3.12, 

p<0.01, pro-social motives: b= 0.31, t= 4.59, p<0.001). After controlling for 

mediators, the effect of organizational virtuousness’ perceptions on the dependent 

variable decreased and became non-significant (b= -0.09, t= -1.56, p>0.10). 
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 A more specific examination of mediation indicates that all mediators 

contribute to the explanation of the examined indirect effect. The specific indirect 

effect through each mediator is statistically significant, as 95% confidence intervals of 

each effect do not contain zero (effect through personal sacrifice= 0.04, 95% CI= 

[0.003, 0.08], effect through impression management motives= -0.02, 95% CI= [-

0.04, -0.0003], effect through pro-social motives= 0.16, 95% CI= [0.09, 0.22]).  

 All the above indicate that H12.2, H18.2 and H20.2 are supported. 

Table 22 (Study 2): Mediation for the organizational virtuousness’ perceptions –

time commitment relationship through personal sacrifice, impression 

management motives and pro-social motives  

 Beta t-test R
2 

   0.01 

OV perceptions on time commitment 0.09 1.94  

   0.16*** 

OV perceptions on personal sacrifice 0.33** 8.07  

   0.01* 

OV perceptions on impression management 

motives 

-0.09* -1.98  

   0.34*** 

OV perceptions on pro-social motives 0.50*** 13.57  

   0.11*** 

Personal sacrifice on time commitment 
controlling for OV perceptions and the 

other mediators 

0.12 1.96  

Impression management motives on time 

commitment controlling for OV 
perceptions and the other mediators 

0.16** 3.12  

Pro-social motives on time commitment 

controlling for OV perceptions and the 

other mediators 

0.31*** 4.59  

OV perceptions on time commitment 

controlling for the mediators 

-0.09 -1.56  

 Indirect effects through mediators 

 Estimate 95% bias corrected 

confidence intervals 

Indirect effect of OV perceptions on time 

commitment through personal sacrifice 

0.04 [0.003, 0.08] 

Indirect effect of OV perceptions on time 

commitment through impression 

-0.02 [-0.04, -0.0003] 
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management motives 

 Estimate 95% bias corrected 

confidence intervals 

Indirect effect of OV perceptions on time 

commitment through pro-social motives 

0.16 [0.09, 0.22] 

Number of bootstrap samples: 1000 

***p<0.001 
**p<0.01 

*p<0.05 

Personal sacrifice, impression management motives and pro-social motives as 

mediators of the relationship between organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and 

work intensity (test of H12.3, H18.3 and H20.3). In this analysis organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions were the independent variable. Personal sacrifice, 

impression management motives and pro-social motives were the mediators. Work 

intensity was the dependent variable. The results of the analysis (Table 23) indicate 

that the independent variable has a statistically significant positive relationship with 

the dependent variable (b= 0.24, t= 7.18, p<0.001). Moreover, the independent 

variable has a statistically significant positive relationship with personal sacrifice (b= 

0.33, t= 8.07, p<0.001), a statistically significant negative relationship with 

impression management motives (b= -0.09, t= -1.98, p<0.05) and a statistically 

significant positive relationship with pro-social motives (b= 0.50, t= 13.57, p<0.001). 

Regarding the effects of mediators on the dependent variables personal sacrifice and 

pro-social motives have a statistically significant positive relationship with work 

intensity (personal sacrifice: b= 0.09, t= 2.03, p<0.05, pro-social motives: b= 0.33, t= 

6.96, p<0.001). Impression management motives do not exert a statistically 

significant effect on the dependent variable (b= 0.04, t= 1.05, p>0.10). After 

controlling for mediators, the effect of the independent variable on the dependent 

variable becomes non-significant indicating full mediation (b= 0.05, t= 1.38, p>0.10). 
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 An examination of the specific indirect effects indicates that only pro-social 

motives (but not personal sacrifice and impression management motives) mediate the 

relationship between the independent and the dependent variable. The confidence 

intervals of the specific indirect effect through pro-social motives do not contain zero 

(effect= 0.16, 95% CI= [0.11, 0.23]), while the confidence intervals of the specific 

indirect effect through personal sacrifice and impression management motives contain 

zero (personal sacrifice: effect= 0.03, 95% CI= [-0.0004, 0.06], impression 

management motives: effect= -0.004, 95% CI= [-0.02, 0.003]).  

 All the above indicate that H12.3 is supported, while H18.3 and H20.3 fail to 

receive support.  

Table 23 (Study 2): Mediation for the organizational virtuousness’ perceptions –

work intensity relationship through personal sacrifice, impression management 

motives and pro-social motives  

 

 Beta t-test R
2 

   0.13*** 

OV perceptions on work intensity 0.24*** 7.18  

   0.16*** 

OV perceptions on personal sacrifice 0.33*** 8.07  

   0.01* 

OV perceptions on impression management 

motives 

-0.09* -1.98  

   0.34*** 

OV perceptions on pro-social motives 0.50*** 13.57  

   0.26*** 

Personal sacrifice on work intensity 

controlling for OV perceptions and the 

other mediators 

0.09* 2.03  

Impression management motives on work 
intensity controlling for OV perceptions 

and the other mediators 

0.04 1.05  

Pro-social motives on work intensity 

controlling for OV perceptions and the 
other mediators 

0.33*** 6.96  

OV perceptions on work intensity 

controlling for the mediators 

0.05 1.38  
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Indirect effects through mediators 

 Estimate 95% bias corrected 

confidence intervals 

Indirect effect of OV perceptions on 

work intensity through personal sacrifice 

0.03 [0.00, 0.06] 

Indirect effect of OV perceptions on 

work intensity through impression 

management motives 

0.00 [-0.02, 0.00] 

Indirect effect of OV perceptions on 

work intensity through pro-social 

motives 

0.16 [0.11, 0.23] 

Number of bootstrap samples: 1000 
***p<0.001 

**p<0.01 

*p<0.05 

 

Personal sacrifice, impression management motives, and pro-social motives as 

mediators of the relationship between organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and 

intent to quit (Test of Hypotheses Η12.4, H18.4 and H20.4). In this analysis of 

mediation (Table 24) organizational virtuousness’ perceptions were the independent 

variable, personal sacrifice, impression management motives and pro-social motives, 

were the mediators, while intent to quit was the dependent variable. Organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions have a statistically significant negative relationship with 

intent to quit (b= -0.59, t= -12.45, p<0.001). Organizational virtuousness’ perceptions 

also have a statistically significant positive relationship with personal sacrifice (b= 

0.33, t= 8.05, p<0.001) and pro-social motives (b= 0.50, t= 13.51, p<0.001), while 

they have a statistically significant negative relationship with impression management 

motives (b= -0.09, t= -1.94, p<0.10). Regarding the effects of mediators on the 

dependent variable, our results indicate that personal sacrifice has a statistically 

significant negative relationship with intent to quit (b= -0.63, t= -11.55, p<0.001), 

while impression management motives and pro-social motives do not have a 

statistically significant relationship (impression management motives: b= 0.06, t= 
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1.42, p>0.10, pro-social motives: b= -0.001, t= -0.02, p>0.10). After controlling for 

mediators, the effect of organizational virtuousness’ perceptions on intent to quit 

decreases in magnitude but it remains statistically significant (b= -0.38, t= -7.47, 

p<0.001). So, there is evidence of partial mediation. 

 A specific examination of the indirect effects indicates that only personal 

sacrifice (but not pro-social motives and impression management motives) mediates 

the examined relationship. The specific indirect effect through personal sacrifice is 

statistically significant as 95% confidence intervals of this effect do not contain zero 

(effect= -0.21, 95% CI= [-0.27, -0.15]. On the contrary, the specific indirect effects 

through pro-social motives and impression management motives are not statistically 

significant as 95% confidence intervals of this effect contain zero (pro-social motives: 

effect = -0.001, CI= [-0.08, 0.06], impression management motives: effect = -0.01, 

95% CI= [-0.03, 0.002]).  

All the above indicate that H18.4 is supported, while H12.4 and H20.4 fail to 

receive support.  

Table 24 (Study 2): Mediation for the organizational virtuousness’ perceptions -

intent to quit relationship through personal sacrifice, impression management 

motives and pro-social motives  

 Beta t-test R
2 

   0.31*** 

OV perceptions on intent to quit -0.59*** -12.45  

   0.16*** 

OV perceptions on personal sacrifice 0.33*** 8.05  

   0.01 

OV perceptions on impression management 

motives 

-0.09 -1.94  

   0.34*** 

OV perceptions on pro-social motives 0.50*** 13.51  

   0.51*** 

Personal sacrifice on intent to quit 

controlling for OV perceptions and the 

-0.63*** -11.55  
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other mediators 

 Beta t-test 
 

Impression management motives on intent 
to quit controlling for OV perceptions and 

the other mediators 

0.06 1.42  

Pro-social motives on intent to quit 
controlling for OV perceptions and the 

other mediators 

0.00 -0.02  

OV perceptions on intent to quit controlling 

for the mediators 

-0.38*** -7.47  

 Indirect effects through mediators 

 Estimate 95% bias corrected 

confidence intervals 

Indirect effect of OV perceptions on 

intent to quit through personal sacrifice 

-0.21 [-0.27,-0.15] 

Indirect effect of OV perceptions on 

intent to quit through impression 

management motives 

-0.01 [-0.03, 0.00] 

Indirect effect of OV perceptions on 

intent to quit through pro-social motives 

0.00 [-0.08, 0.06] 

Number of bootstrap samples: 1000 

***p<0.001 
**p<0.01 

*p<0.05 

 

11.6. The moderating effects of organizational virtuousness’ perceptions on the 

relationship between personal sacrifice and employee outcomes (moderation and 

moderated mediation), as well as on the relationship between impression 

management motives and employee outcomes (moderation and moderated 

mediation) (Test of Hypotheses H21.1-H21.4, H22.1-H22.4, H23.1-H23.4, H24.1-

H24.4) 

To test moderation and moderated mediation we used the PROCESS macro 

(model 74), as we did in Study 1. More specifically, we examined whether the 

independent variable interacts with the two mediators associated with self-interested 

concerns (personal sacrifice and impression management motives), thus influencing 

the indirect effect of the independent variable on the dependent through the mediators.  

Initially, we controlled for the demographic variables (gender, age, hierarchical 
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position, years of total tenure, years of organizational tenure, educational level). As 

the results were similar in both cases (when including and not including control 

variables), we opted not to include control variables in order to present more accurate 

estimates of the examined effects. 

Moderated mediation for the relationship between organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions and willingness to support the organization (Test of Hypotheses H21.1, 

H22.1, H23.1 and H24.1). In this analysis organizational virtuousness’ perceptions 

were the independent variable, as well as the moderator. Personal sacrifice and 

impression management motives were the mediators, while willingness to support the 

organization was the dependent variable. The analysis (Table 25) indicates that the 

independent variable and personal sacrifice do not have a statistically significant 

interaction regarding the prediction of the dependent variable (b= -0.03, t= -0.82, 

p>0.10). Something similar happens in the case of the other mediator. Organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions and impression management motives do not have a 

statistically significant interaction (b= -0.07, t= -1.81, p>0.05). Taking into account 

that there is no interaction, there is also no evidence for moderated mediation. 

 Thus, H21.1, H22.1, H23.1 and H24.1 fail to receive support. 

 

Table 25 (Study 2): Moderated mediation for the organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions-willingness to support the organization relationship through personal 

sacrifice and impression management motives (organizational virtuousness’ perceptions 

as moderator) 

 Beta t-test R
2 

   0.16*** 

OV perceptions on personal sacrifice 0.33*** 8.07  

   0.01* 

OV perceptions on impression management 

motives 

-0.09* -1.98  
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 Beta t-test R
2 

   0.39*** 

Personal sacrifice on willingness to support 
the organization 

0.14** 2.87  

Impression management motives on 
willingness to support the organization 

-0.01 -0.26  

OV perceptions on willingness to support 
the organization 

0.47*** 11.21  

Interaction (OV perceptions x personal 
sacrifice) on willingness to support the 

organization 

-0.03 -0.82  

 Interaction (OV perceptions x impression 

management motives) on willingness to 
support the organization 

-0.07 -1.81  

 Conditional Indirect effect of 

OV perceptions on willingness 

to support the organization 

through personal sacrifice 

(OV perceptions as 

moderator) 

Conditional Indirect effect 

of OV perceptions on 

willingness to support the 

organization through 

impression management 

motives (OV perceptions as 

moderator) 

 Estimate 95%  bias corrected 

confidence 
intervals 

Estimate 95%  bias 

corrected 
confidence 

intervals 

-1SD from mean (indirect 

effect at low levels of OV 
perceptions) 

0.06 [0.02, 0.11] -0.01 [-0.03, 0.00] 

Indirect effect at mean levels 

of OV perceptions 

0.04 [0.01, 0.09] 0.00 [-0.01, 0.01] 

+1SD from mean (indirect 
effect at high levels of OV 

perceptions) 

0.03 [-0.01, 0.08] 0.01 [0.00, 0.04] 

Number of bootstrap samples: 1000 

OV perceptions, personal sacrifice and impression management motives were mean centered 
prior to the analysis regarding moderation (model 74) 

***p<0.001 

**p<0.01 
*p<0.05 

 

Moderated mediation for the relationship between organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions and time commitment (Test of Hypotheses H21.2, H22.2, H23.2 and 

H24.2). In this analysis organizational virtuousness’ perceptions were the independent 

variable, as well as the moderator. Personal sacrifice and impression management 

motives were the mediators and time commitment was the dependent variable. The 

analysis (Table 26) indicates that organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and 
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personal sacrifice do not interact regarding the prediction of time commitment (b= -

0.02, t= -0.36, p>0.10). Similarly, organizational virtuousness’ perceptions do not 

interact with impression management motives (b= -0.01, t= -0.23, p>0.10). Taking 

into account that there is no interaction, there is also no evidence for moderated 

mediation. 

As such, H21.2, H22.2, H23.2 and H24.2 fail to receive support.   

Table 26 (Study 2): Moderated mediation for the organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions-time commitment relationship through personal sacrifice and impression 

management motives (organizational virtuousness’ perceptions as moderator) 

 Beta t-test R
2 

   0.16*** 

OV perceptions on personal sacrifice 0.33*** 8.07  

   0.01* 

OV perceptions on impression management 

motives 

-0.09* -1.98  

   0.05** 

Personal sacrifice on time commitment 0.19** 3.05  

Impression management motives on time 
commitment 

0.12* 2.29  

OV perceptions on time commitment 0.04 0.66  

Interaction (OV perceptions x personal 

sacrifice) on time commitment 

-0.02 -0.36  

 Interaction (OV perceptions x impression 

management motives) on time commitment 

-0.01 -0.23  

 Conditional Indirect effect of 

OV perceptions on time 

commitment through personal 

sacrifice (OV perceptions as 

moderator) 

Conditional Indirect effect 

of OV perceptions on time 

commitment through 

impression management 

motives (OV perceptions as 

moderator) 

 Estimate 95%  bias corrected 

confidence 

intervals 

Estimate 95%  bias 

corrected 

confidence 
intervals 

-1SD from mean (indirect 

effect at low levels of OV 

perceptions) 

0.07 [0.02, 0.13] -0.01 [-0.04, 0.00] 

Indirect effect at mean levels 

of OV perceptions 

0.06 [0.02, 0.11] -0.01 [-0.04, 0.00] 

+1SD from mean (indirect 

effect at high levels of OV 
perceptions) 

0.06 [0.003, 0.12] -0.01 [-0.04, 0.00] 
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Number of bootstrap samples: 1000 

OV perceptions, personal sacrifice and impression management motives were mean centered 
prior to the analysis regarding moderation (model 74) 

***p<0.001 

**p<0.01 

*p<0.05 

 

Moderated mediation for the relationship between organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions and work intensity (Test of Hypotheses H21.3, H22.3, H23.3 and H24.3).  

In this analysis organizational virtuousness’ perceptions were the independent 

variable, as well as the moderator. Personal sacrifice and impression management 

motives were the mediators and work intensity was the dependent variable. The 

analysis (Table 27) indicates that organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and 

personal sacrifice do not have a statistically significant interaction regarding the 

prediction of work intensity (b= -0.004, t= -0.12, p>0.10). On the contrary, 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and impression management motives have a 

statistically significant interaction (b= -0.08, t= -2.43, p<0.05). The sign as well as the 

graphical representation of the interaction (Figure 15) indicate that under low levels of 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions impression management motives have a 

positive relationship with work intensity, while under high levels of organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions the aforementioned relationship is negative.  

 It is noteworthy that due to the non-significant relationship between 

impression management motives and the dependent variable, there is no moderated 

mediation despite the statistically significant interaction (indirect effect through 

impression management motives: a) at low levels of organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions= -0.01 CI= [-0.03, 0.01], b) at moderate levels of organizational 

virtuousness’ perception= 0.00, CI= [-0.01, 0.02], c) at high levels of organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions= 0.01, CI= [0.00, 0.03]).  
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 All the above indicate that H23.3 is supported, while H21.3, H22.3 and H24.3 

fail to receive support. 

 

Table 27 (Study 2): Moderated mediation for the organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions-work intensity relationship through personal sacrifice and impression 

management motives (organizational virtuousness’ perceptions as moderator) 

 Beta t-test R
2 

   0.16*** 

OV perceptions on personal sacrifice 0.33*** 8.07  

   0.01* 

OV perceptions on impression management 

motives 

-0.09* -1.98  

   0.17*** 

Personal sacrifice on work intensity 0.16*** 3.63  

Impression management motives on work 
intensity 

-0.01 -0.26  

OV perceptions on work intensity 0.18*** 4.74  

Interaction (OV perceptions x personal 
sacrifice) on work intensity 

0.00 -0.12  

 Interaction (OV perceptions x impression 
management motives) on work intensity 

-0.08* -2.44  

 Conditional Indirect effect of 

OV perceptions on work 

intensity through personal 

sacrifice (OV perceptions as 

moderator) 

Conditional Indirect effect 

of OV perceptions on work 

intensity through 

impression management 

motives (OV perceptions as 

moderator) 

 Estimate 95%  bias corrected 

confidence 
intervals 

Estimate 95%  bias 

corrected 
confidence 

intervals 

-1SD from mean (indirect 
effect at low levels of OV 

perceptions) 

0.05 [0.01, 0.09] -0.01 [-0.03, 0.01] 

Indirect effect at mean levels 

of OV perceptions 

0.05 [0.02, 0.08] 0.00 [-0.01, 0.02] 

+1SD from mean (indirect 

effect at high levels of OV 

perceptions) 

0.05 [0.02, 0.09] 0.01 [0.00, 0.03] 

Number of bootstrap samples: 1000 
OV perceptions, personal sacrifice and impression management motives were mean centered 

prior to the analysis regarding moderation (model 74) 
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***p<0.001 

**p<0.01 
*p<0.05 

 

Figure 15 (Study 2) 

The interactive effect of organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and impression 

management motives on work intensity 

 

 

 

 

Moderated mediation for the relationship between organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions and intent to quit (Test of Hypotheses H21.4, H22.4, H23.4 

and H24.4). In our analyses organizational virtuousness’ perceptions was the 

independent variable, as well as the moderator. Personal sacrifice and impression 

management motives were the mediators and intent to quit was the dependent 

variable. The analysis (Table 28) indicates that organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions and personal sacrifice have a statistically significant interaction regarding 

the prediction of intent to quit (b= 0.13, t= 3.04, p<0.01). The sign as well as the 

graphical representation (Figure 16) of the interaction indicate that the independent 
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variable (organizational virtuousness’ perceptions) decreases the negative relationship 

between the mediator (personal sacrifice) and intent to quit. On the contrary, 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and impression management motives do not 

significantly interact.  

 As a consequence of the interaction between organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions and personal sacrifice, the indirect relationship between the independent 

variable and the dependent through personal sacrifice is contingent on the levels of 

the independent variable. Under all levels of organizational virtuousness’ perceptions 

personal sacrifice mediates the examined relationship. However, the indirect effect 

through personal sacrifice decreases in magnitude as organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions receive higher values (indirect effect at low levels of organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions= -0.24 CI= [-032, -0.18], indirect effect at moderate levels 

of organizational virtuousness’ perception= -.20, CI= [-0.27, -0.15], indirect effect at 

high levels of organizational virtuousness’ perceptions= -0.16, CI= [-0.23, -0.11]).  

 All the above indicate that H21.4 and H22.4 are supported, while H23.4 and 

H24.4 fail to receive support. 

 

Table 28 (Study 2): Moderated mediation for the organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions-intent to quit relationship through personal sacrifice and impression 

management motives (organizational virtuousness’ perceptions as moderator) 

 

 Beta t-test R
2 

   0.16*** 

OV perceptions on personal sacrifice 0.33*** 8.05  

   0.01 

OV perceptions on impression management 

motives 

-0.09 -1.94  
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Beta t-test R
2 

   0.52*** 

Personal sacrifice on intent to quit -0.62*** -11.84  

Impression management motives on intent 

to quit 

0.07 1.64  

OV perceptions on intent to quit -0.34*** -7.56  

Interaction (OV perceptions x personal 

sacrifice) on intent to quit 

0.13** 3.04  

 Interaction (OV perceptions x impression 

management motives) on intent to quit 

-0.01 -0.23  

 Conditional Indirect effect of 

OV perceptions on intent to 

quit through personal 

sacrifice (OV perceptions as 

moderator) 

Conditional Indirect effect 

of OV perceptions on intent 

to quit through impression 

management motives (OV 

perceptions as moderator) 

 Estimate 95%  bias corrected 
confidence 

intervals 

Estimate 95%  bias 
corrected 

confidence 

intervals 

-1SD from mean (indirect 
effect at low levels of OV 

perceptions) 

-0.24 [-0.32, -0.18] -0.01 [-0.04, 0.01] 

Indirect effect at mean levels 

of OV perceptions 

-0.20 [-0.27, -0.15] -0.01 [-0.03, 0.00] 

+1SD from mean (indirect 

effect at high levels of OV 

perceptions) 

-0.16 [-0.23, -0.11] -0.01 [-0.03, 0.00] 

Number of bootstrap samples: 1000 
OV perceptions, personal sacrifice and impression management motives were mean centered 

prior to the analysis regarding moderation (model 74) 

***p<0.001, **p<0.01, *p<0.05 
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Figure 16 (Study 2) 

The interactive effect of organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and personal 

sacrifice on intent to quit 

 

 

 

 

11.7. Summary of the findings of Study 2 

 The findings of Study 2 indicate that both breach and PDS are important for 

the formation of organizational virtuousness’ perceptions. Contrary to Study 1, Study 

2 indicates that PDS cannot moderate the relationship between breach and 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions. Perceptions of breach negatively affect 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and the attribution of disinterested motives to 

the organization cannot weaken these effects, counterbalancing the importance of 

breach for organizational virtuousness.  

 Regarding the consequences of organizational virtuousness’ perceptions, the 

findings of Study 2 are in line with the findings of Study 1 indicating the positive 

effects of organizational virtuousness’ perceptions on willingness to support the 

organization and work intensity, as well as their negative effects on employees’ intent 
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to quit. Regarding the effects of organizational virtuousness’ perceptions on time 

commitment, Study 2 provides slightly different results to those of Study 1, as a weak 

positive relationship between organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and time 

commitment was detected. 

 As far as the mediators of the organizational virtuousness-outcomes 

relationship are concerned, our findings indicate that both exchange considerations 

and pro-social motives are important for the explanation of the effects of 

organizational virtuousness on employee outcomes. Similarly to Study 1, Study 2 

indicates that social exchange considerations cannot explain the relationship between 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and employees’ willingness to support the 

organization, as well as work intensity. Pro-social motives were found to be the only 

explanatory mechanism behind these employee responses to organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions. Personal sacrifice and impression management motives 

failed to mediate such relationship above and beyond pro-social motives. 

However, personal sacrifice was found to mediate the relationship between 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and intent to quit above and beyond pro-

social motives and impression management motives. These findings are in line with 

the findings of Study 1 indicating that social exchange considerations are the main 

reason for employees’ low intent to quit expressed as a response to organizational 

virtuousness. 

 Contrary to our expectations, organizational virtuousness’ perceptions were 

found to have a negative relationship with impression management motives. As 

impression management motives exerted a statistically significant positive effect on 

time commitment, these decreased levels of impression management motives sparked 
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by organizational virtuousness, suppressed the mediating power of pro-social motives 

and personal sacrifice in the relationship between organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions and time commitment. 

 Regarding the moderating effects of organizational virtuousness’ perceptions 

on the relationship between exchange concerns and employee outcomes, Study 2 

indicated that organizational virtuousness’ perceptions weaken the negative 

relationship between personal sacrifice and intent to quit rendering personal sacrifice 

a weaker mediator of the relationship between organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions and intent to quit. This finding is in line with the findings of Study 1 

which brought to light the moderating effects of organizational virtuousness on the 

relationship between social exchange and intent to quit. Study 2 also added one more 

important finding regarding the moderating effects of organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions on the relationship between impression management motives and work 

intensity and brought to light that under low levels of organizational virtuousness this 

relationship is positive, while under high levels of organizational virtuousness this 

relationship becomes negative.  
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Chapter 12: Discussion 

12.1. Discussion of our findings and theoretical contributions  

Social exchange theory (SET) is one of the most influential paradigms for 

understanding the employee-employer relationship (Cropanzano & Mitchell, 2005). 

To date, employees have generally been conceptualized as rational actors who try to 

gain personal benefits through their relationship with the organization. As such, they 

respond positively to favorable organizational treatment trying to reciprocate their 

organization and continue the beneficial circle of advantageous exchanges (Baran et 

al., 2012; Cropanzano & Mitchell, 2005; Eisenberger et al., 2001; Shore et al., 2006). 

Despite the fact that SET has mainly focused on reciprocity, there are other exchange 

rules (Cropanzano & Mitchell, 2005; Meeker, 1971). Employees do not always act 

based on egoistic and self-interested concerns, but also on altruistic concerns 

(Lemmon & Wayne, 2015). Surpassing reciprocity and behaving positively, 

motivated by altruistic considerations, can be of utmost importance, given that 

sometimes (especially during tough times) organizations lack the resources to activate 

circles of reciprocity and exchange. We need to understand whether there are factors 

sparking employees’ altruistic motivation.  

In this dissertation we suggest that organizational virtuousness could be such a 

factor. Organizational virtuousness is a concept of Positive Organizational 

Scholarship drawing from the virtue ethics perspective. Organizational virtuousness 

characterized by intended positive human impact could spark employees’ pro-social 

motivation (Cameron, 2003), thus activating a more altruistic norm of social 

exchange.  
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This dissertation contributes to the Organizational Behavior literature by 

systematically examining the processes through which employees form organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions and respond to them. At the theoretical level, the 

contribution lies to the fact that we incorporate social exchange theory and the 

organizational virtuousness perspective in the study of employee outcomes. 

Moreover, we provide evidence that we need to incorporate more decision rules in the 

study of employee behaviors in order to better understand the factors explaining such 

behaviors.  

According to theoretical arguments, intended positive human impact is the 

precondition of organizational virtuousness (Cameron, 2003; Cameron & Winn, 

2012). We suggest that this intended positive human impact has to do both with the 

organizational treatment per se and with the disinterestedness of such treatment. From 

a virtue ethics perspective the actions are not necessarily virtuous when there is no 

virtue intent (Collier, 1995). We have examined this issue from an employee 

perspective investigating whether employees pay attention not only to the 

organizational treatment but also to the motives attributed to such treatment. As 

existing literature has paid no attention to the antecedents of organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions, this dissertation covered a significant gap of the existing 

literature. 

Moreover, this dissertation contributes to the understanding of the mechanisms 

explaining the relationship between organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and 

positive employee outcomes. Until now we were aware of the positive effects of 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions on employee outcomes (e.g. Bright et al., 

2006; Cameron et al., 2004; Nikandrou & Tsachouridi, 2015a; Rego et al., 2010; 

Rego et al., 2011; Tsachouridi & Nikandrou, in press). This dissertation further 
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extended these findings by investigating the norms of exchange motivating employee 

responses to organizational virtuousness. Incorporating both self-interested and pro-

social motives as explanatory mechanisms of the relationship between organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions and employee outcomes we contributed not only to the 

organizational virtuousness literature, but also to the SET literature. SET literature has 

not systematically incorporated both self-interested and altruistic motivation as 

alternative pathways of employee reactions. In this dissertation we contributed to the 

investigation of this gap, thus providing the opportunity to include both decision rules 

in the same model.  

A main contribution of this dissertation has to do with the investigation of the 

interplay between organizational virtuousness and SET. Until now, organizational 

virtuousness and SET have been viewed as distinct parts of organizational behavior 

literature. Theoretical arguments of organizational virtuousness propose that 

individuals who perceive virtuousness surpass their exchange considerations, thus 

viewing organizational virtuousness and SET as mutually exclusive. Similarly, SET 

literature paying attention to the decision rule of reciprocity and neglecting the 

decision rule of altruism, also seems to view virtuousness and exchanges as mutually 

exclusive. In this dissertation we integrate organizational virtuousness and SET 

literature examining the extent to which the rationale of SET can explain the 

formation and the effects of organizational virtuousness’ perceptions. Moreover, this 

dissertation investigates the degree to which organizational virtuousness’ perceptions 

can substitute the importance of exchange-based considerations for employee 

reactions, thus providing a more holistic and realistic view of the reasons driving 

employee reactions.  
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To sum up, this dissertation contributed to the study of Organizational 

Virtuousness’ perceptions by focusing on 1) its antecedents, 2) its consequences, 3) 

the mechanisms explaining the relationship between organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions and employee outcomes, as well as 4) the interactive effects of 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and exchange-based constructs on employee 

reactions. To investigate the above issues we conducted two field studies. Below we 

analytically present the findings of the present dissertation regarding all the above 

issues. 

Antecedents of organizational virtuousness’ perceptions:  

The theoretical foundation and rationale of the antecedents of organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions draw from Social Exchange Theory (SET) and 

Organizational Virtuousness literature. According to these two theoretical streams 

employees form their perceptions based not only on the evaluation of the 

organizational treatment per se, but also on the motives attributed to such treatment.   

Based on the rationale of Social Exchange Theory (SET) favorable organizational 

treatment makes employees view their organization more positively. Employees have 

generally been conceptualized as rational actors who seem to appreciate the resources 

and the benefits they receive within organizational settings (Cropanzano & Mitchell, 

2005). As such, employees who believe that their organization treats them favorably 

tend to form positive perceptions of their organization towards it (Rhoades & 

Eisenberger, 2002; Wayne et al., 1997; Wayne et al., 2002). However, perceiving 

organizational virtuousness goes further from forming a positive view of the 

organization. Intended positive human impact is an integral aspect of organizational 

virtuousness (Cameron, 2003; Cameron & Winn, 2012). This probably means that 
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employees try to understand the motives of their organization when they evaluate and 

form their perceptions of organizational virtuousness. 

To the best of our knowledge, this dissertation was the first to investigate the 

factors influencing the formation of organizational virtuousness’ perceptions. The 

findings of our first field study indicated that fulfilled employer obligations 

(economic, socio-emotional, developmental), Perceived Disinterested Support (PDS) 

and Community-Focused Climate serve as antecedents of organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions contributing to the formation of employees’ perception that their 

organization is virtuous above and beyond each other.  Moreover, our first field study 

brought to light that PDS weakens (moderates) the effects of each category of 

employer obligations fulfillment (economic, socio-emotional and developmental) on 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions. Our second field study tried to replicate the 

findings of the first field study focusing on Psychological Contract Breach (breach) 

and PDS as antecedents of organizational virtuousness’ perceptions. Both breach and 

PDS were found to be antecedents of organizational virtuousness’ perceptions, as 

breach was negatively related to organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and PDS 

was positively related to organizational virtuousness’ perceptions. Nevertheless, PDS 

was not found to moderate the relationship between breach and organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions. 

 More analytically, our findings indicate that the fulfillment of employer 

obligations is very important for employees’ formation of organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions. Based on our findings employees seem to pay attention to 

whether their organization fulfills the economic, developmental and socio-emotional 

obligations that it has towards them. Economic, socio-emotional and developmental 

resources are the three main resources that can be exchanged in the workplace (Bal et 
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al., 2010a). As such, employees who believe that their organization fulfills these kinds 

of obligations probably think that they work in an organization that has a positive 

impact on their life. This is crucial for the formation of their organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions if one considers that positive human impact is a 

precondition of organizational virtuousness (Cameron, 2003).  

 For the same reasons breach seems to have a negative effect on organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions. Breach capturing employees’ cognitive belief that their 

organization breaks its promises towards them (Morrison & Robinson, 1997) seems to 

be interpreted by employees as a signal that their organization does not care about 

them, thus decreasing employees’ perceptions of organizational virtuousness. These 

findings are in line with previous findings indicating that breach is detrimental for the 

employee-employer relationship and is interpreted as a signal of disrespect and lack of 

support (Epitropaki, 2013; Restubog et al., 2008; Suazo, 2009; Zagenczyk et al., 

2011; Zagencyzk et al., 2013).  Our findings further extend previous findings by 

bringing to light that breach is also an “obstacle” for characterizing an organization as 

virtuous.  

 In addition to the fulfillment of employer obligations, the motives attributed to 

the organizational treatment seem also to be important for the formation of 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions. Employees who believe that their 

organization supports them on a disinterested basis and is not motivated by self-

interested concerns (high PDS) tend to perceive high levels of organizational 

virtuousness. The positive relationship between PDS and organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions detected provides empirical support for theoretical arguments 

underscoring the importance of the organizational intent for the evaluation of 

organizational virtuousness. According to theoretical arguments organizational 
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virtuousness is not subservient to profitability and to other instrumental outcomes and 

prioritizes positive human impact (Cameron, 2003; Cameron & Winn, 2012). Our 

findings add to these arguments the employee perspective and provide evidence that 

employees take into account whether their organization has calculative motives or not 

when they make evaluations associated with organizational virtuousness.  

 According to attribution theory individuals have the natural tendency to seek 

for the causes of the experienced events when these events deviate from norms and 

expectations (Weiner, 1985; Wong & Weiner, 1981). As such, they try to understand 

the motives behind the favorable organizational treatment and form PDS. Until now 

PDS had been associated with social exchange processes and had been found to be an 

antecedent of perceived support (Mignonac & Richebé, 2013). This dissertation 

further extended these findings by bringing to light that PDS is also an antecedent of 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions. 

 According to our findings PDS seems to be important for the formation of 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions for one more reason. PDS was found to make 

all kinds of employer obligations fulfillment (economic, socio-emotional, 

developmental) less salient and less important for employees’ formation of 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions. The fulfillment of employer obligations has 

a positive human impact on employees’ life. However, it is not so crucial for 

employees who believe that their organization is characterized by non-calculative 

motives and surpasses strategic and instrumental concerns. In other words, PDS 

seems to “substitute” the importance of the fulfilled employer obligations for the 

formation of organizational virtuousness’ perceptions. This means that employees 

need either PDS or fulfilled employer obligations in order to perceive high levels of 

organizational virtuousness.  
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 From a virtue ethics perspective virtuous actions are not indicative of virtue 

when virtuous intent is absent (Collier, 1995; Sison & Ferrero, 2015). This means that 

motives are expected to be a precondition (and not a substitute) for characterizing an 

actor as virtuous. In this dissertation we differentiate from these theoretical arguments 

and we bring to light that employees view disinterested motives and organizational 

actions as alternative pathways to organizational virtuousness. Both fulfilled employer 

obligations and PDS seem to act as interchangeable indicators of favorable 

organizational treatment. As such, PDS weakens the importance of fulfilled employer 

obligations for organizational virtuousness’ perceptions. According to our findings a 

social exchange mechanism seems to be activated when employees form their 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and they view PDS as one more signal of 

favorable treatment.  

 It is noteworthy that despite the fact that PDS was found to moderate the 

relationship between employer obligations fulfillment and organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions, it was not found to moderate the importance of breach for 

the formation of organizational virtuousness’ perceptions.  Breach capturing 

employees’ global perceptions of non-fulfilled employer obligations seems to have a 

different “nature” from the different categories of obligations’ fulfillment. Breach 

indicates that employees believe that their organization breaks its promises towards 

them, thus having a negative impact on their life. This seems to be so detrimental for 

employees’ perceptions of organizational virtuousness that PDS cannot 

counterbalance it. Employees who believe that some aspects of the employer’s 

obligations have not been fulfilled they can still perceive their organization as 

virtuous if they attribute to it disinterested motives. However, they cannot continue 
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considering the organization as virtuous when they have the global perception that 

this organization breaks its promises towards them.  

 The aforementioned interplay between the organizational treatment and the 

attributed organizational motives had never before been empirically tested. 

Theoretical arguments had underlined the importance of attributional processes for the 

formation of employees’ organizational perceptions (Eisenberger et al., 2004). 

Moreover, empirically findings had indicated that employees who attribute 

disinterested motives to their organization tend to view it as more supportive 

(Mignonac & Richebé, 2013). Nevertheless, no empirical study had previously 

examined whether attributed organizational motives can be a boundary condition for 

translating employees’ favorable treatment to positive organizational perceptions. 

This dissertation contributed to the investigation of this issue by examining the role of 

PDS in moderating the effects of fulfilled employer obligations on employees’ 

perceptions of organizational virtuousness.  

 In addition to the fulfillment of employer obligations and PDS, this 

dissertation brought to light that Community-Focused Climate is an important 

antecedent of organizational virtuousness’ perceptions. Community-Focused Climate 

was found to predict organizational virtuousness’ perceptions above and beyond the 

other antecedents. Community-Focused Climate indicates that the organization has a 

culture of care and support towards the society (Treviño et al., 1998). This can be 

interpreted by employees as a signal that the organization wants to have a positive 

human impact, thus increasing employees’ perceptions of organizational virtuousness. 

To consider their organization as virtuous employees seem to take into account not 

only their own treatment and the motives behind such treatment but also how the 

organization treats the customers and the community. 
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 It is noteworthy that until now empirical findings have supported that 

employees who believe that their organization cares about the society tend to trust 

their organization and view it as more fair (De Roeck & Delobbe, 2012; De Roeck et 

al., 2014; Moon et al., 2014). We add to these findings by arguing that employees 

who perceive Community-Focused Climate reach up to the point of considering their 

organization as more virtuous.  

Consequences of organizational virtuousness: Existing research has indicated that 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions are positively related to affective 

commitment, organizational citizenship behavior, willingness to support the 

organization, organizational spontaneity, as well as negatively related to intent to quit 

(Nikandrou & Tsachouridi, 2015a; Rego et al., 2010; Rego et al., 2011; Tsachouridi & 

Nikandrou, in press). In this dissertation we further extended these findings by 

supporting that organizational virtuousness’ perceptions are important for the 

formation of employees’ willingness to support the organization, effort (work 

intensity and time commitment) and intent to quit. 

 Generally, our findings suggest that employees who perceive their 

organization as virtuous are less willing to quit and more willing to support their 

organization. These findings are in line with previous findings indicating that 

employees who feel supported respond with more positive behaviors as well as with 

lower intention to quit (Allen & Shanock, 2013; Dulac et al., 2008; Eisenberger et al., 

2001; Muse & Wadsworth, 2012; Ngo et al., 2013; Riggle et al., 2009; Shen et al., 

2014; Sulea et al., 2012; Wayne et al., 1997; Wayne et al., 2002).  

 In addition to intent to quit and willingness to support the organization, 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions also seem to be important for the formation 
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of employees’ effort. Empirical research has indicated that work intensity and time 

commitment are the two dimensions of effort (Brown & Leigh, 1996). The findings of 

both field studies suggest that organizational virtuousness’ perceptions are positively 

related to work intensity. Regarding time commitment only the second field study 

indicated that organizational virtuousness’ perception can predict time commitment, 

while the first study indicated a non-significant relationship. These findings indicate 

that employees who perceive organizational virtuousness are willing to work with 

more intensity in order to stand up by the side of their organization. Organizational 

virtuousness seems to motivate employees to devote all their energy to do their job 

and exert themselves to the fullest. Nevertheless, it is doubtful whether organizational 

virtuousness can motivate employees to work long hours and become the kind of 

employee who is the first to arrive and the last to leave.  

 The aforementioned findings indicate that work intensity and time 

commitment despite both being dimensions of effort (Brown & Leigh, 1996) seem to 

have a different “nature” and they are probably motivated by different factors. 

Organizational virtuousness despite motivating employees to work with energy, it is 

not certain that it motivates employees to work long hours. Time commitment 

capturing long hours of work may have implications for the personal and family life 

of employees and may be interpreted as a kind of sacrifice. As such, even those 

employees who perceive their organization as virtuous are not necessarily willing to 

express time commitment, despite the fact that they seem to be sure that they want to 

work with intensity and devote all their energy for the sake of the organization.  

 The aforementioned findings do not contribute only to the literature of 

organizational virtuousness, but also to the literature of effort. Until now the 

antecedents of effort have received scant academic attention. Psychological climate 
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and ethical leadership have been found to be important for the formation of effort 

(Brown & Leigh, 1996; Piccolo et al., 2010). This dissertation further extends these 

findings and underlines the importance of organizational virtuousness for the 

formation of employees’ effort. It is noteworthy that previous research has treated 

effort as a higher order construct and has not investigated whether work intensity and 

time commitment have different antecedents. Our studies underlined the necessity to 

study time commitment and work intensity as separate constructs due to the fact that 

they seem to have a different “nature” and are probably influenced by different 

antecedents.  

The mediators between organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and employee 

outcomes: One central issue examined by this dissertation is the explanation of the 

relationship between organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and employee 

outcomes. Theoretical arguments have suggested that observing virtuousness can 

make individuals surpass their exchange and self-interested concerns activating their 

pro-social motives and their desire to something good motivated by an intrinsic 

motivation to do so (Cameron, 2003). Despite the existing theoretical arguments, we 

lack empirical findings regarding this issue. In other words, we do not know whether 

employees respond positively to organizational virtuousness motivated by exchange 

concerns or by pro-social motives. This dissertation shed light on this issue. In our 

first field study we incorporated social exchange and pro-social motives as parallel 

explanatory mechanisms of the relationship between organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions and employee outcomes (intent to quit, willingness to support, work 

intensity and time commitment). In the second study, we incorporated personal 

sacrifice, impression management motives and pro-social motives as mediators of the 
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relationship between organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and employee 

outcomes.  

 Generally, our studies highlighted some interesting findings regarding the 

motives sparked to employees as a response to organizational virtuousness and their 

explanatory role in the relationship between organizational virtuousness’ perceptions 

and employee reactions. First and foremost, our findings indicate that organizational 

virtuousness is able to spark both pro-social and exchange motives to employees. The 

findings of the first field study indicated that organizational virtuousness’ perceptions 

are positively related both to pro-social motives and to social exchange. Similarly, the 

findings of our second field study brought to light the positive association between 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and employees’ pro-social motives, as well 

as employees’ sense of personal sacrifice. Despite the positive relationship between 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and the aforementioned exchange-based 

concepts (social exchange and personal sacrifice) our second study also supported that 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions are negatively related to impression 

management motives.  

 All these findings indicate that organizational virtuousness can generally 

activate not only pro-social motives but also social exchange processes from 

employees’ part. Employees perceiving organizational virtuousness seem to honestly 

care about their organization and develop an intrinsic motivation to help it. Virtuous 

organizations prioritize positive human impact and never act based on their self-

interested concerns (Cameron, 2003; Cameron & Winn, 2012). Employees who 

perceive organizational virtuousness seem to be inspired by the virtuous climate they 

perceive, thus developing a similar motivation to behave pro-socially. In other words, 

employees perceiving high levels of organizational virtuousness seem to develop pro-
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social motives towards their organization and an intrinsic desire to do something good 

for their organization. Similarly to their organization, they seem to transcend their 

calculative and strategic concerns. As such, they express increased pro-social motives 

and decreased impression management motives as a response to organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions. These findings are the first to provide empirical support to 

theoretical arguments proposing that virtuousness can transform the motives of 

individuals, thus sparking pro-social behavior (Cameron, 2003).  

At the same time, organizational virtuousness seems to be able to enhance 

some exchange-based considerations from employees’ part. Despite increasing 

employees’ pro-social motivation and decreasing their impression management 

motives, organizational virtuousness also seems to increase employees’ expressions of 

social exchange and their evaluation of investments associated with leaving the 

organization. According to our findings employees who perceive high levels of 

organizational virtuousness enter a process of pros and cons calculation through 

which they realize that they have built an advantageous social exchange relationship 

with their organization. Employees with high organizational virtuousness’ perceptions 

believe that their organization is a source of benefits and resources. As such, they 

think that it is in their interest to belong to this organization. This is translated to 

increased perceptions of social exchange and personal investments from employees’ 

part. These findings are in line with previous findings indicating that perceptions of 

favorable organizational treatment increase employees’ perceptions of social 

exchange and personal sacrifice (Byrne et al., 2011; Dawley et al., 2010; Shore et al., 

2006). Favorable treatment can make employees develop a calculative commitment 

towards the organization as they receive socio-emotional benefits and recognize that 

their organization is a source of benefits.  
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Generally, the above findings indicate two main things. First, our findings 

indicate that organizational virtuousness can play a dual role regarding employees’ 

motivation. On the one hand, organizational virtuousness acting as a norm of 

beneficence makes employees develop an intrinsic and pro-social desire to benefit the 

organization. On the other hand, acting as a signal of favorable treatment, 

organizational virtuousness also sparks employees’ sense of personal investments and 

their social exchange considerations.  

Second, our findings indicate that organizational virtuousness’ perceptions 

decrease employees’ egoistic motivation. Employees seem to develop both a pro-

social and a calculative attachment to their organization. However, they do not think 

strategically and do not develop impression management tactics. The more they 

consider their organization as virtuous the less their desire to express impression 

management tactics. This findings is in opposition to existing literature indicating that 

employees who perceive their organization as supportive increase their impression 

management tactics (Shore & Allen, 1993). Organizational virtuousness going further 

from mere support seems to make employees transcend their strategic considerations 

and self-monitoring motives.  

All the above findings indicate that organizational virtuousness activates both 

pro-social and social exchange considerations. But what kind of motivation is the 

main reason for employee positive reactions to organizational virtuousness? Despite 

the fact that both social exchange considerations and pro-social motivation are 

sparked as a response to organizational virtuousness’ perceptions, we do not know 

which of them explain the relationship between organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions and the examined employee outcomes. This dissertation focused on this 

issue and examined whether exchange-based considerations and pro-social motives 
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can mediate the relationship between organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and 

employee outcomes above and beyond each other.  

Our first field study indicated that pro-social motives are able to explain the 

relationship between organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and willingness to 

support the organization, as well as work intensity. Social exchange was not able to 

explain these relationships above and beyond pro-social motives. On the other hand, 

social exchange was found to explain the relationship between organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions and intent to quit, while pro-social motives failed to mediate 

such relationship above and beyond social exchange.  

These findings indicate that employees stay in their organization because they 

enter a pros and cons calculation and believe that staying in this organization is 

advantageous for the self. However, these social exchange considerations do not 

explain employees’ willingness to support and work with intensity within 

organizational settings. Employees devote their energy and support their organization 

because they really care about it and they have an intrinsic motivation to do so. These 

findings together indicate that employees who perceive high organizational 

virtuousness intend to stay in their organization because they consider it beneficial, 

while at the same time they express effort and support their organization because of 

their altruistic motivation. In other words, egoistic motivation makes employees stay 

within an organization, but altruistic motivation makes employees willing to 

contribute to its success. 

It is noteworthy that both in the case of willingness to support the organization 

and intent to quit, there was partial instead of full mediation. Only in the case of work 

intensity there was full mediation. This means that social exchange and pro-social 
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motives do not seem to be the only reason behind employees’ decreased intent to quit 

and increased willingness to support the organization respectively. These findings 

suggest that organizational virtuousness’ perceptions transmit a direct effect both on 

intent to quit and on willingness to support the organization. This direct effect could 

probably be explained by other factors not included in the present dissertation.  

To triangulate the findings of Study 1 regarding the explanatory effects of 

exchange-based constructs on the relationship between organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions and employee outcomes we included personal sacrifice and impression 

management motives instead of social exchange. Personal sacrifice captures the 

calculative commitment, while impression management motives capture employees’ 

intention to influence how other people view them, thus aspiring to gain personal 

benefits (Dawley et al., 2010; Rioux & Penner, 2001). The findings of the second 

field study generally provided support to the findings of the first field study. More 

specifically, pro-social motives (but not personal sacrifice and impression 

management motives) were found to partially mediate the relationship between 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and willingness to support the organization, 

as well as to fully mediate the relationship between organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions and work intensity. On the contrary, personal sacrifice (but neither pro-

social motives nor impression management motives) was found to partially explain 

the relationship between organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and intent to quit.  

These findings indicate that employees desire to stay within a virtuous 

organization because of the calculative attachment they have developed towards their 

organization. Employees perceiving a virtuous organization believe that leaving this 

organization would be an important loss of benefits for them and for this reason they 

do not want to quit. However, this calculative commitment is not the underlying 
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motive explaining employees’ desire to support their organization and devote their 

energy to it. They do so because of their intrinsic motivation to benefit the virtuous 

organization.  

Our findings indicate that time commitment is the result of pro-social motives, 

calculative attachment and impression management motives. Organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions spark employees’ pro-social motivation, while at the same 

time they make employees develop a calculative attachment towards the organization, 

thus increasing employees’ time commitment. Employees who perceive that their 

organization is virtuous limit their need to impress the others, which otherwise could 

lead to even higher time commitment.  

All the above findings make a significant contribution to the literature of 

organizational virtuousness. Until now the relationship between organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions and employee outcomes has been viewed from the 

perspective of affective events theory and social identity theory (Rego et al., 2010; 

Rego et al., 2011; Tsachouridi & Nikandrou, in press). Our findings extended this 

literature by supporting the important role of social exchange, as well as pro-social 

motives in explaining the relationship between organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions and employee outcomes. Our findings are generally in line with 

theoretical arguments suggesting that pro-social behavior expressed as a response to 

virtuousness is the result of pro-social motivation and not of calculative concerns 

(Cameron, 2003). However, our findings also add a new insight to the aforementioned 

theoretical by suggesting that calculative and exchange-based concerns are the reason 

for employees’ desire to stay in a virtuous organization. These findings are in line 

with previous findings indicating that employees’ sense of personal sacrifice, as well 
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as their social exchange considerations, is the reason behind positive employee 

attitudes and behaviors (Byrne et al., 2011; Dawley et al., 2010; Shore et al., 2006). 

 The incorporation of parallel mediators enabled us to gain a more complete 

understanding of the factors explaining the relationship between organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions and employee outcomes. Doing so, we provided for the first 

time a complete insight into which factor(s) is/are more salient in explaining positive 

employee responses to organizational virtuousness.  

 In addition to the literature of organizational virtuousness, this dissertation 

also contributes to the literature of social exchange theory. Individuals can exchange 

material and socio-emotional goods motivated not only by reciprocity and self-

interested concerns, but also by altruistic concerns (Cropanzano & Mitchell, 2005; 

Meeker, 1971). Despite that, existing literature has focused almost exclusively on the 

role of self-interest and reciprocity as mediating mechanisms behind employees’ 

responses (Byrne et al., 2011; Eisenberger et al., 2001; Shore et al., 2006). Only 

recently, the role of both egoistic and altruistic motivation has been incorporated into 

the study of the mediators explaining employee responses to favorable organizational 

treatment (Lemmon & Wayne, 2015). In this dissertation, we further extended these 

findings by arguing that employees may enter a circle of beneficial exchanges with 

their organizations motivated by pro-social motives, while they may desire to stay in 

the organization motivated by self-interested concerns. Different motives of exchange 

can explain different employee reactions and as such need our further attention.  

Organizational virtuousness’ perceptions as moderator of the relationship between 

exchange-based constructs and employee outcomes: In this dissertation we also 

examined whether organizational virtuousness’ perceptions can serve as moderator of 
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the relationship between exchange-based concepts and employee outcomes. 

Theoretical arguments proposing that observing virtuousness can make individuals 

transcend their exchange and self-interested considerations (Cameron, 2003) imply 

that egoistic motivation becomes less salient for individual reactions as virtuousness 

increases. In this dissertation we focused on the investigation of this issues examining 

whether organizational virtuousness’ perceptions moderate the ability of exchange-

based concepts (social exchange, personal sacrifice, impression management motives) 

to predict employee outcomes (willingness to support the organization, work 

intensity, time commitment, intent to quit). 

 Our findings indicated that organizational virtuousness’ perceptions 1) weaken 

the effect of social exchange on intent to quit, 2) weaken the effect of personal 

sacrifice on intent to quit, 3) weaken the effect of impression management motives on 

work intensity. More specifically, the findings of our first field study support that as 

employees express higher levels of organizational virtuousness they consider social 

exchange as less salient and less important for the formation of their intention to quit 

the organization. Similarly, study 2 indicated that under higher levels of 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions, personal investments become a weaker 

predictor of intent to quit. Additionally, our second study indicated that for employees 

who perceive low organizational virtuousness the relationship between impression 

management motives and work intensity was positive, while for employees who 

perceive low organizational virtuousness this relationship becomes negative.  

 All the above findings indicate that organizational virtuousness can alter the 

importance of exchange-based concepts for subsequent employee reactions. Despite 

the fact that organizational virtuousness’ perceptions can increase employees’ levels 

of social exchange and personal sacrifice, at the same time, they render these 
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considerations less important for the formation of employees’ intent to quit. Our 

mediator analyses indicated that employees stay to a virtuous organization because 

they consider such decision beneficial for the self. However, this explanatory ability 

of exchange-based considerations is dependent on organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions. Organizational virtuousness inspires employees and transforms their 

motives towards their organization. As such, it acts as an inner drive for the 

expression of low intent to quit and provides employees a sufficient reason to stay in 

the organization. As such, it acts as an “alternative pathway” for low intent to quit 

substituting the importance of the concepts of social exchange and personal sacrifice. 

 Something similar happens in the case of the relationship between impression 

management motives and work intensity. Organizational virtuousness seems to 

“deconstruct” this relationship and for this reason only employees who perceive low 

organizational virtuousness express higher work intensity as a response to their 

impression management motives. Those who perceive high levels of organizational 

virtuousness already have an inner drive to express better reactions towards their 

organization and for this reason they do not consider impression management motives 

important for their decision to devote their energy for the sake of the organization. 

Impression management motives within a virtuous organization can have a negative 

effect on employees’ work intensity making them even less willing to exert their self 

to the fullest while at work. This means that the role of impression management 

motives in employees’ work intensity is totally dependent on their organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions.  

 All these findings provide empirical evidence regarding the importance of 

organizational virtuousness in organizational settings. Organizational virtuousness is 

able to transform employee reactions not only through affecting employees’ 
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motivation towards their organization, but also through moderating the importance of 

exchange and egoistic motivation for employees’ behavioral reactions. Existing 

literature has indicated the ability of social exchange mechanisms for various 

employee outcomes (e.g. Bolino et al., 2014; Byrne et al., 2011; Dawley et al., 2010; 

Eisenberger et al., 2001; Shore et al., 2006). Our studies add a new dimension into 

these findings by bringing to light that organizational virtuousness can weaken the 

link between social exchange mechanisms and employee outcomes (e.g. intent to quit 

and work intensity). As such, this dissertation underscores the role of organizational 

virtuousness as a boundary condition of the effects of exchange and self-interested 

concerns on employee reactions. As it is the first time that organizational virtuousness 

is examined as moderator of the relationship between social exchange concepts and 

employee outcomes, this dissertation opens directions for future research.  

12.2. Strengths and Limitations 

 This dissertation incorporating two field studies provided us the opportunity to 

replicate our findings. Both field studies examined similar issues, thus enabling us to 

better understand the relationships among the variables of interest and ensure the 

strength of our findings. Some of the constructs were used in both studies (PDS, 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions, pro-social motives, willingness to support 

the organization, work intensity, time commitment, intent to quit). Other constructs 

were introduced in study 2 (breach, personal sacrifice, impression management 

motives) in order to “substitute” the other constructs previously used in study 1 

(employer obligation fulfillment, social exchange). Using different constructs, rooted 

in the same theory, we had the opportunity to constructively triangulate our findings. 

Study 2 supported different aspects of the examined issues and provided stronger 

support for our examined model.  
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 One of the strengths of this dissertation is also the fact that in addition to two 

field studies, it incorporates a qualitative study. A qualitative study (based on focus 

groups) was conducted prior to the field studies. This qualitative study enabled us to 

gain a better insight into the examined issues before conducting the quantitative 

research. Through the qualitative study we had the opportunity to understand 

employees’ thoughts regarding the antecedents and the consequences of 

organizational virtuousness even before constructing the questionnaire.  

 Despite these strengths, the present dissertation has also some limitations. First 

of all, the cross-sectional nature of our studies limits our ability to claim causality. 

Future longitudinal designs could enhance the findings of this dissertation enabling us 

to understand the causal order of the relationships examined.   

 Moreover, this dissertation focuses on four employee outcomes (willingness to 

support the organization, time commitment, work intensity, intent to quit) and enabled 

us to understand the role of organizational virtuousness in sparking better employee 

behavioral reactions. Future research could investigate the role of organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions in preventing negative employee reactions, such as 

withdrawal or counterproductive work behaviors. The investigation of this issue 

would enable an even better understanding of the effects of organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions in organizational settings. 

 Additionally, this dissertation provided mixed results regarding the ability of 

organizational virtuousness to predict employees’ time commitment. Study 2 

indicated a statistically significant (even though weak) positive relationship between 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and employees’ time commitment, but Study 

1 indicated a non-significant relationship. Future research could further examine this 
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issue in order to understand whether organizational virtuousness’ perceptions are 

important for the formation of employees’ time commitment. 

 Furthermore, future research could pay attention to the factors mediating the 

relationship between organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and employees’ 

willingness to support the organization, as well as their intent to quit. The results of 

both field studies indicated partial instead of full mediation. This means that we need 

to take into account additional factors in order to fully explain such relationship. 

Affective well-being could contribute to the explanation of the aforementioned 

relationships taking into account previous evidence indicating that its ability to 

mediate the relationship between organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and 

employee outcomes (Rego et al., 2010; Rego et al., 2011). Organizational 

identification could also act as mediator due to the fact that it has been found to 

explain the relationship between various aspects of organizational treatment and 

employee outcomes (Blader & Tyler, 2009; Marique et al., 2013; Ngo et al., 2013; 

Restubog et al., 2008; Shen et al., 2014), as well as the relationship between 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and employees’ organizational spontaneity 

(Tsachouridi & Nikandrou, in press).  

 Future research could also examine the hidden reasons behind some of our 

results. Disinterested motives (PDS) seem to be able to moderate (weaken) the 

importance of economic, socio-emotional and developmental fulfillment for 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions. However, they do not moderate the effect of 

breach on organizational virtuousness’ perceptions. Future qualitative research could 

enable us to understand the reasons behind these findings and the difference of 

fulfilled employer obligations and breach from employees’ point of view.  
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 This dissertation despite including many variables and providing a complete 

insight into the role of social exchange perspective into the study of organizational 

virtuousness, has not incorporated the role of dispositional traits in the formation of 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions. Dispositional traits can be important for the 

formation of organizational perceptions, while they can also affect how employees 

respond to their organizational treatment, thus altering the importance of social 

exchange processes for employee reactions (e.g. Eisenberger et al., 2001; Eisenberger 

et al., 2014; Raja et al., 2004; Rhoades & Eisenberger, 2002; van Knippenberg et al., 

2015; Zagenczyk et al., 2013; Zagenczyk, Restubog, Kiewitz, Kiazad, & Tang, 2014).  

Future research could examine whether dispositional traits (e.g. altruistic 

personality, exchange ideology, reciprocity wariness, machiavellianism) are 

antecedents of organizational virtuousness’ perceptions or moderate the ability of 

PDS to affect the effects of employer obligations’ fulfillment on organizational 

virtuousness’ perceptions (three-way interaction). Similarly, future research could 

investigate whether dispositional traits like the aforementioned moderate the ability of 

social exchange and pro-social motives to mediate the relationship between 

organizational virtuousness’ perceptions and employee outcomes. Probably 

employees with high exchange ideology may respond positively to organizational 

virtuousness for different reasons in comparison to employees with altruistic 

personality. Future research could focus on the investigation of these issues. 

Last, future research could also focus on the examination of factors 

“substituting” the importance of organizational virtuousness’ perceptions for 

employee reactions. The relationship of employees with their supervisor can motivate 

employees to exert positive attitudes and behavior creating a sense of safety to 

employees and sparking social exchange processes from their part (Dulac et al., 2008; 
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Lemmon & Wayne, 2015; Shanock & Eisenberger, 2006; Wayne et al., 1997; Wayne 

et al., 2002). A high-quality employee-employer relationship could be important for 

the formation of organizational virtuousness’ perceptions, while it could also 

moderate the effects of organizational virtuousness’ perceptions on employee 

outcomes acting as an alternative “source” of care and favorable treatment.  

Similarly to the supervisor-subordinate relationship, future research in 

organizational virtuousness could integrate the role of social comparison processes for 

subsequent employee reactions to organizational virtuousness. Social comparison 

processes are an important aspect of the working reality (Buunk & Gibbons, 2007; 

Corcoran, Crusius, & Mussweiler, 2011; Greenberg, Ashton-James, & Ashkanasy, 

2007) and can affect the way employees form their relationship with their 

organization and behave within organizational settings (e.g. Henderson, Wayne, 

Shore, Bommer, & Tetrick, 2008; Hu & Liden, 2013; Tsachouridi & Nikandrou, 

2014; Vidyarthi, Liden, Anand, Erdogan, & Ghosh, 2010). Social comparison 

processes are able to weaken the effects of favorable organizational treatment on 

employee outcomes (Tsachouridi & Nikandrou, 2015).  Future research could 

examine the role of social comparison processes into the study of organizational 

virtuousness. Doing so, we could have a more complete insight into the interplay of 

various factor affecting employee reactions in the workplace.  

12.3. Practical implications 

 The current dissertation indicated that organizational virtuousness can 

transform the way employees feel and think towards their organization and as such 

their subsequent reactions. Perceiving a virtuous organization can make individuals 

express higher willingness to support the organization, higher effort and lower intent 
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to quit. The increased willingness to support the organization and effort expressed by 

employees perceiving high organizational virtuousness are the results of pro-social 

motives developed by individuals within virtuous organizations. The decreased intent 

to quit expressed as a response to organizational virtuousness has to do with the fact 

that within a virtuous organization employees perceive their relationship with the 

organization as more advantageous. As it is obvious, organizational virtuousness 

despite having a disinterested nature (Cameron, 2003) can bring benefits to the 

organizations as a byproduct and can make employees desire to benefit their 

organization. 

 Organizations and managers should increase the organizational virtuousness’ 

perceptions of their employees. Fulfilling the economic, socio-emotional and 

developmental obligations they have towards their employees and keeping their 

promises towards them would be very important for increasing employees’ 

perceptions of organizational virtuousness. Employer obligation fulfillment was found 

to be positively related to organizational virtuousness’ perceptions, while breach was 

found to be negatively related. Based on these findings organizations and managers 

should try to convince employees that their organization has a positive impact on their 

life and expresses high levels of organizational virtuousness. 

 Moreover, organizations should adopt a Community-Focused Climate and 

should actively express their concern for the customers and the broader community. 

The present dissertation argues that perceptions of a Community-Focused Climate can 

make employees form the belief that their organization is virtuous. Expressions of 

corporate social responsibility would convince employees that their organization 

prioritizes positive human impact, thus making them perceive higher levels of 

organizational virtuousness.   
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 In addition to the above, our findings suggest that organizations and managers 

should pay careful attention not only to how they treat their employees but also to 

how they communicate such treatment. Making employees believe that they care 

about them on a disinterested basis and there are no calculative motives behind 

favorable treatment can increase employees’ perceptions of organizational 

virtuousness. It is very important to convince employees that the organization really 

wants to have a positive human impact on the life of its people and there is not a 

hidden agenda when expressing its support. PDS was found to be an important 

antecedent of organizational virtuousness’ perceptions, while it was also found to 

weaken the importance of economic, socio-emotional and developmental fulfillment 

for the formation of organizational virtuousness’ perceptions. As such, it is important 

to make employees believe that favorable treatment is a “gift” provided to them and 

not the result of a pros and cons calculation expressed from the part of the 

organization. 

 Increasing employees’ perceptions of organizational virtuousness is very 

important taking into account that organizational virtuousness’ perceptions not only 

spark better employee outcomes, but also render traditional social exchange processes 

less salient and important for the formation of employees’ intent to quit. This means 

that organizations expressing high virtuousness can maintain a loyal and supportive 

workplace. Even part-time employees and employees who believe that they have not a 

beneficial social exchange relationship with their organization may be willing to stay 

in a virtuous organization, as organizational virtuousness renders social exchange 

processes less salient for employees’ intent to quit. Generally, this dissertation 

supports that organizational virtuousness despite being an end in itself can provide 

benefits to the organizations. This provides to managers and organizations the 
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empirical findings they need in order to pay more attention to organizational 

virtuousness (Cameron, 2003).  
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APPENDIX 1 

Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) for the interrelationships among all the 

variables of the model (Study 1) 

 

 

 

  Economic 

fulfillment 

Socio-emotional 

fulfillment 

Developmental 

fulfillment 

PDS 

Community- 

Focused Climate 

Organizational 

virtuousness’ 

perceptions 

B= 0.23, t=3.73 

B= 0.37, t= 5.03 

B= 0.07, t=1.30 

B= 0.21, t=3.48 

B= 0.24, t=4.39 

B= -0.21,  t=-1.51 

Social 

Exchange 

Pro-social 

motives 

Willingness to 

support  

Time 

commitment 

Work 

intensity 

Intent to quit 

B= -0.19, t= -1.19 

B= 0.00, t=0.02 

B= 0.40, t=4.61 

B= 0.20, t=1.77 

B= -0.19, t=-1.92 

Dash lines represent non-significant paths. Beta values are 

standardized 

Chi-square= 1932.33, df= 1195, RMSEA= 0.050, SRMR= 

0.068, NFI= 0.95, NNFI= 0.98, CFI= 0.98, IFI= 0.98 
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APPENDIX 2 

Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) for the interrelationships among all the 

variables of the model (Study 2) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Psychological 

Contract Breach 

Organizational 

virtuousness’ 

perceptions 

PDS 

B= -0.43, t= -7.71 

B= 0.44, t= 7.52 

B= 0.43, t= 6.85 

B= 0.40, t= 5.01 

Time  

Commitment 

B= 0.03, t= 

0.67 

Impression 

management 

motives 

B= -0.18, t=  -

2.99 

Personal Sacrifice 

Willingness to 

support 

B= 0.47, t= 7.89 

B= 0.34, t= 4.98 

Intent to quit 

B= -0.48, t= -7.34 

B= 0.54, t= 7.13 

B= 0.04, t= 0.99 

Pro-social 

motives 

Work Intensity 

B= 0.65, t= 11.06 

B= -0.03, t= -0.33 

B= 0.13, t= 2.15 

B= -0.49, t= -9.25 

Dash lines represent non-significant paths. Beta values are 

standardized 

Chi-square= 1940.04, df= 880, RMSEA= 0.058, SRMR= 

0.073, NFI= 0.94, NNFI= 0.96, CFI= 0.97, IFI= 0.97 


